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College Head & Chaplain
At New Girls’ Day at the start of the year, I referred to a question reportedly posed by 
James Henan of the Harvard Graduate School of Education to a group of principals 
at a conference, namely, “How do you know when your school is successful?” 

Henan listened to a number of answers to his question that referred to various specific 
achievements before he responded with the following:

“These achievements are important but you should be asking yourselves whether 
your students are going to be happy and productive citizens at age 25, 45 and 
65. What kinds of adults will they be? Will they be respectful and honest, and will 
they work to make the world a better place? These are the qualities we should be 
valuing and pursuing in our schools. And those are the measures of your school’s 
effectiveness.”

This magazine provides ample evidence of wonderful achievements in 2017, across 
a broad range of school activities. It is, however, far more difficult to prove that, as I 
firmly believe, St Anne’s pupils are being prepared to make the world a better place as 
adults, and that, in many instances, they are already doing so.

The skills required for success in school are not necessarily those required for success 
out of it. Thomas Hoerr has identified five formative skills that he considers essential 
for success beyond school, namely: 

Empathy, Self-control, Integrity, Embracing Diversity and Grit.

Encouragingly, he asserts that all these skills are teachable, unlike traditional IQ which 
is stubbornly resistant to improvement after the age of 8. Our College’s extensive co-
curricular programme that is the incubator of the holistic education philosophy to which 
we subscribe, plays a crucial role in developing these skills. But it is also a reality that 

many of these skills are developed by unplanned, normally traumatic events. This has been particularly true this year. I have been immensely 
proud of the manner in which our St Anne’s community has rallied together during particularly tough times, and impressed by the skills, 
especially grit and empathy, developed by our pupils as a result of these experiences.

Thank you to Mrs Jenna McKenzie and her editorial committee for compiling a comprehensive summary of the 140th year in the life of St 
Anne’s. I trust that reading this magazine will be a “feel good” experience for you. 

David Arguile

TOUGH – this is the word that is used by many in our school community to describe this year. It has 
been perceived as such as there are many in our community who have experienced personal tragedy. 
In his first letter to the Corinthians, Paul reminds us that when one part of the body hurts, the whole 
body hurts. Also when one part weeps we all weep, and when one part rejoices we all rejoice. As a 
community we have experienced this interconnectedness. So when one personal tragedy occurs it is 
felt by everyone who loves the family involved. 

With TOUGH, we have discovered many hidden blessings. This school community loves deeply. 
We have felt each other’s pain. Those who experienced trauma speak of how deeply they felt cared 
for, loved and supported. Some describe how the relationships they have had with others have 
become so much deeper and more real than they ever expected. These are the blessings that we are 
hard to experience when life is easy. Yet these are the blessing that remind us that we are loved. 
These are the relationships that last a life time.

We are comforted that our God knows about suffering. God is not an impersonal force, just a higher 
power or generically named as “The Universe”. Our God chose INCARNATION. This is a spiritual 
word that means that God became human in order to identify with the human experience. Jesus is 
the INCARNATION of the higher power, “The Universe”. His life experience is one of coming 
along side people in their joys and in their sufferings. He experienced both of these emotions in a 
profound way as well as the full array of human experience.

The cross was the lowest point in the life of Jesus. Here he experienced excessive physical, 
emotional and spiritual pain. This experience means we can allow him to hold us in our pain. 
He really understands. He also offers us HOPE. Having experienced this overwhelming pain that 
brought about his death, we discover that pain and death are not the end. There is a journey we travel that leads to resurrection, to a new way of being. 
The scars are still there but we know that the pain was not for nothing, they have led to deeper love and joy. They have also led to deeper relationships 
with one another. For those who have turned towards God in their times of suffering there is the HOPE that God brought us through this, and God will 
bring us through the next dark incident we face in our lives. We are not alone.

Rev Dr Susan van Niekerk
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Board & College Staff

BOARD MEMBERS
Back Row: Mr P Ducasse, Mr A Waller, Mr N Jonsson, Dr G Herbert

Second Row: Mrs V Dillon, The Ven P Mosdell, Mr C Taylor
Front Row: Mrs J Champion, Mrs S Wells, Mrs V Mthethwa, Mr I Shongwe

Absent: Mrs D Cele, Adv A Franklin, Mr P Gush, Mr C Ireland

ACADEMIC STAFF
Back Row: Mrs N Thompson, Mr S Moleme, Mr C Hornby, Mr K Nero, Mr M Wessels, Mr F Sumbula, Mrs J Forrest, Mrs C van der Merwe
Fifth Row: Mrs C Oelofsen, Ms D Maurer, Mrs C Darroch, Mr C Elmer-English, Ms A Morgan, Mrs C Crampton, Mrs R Dyer, Mr A Gilfillan

Fourth Row: Mrs D Ross, Ms P Cameron, Ms L Msomi, Mr B McFall, Mrs A Hibbert, Mrs A Theron, Mrs M van Deventer, Mrs V Crossman, Mrs R Padayachee, 
Mrs A Armstrong, Ms T McNamara, Mr R Pennefather

Third Row: Mrs P Peacock, Mrs M von Maltzahn, Mrs J Pollard, Mrs S Steyn, Mrs L Zuma, Mrs M Randall, Mrs L Jenkins, Mrs C Jansen, Ms L Chemaly, 
Mrs T Perrett, Ms J Preiss

Second Row: Ms A Shata, Ms S Mshengu, Mrs S Davel, Mrs S Schwartz, Mr R Oosthuizen, Mrs B Mantle, Mrs R Pillay, Mrs T Gillham, Ms S Lait, Mrs B Smith, 
Ms N Mtolo, Ms B Ndlovu

Front Row: Rev Dr S van Niekerk, Mr T Radebe, Ms M Filmer, Mrs J Fryer, Mrs D Martin, Mr D Arguile, Mr G Niven, Mrs B Hyde, Mrs C Capon, Mrs M Baijnath, 
Mrs U Ramnarain

Absent: Mrs M Scott-Shaw
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ADMIN & FINANCE STAFF
Back Row: Ms T Mkhize, Mrs P Bhola, Mrs M Pieterse, Mr J Reed, Mr M Duncan, Mrs J McKenzie

Third Row: Mr M Nyandu, Mr P Ngcobo, Miss E Naicker, Mrs L Fairweather, Mrs A Ascough, Mrs T Woodgate, Mrs L Schnoor
Second Row: Mrs L Brunyee, Mr M Acutt, Mrs B Strydom, Mr D Arguile, Mrs W Harris, Mrs J Cook

Front Row: Ms P Wilson, Mr T Mothilal, Miss N Sibetha

BOARDING STAFF
Back Row: Mrs J Fryer, Ms T McNamara, Ms L Msomi, Ms S Mhlongo, Mr F Sumbula, Ms S Ntshangase, Ms S Mkhize, Mrs M Randall

Third Row: Mrs N Tshezi, Ms S Lait, Mrs T Mkize, Rev Dr S van Niekerk, Mrs M Baijnath, Ms K Kunene, Ms N Mtolo
Second Row: Ms C Zuma, Mrs L Zulu, Ms Z Madlala, Ms B Majola, Ms A Shata, Ms C Mbanjwa, Ms L Dube, Ms S Nxele
Front Row: Mrs M Tapson, Mrs H Robb, Mrs J Shingler, Mrs D Martin, Mrs J Schorn, Mrs L Timmerman, Mrs B Philpot

Absent: Ms A Morgan, Ms M Watt-Pringle, Ms N Jooste



HOUSEKEEPING STAFF
Back Row: Ms J Madlala, Ms S Mhlongo, Ms S Mchunu, Ms L Zondi

Front Row:  Ms Z Madlala, Ms Z Mchunu, Mrs O Maphumulo, Ms I Mwelaset

LAUNDRY STAFF
Back Row: Ms E Mlotshwa, Ms B Hlela, Ms G Dlamini, Ms T Mokwena

Front Row:  Ms D Mkhwanazi, Mrs C Iyer, Ms S Mchunu, Ms B Mnomiya

CATERING STAFF
Back Row: Ms L Mncwabe, Mrs P Zuma, Ms W Bhengu, Mrs J Sithole, Mrs E Mkhize, Ms V Buthelezi
Second Row: Mr A Dofile, Mr G Khumalo, Ms M Bekker, Miss M Gaines, Mrs K Mothilal, Ms N Mchunu

Front Row: Mrs B Nyandu, Mrs D Masango, Mrs T Phoswa, Ms P Ndebele, Ms L Mkhize
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SANATORIUM STAFF
Miss M Radebe, Mrs S Mills, Mrs D Randall, Ms L Bhengu, Mrs G Gotte

SECURITY STAFF
Back Row: Mr C Phungula, Mr P Mhlongo, Mr S Msane, Mr F Ndlela

Front Row:  Mr T Bambela, Mr S Zuma, Mr M Duncan, Mr D Mthalane

SUPPORT STAFF
Back Row: Mr N Maduna, Mr L Mchunu, Mr Z Mchunu, Mr D Fakude, Mr M Dofile, Mr B Gambu

Third Row: Mr R Ndlovu, Mr J Khombu, Mr S Sikhakhane, Mr O Khanyile, Mr S Ngubane, Mr S Kunene, Ms C Nkomo
Second Row: Mr S Buthelezi, Mr D Zuma, Mr R Madondo, Mr M Duncan, Mr I Ngidi, Mr W Mlaba

Front Row: Ms M Mathenjwa, Mr P Ndlazi, Ms J Ndlangamandla, Ms B Mbanjwa, Mr C Makhathini, Ms E Mbanjwa



Valete
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George retired at the end of 2017 after a long and successful career in education. His love of 
learning began as a boy, attending Westminster College (imagine popping around the corner 
to Westminster Abbey for your morning Chapel Service!) and culminated in graduating from 
Oxford University. Mr David Arguile, who was a colleague of George at Kingswood prior to 
crossing paths again at St Anne’s, noted the following at our Prize Giving Ceremony and end-
of-year staff function... 

“The phrase “comfort is my enemy” is applicable to George, whose commitment to making 
that which is good even better has been particularly evident during the last few years.  Thank 
you, George, for choosing to be an educator, for positively impacting on thousands of pupils’ 
lives during your career, for accepting the offer to move to St Anne’s in 2005 and for your 
friendship.”

In a playful gesture, and to try do justice to his colleague, David presented Young George, a 
guest pupil at St Anne’s, describing what his reports/testimonials/references would say:

Academics: Excel in English, would do French, possibly even isiZulu – challenges the very 
nice Head of Academics as to why there is no Latin, Greek or Mandarin. Consumer Studies: 

George Niven
Deputy Head: Academic & English

loves the practicals – lemon meringue his go-to dish. Low marks often discussed at marks meetings – teacher had to eventually admit that food 
would always be eaten before it could be assessed.
Would never complain about a particular teacher – discourage his parents from doing so – petrified that they may even make contact with the 
very nice Head of Academics to request a specific Maths or English teacher. Receive more commendations than anyone else and insist that his 
mother writes letters of thanks to the very nice Head of Academics for all the commendation letters sent to her.
Young George would not be able to resist any “This is a book that you cannot afford to leave St Anne’s without having read” recommendations 
and thus would hold the record for the most books read in the Bookworm competition. 

Co-Curricular: George takes guitar lessons – complaints from staff about him often missing other lessons or arriving late for them after Music 
lessons.
He is a member of the Chapel choir, plays electric guitar as part of the orchestra and has starred in many drama productions, being particularly 
well known for his effective use of accents and for his horse impersonations. He is a Sacristan, part of the Chapel Worship Team, a SG in the 
SMILE  programme where the possibility of him becoming a teacher first dawns on him.
In terms of sport, he dabbles in squash and hockey, excels as a soccer player – seems to play his best games when he is captain.
Pushed for the introduction of cricket – unsuccessful – as a maths enrichment project introduces a special statistics module that involves girls 
watching televised cricket matches and involving themselves in complicated statistical calculations – strangely enough the girls seem to only 
watch matches that involve England…

I am confident that, although somewhat tongue in cheek, this testimonial is not far off the mark – the real George certainly embodies the holistic 
education that is characteristic of St Anne’s.

At our Prize Giving, I also acknowledged the important role that George’s wife, Penny, has played in his career. It is thus fitting that our older 
George will, as he sits by the fire, look across at Penny and remember the early part of their journey together. Mirroring the thoughts of Mr 
Chips, George would remember that “they had both been so eager”.

Mr Chips had done "his best; that was all anyone could do in any job". You, too, have done your best, George. And your best has been better 
than most others would have done in a similar job. Thank you!

Mr David Arguile



Craig Elmer-English began his farewell speech to Maureen with a quote from Winnie-the-Pooh,
“How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard” A.A. Milne.

Maureen has taught in various roles during her time at the College – Geography, Biology, Natural 
Science and Design Technology – and her journey with St Anne’s has been a long one. To put 
it in perspective, she joined St Anne’s in 1987, when a loaf of white bread cost 75 cents, Dirty 
Dancing was on the cinema and Ronald Reagan was still the president of the US. Maureen has been 
described as a contemporary, trendy, vibey and funky colleague and friend; a domestic goddess and 
the queen of biscotti; and an especially proud granny.

Maureen has always put her creativity and décor skills to good use at St Anne’s, setting a high 
standard at our school balls and dances. Over the years she has built up an impressive assortment 
of items and plans to continue her passion in running a wedding and events hire company from her 
home in Hilton. 

Sunette’s Consumer Studies colleague, Janine Pollard, gave a humorous and heartfelt speech, filled 
with edible props, at the year-end farewell function. Janine presented Sunette with an assortment 
of things including: nuts to resemble the ‘nutty’ CS Department; carrots to remind Sunette of her 
favourite Great Adventure snack; coffee for the coffee snob in her; droëwors, just because she’s a 
Afrikaans Tannie; and a wooden spoon - heaven help you if you stir onions with a wooden spoon 
in Sunette’s classroom!

Sunette has shown great dedication to St Anne’s for ten years, not only in her department but in all 
spheres of College life. Her passion for travel and exploration, and to expose her pupils to far more 
than the formal classroom setting, has led to many school trips that she has instigated or organised 
taking her to France, Italy, Cape Town and the Midlands. We hope that Sunette is blessed with many 
years of good health so that she can continue enjoying her love of travelling in her retirement.

Sister Randall arrived at St Anne’s in January 2010 to work in the Sanatorium after working at 
Woodgrove. She has been an integral, loyal and committed member of the San Team, providing our ladies 
with invaluable care and treatment. Her attention to detail has been so appreciated, from tablecloths to 
beautiful flowers to replenishing food supplies and kitchen crockery when running low. Her willingness 
to be stretched and to grow in areas she has not found comfortable can be applauded and definitely noted. 
Her love for God, nature, walking and seeing what is around her is a challenge to open our eyes and see 
the beauty that surrounds us daily.

“Sr Randall wore her kindness on her sleeve for all to enjoy. She is the most selfless, compassionate, 
loving and caring person. She was made by the unicorns. Thank you for all the laughter and joyful 
moments. Keep sharing that contagious smile and gentle heart. You will be missed dearly.” Angel Radebe 
(San Assistant)

“Sr Randall, a perfect definition of kindness. The time I have spent with her has been nothing short of 
inspirational. Her demeanour and work ethic have been filled with professionalism and true dedication. 
She was more than just a colleague. She always placed other people’s needs before her own.” Lungile 
Bhengu (San Assistant)

As this season ends and a new one begins, we pray that you would be overwhelmed by God’s goodness 
in every area of your life.

Maureen Scott-Shaw

Sunette Davel

Dorothy Randall

Life Science & Design Technology

Consumer Studies

Sanatorium 
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20 Year Long Service Award Recipients: Catherine Crampton, 
Ortwell Khanyile, Milton Nyandu and Anthia Armstrong Come Dine With Me

Secretaries' lunch

Staff vs Girls - Hockey

Staff with Annie

Tope for Hope Sunflower Day

Youth Day Fete

Staff vs Girls - Tug-o-war Come Dine With Me 



Prize Giving

Chairman of the Board, Sharon Wells, started the proceedings by commenting on the large-scale development of the campus and low-level staff 
turnover. She acknowledged the extreme importance of the role of the Foundation, under the current leadership of Nick Jonsson, in this on-going 
development, as well as the bursary scheme that continues to fund so many girls.

She reported that the Board Campus Development Sub-Committee, under the leadership of Charles Taylor, continues to make inroads into the growth 
and maintenance of the campus buildings. A 10-20 year master plan includes seven major building capital projects, the first of which is to upgrade the 
theatre complex facilities, which will be tackled in 2018. Sharon listed many renovation and improvement projects which had recently been completed. 
She expressed the importance of this in “ensuring that one of our greatest assets – our teaching, administrative, support staff and management, have an 
optimal environment in which to ensure that our girls reach their own and their parents’ goals and expectations”.

Sharon commended the class of 2016 on yet another set of outstanding Matric results, revealing the high work ethic of girls and the passion of 
committed staff. She referred to the diverse professional development programme offered to staff, headed up by George Niven, who retires after 
thirteen years of service as Deputy Head Academic. She commented on George’s extraordinary intellect, and quoted from a document he created in 
his presentation to the Board this term on the College’s professional development policy which he has helped craft and administer over the past decade 
or so. She noted George’s exemplary report writing skills, his excellent communication with the IEB and Umalusi, and quoted a number of anecdotes 
about George from his fellow staff members. She thanked him most sincerely, on behalf of the Board, and noted that his “footprint has been immense”. 
Sharon also acknowledged Maureen Scott-Shaw who was retiring after thirty years of service to the College.

Sharon commended the ongoing process of debate which occurs at management and Board level ensuring that our curriculum remains relevant to the 
iGeneration. She thanked Andrew Waller, Mike Acutt and their financial teams for their ongoing scrupulous management and allocation of budgets and 
finances that enables the College to function optimally. She welcomed three new Board Members, Mrs Dumile Cele, Dr Graham Herbert and Mr Peter 
Ducasse, and bid farewell to Board Member, Mrs Jill Champion, whose “professional and sensible approach, and experience as Head of an independent 
school, has been invaluable”.

Sharon remarked on the success and progress of our digital environment under the leadership of Board Member, Craig Ireland, and affirmed the 
College’s continued commitment to its Anglican boarding school heritage. She commended the work by new Deputy Head Pastoral, Debbie Martin, in 
conjunction with her pastoral team, in creating a “supportive, happy and vibrant environment for our girls”. She proceeded to thank Board Members 
Vuyo Mthetwa, the Venerable Paul Mosdell, Isaac Shongwe and Vicki Dillon for their meaningful engagement in the various sub-committees of ethics 
and bursaries. She thanked her Vice-chairman, Nick Jonsson, for his friendship and teamwork during her term of office.

Sharon remarked how, in the last year, so many people in the St Anne’s community had “lost someone very precious and pivotal in their lives”. What 
she had noticed, in their grief, was a common thread of caring, support and love evident in the St Anne’s community. Her final message to the College 
was that we should celebrate both our talented prize winners, and our “generously-spirited community”.

In conclusion, Sharon thanked the College Head, David Arguile, for “his integrity, commitment and expertise in his difficult and diverse role”. She 
expressed her wish that he may “steer the ship of this magnificent College of St Anne for many years to come”.

Chairman’s Address
Sharon Wells
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College Head’s Address
David Arguile 
The College Head began by saying that he had recently been challenged by 
the question: “Is your school a better school because you lead it?” He felt it an 
important question for all leaders, irrespective of their leadership context. He 
expressed his sincere thanks and appreciation to the outgoing Chairman of the 
Board, Sharon Wells, for her three years as the first female chair in the 140 years 
existence of the College. He noted that Sharon had served her alma mater in 
various roles over a long period, including being a Board Member for 12 years, 
and thanked her for her unfailing passion for St Anne’s.

David thanked a number of people retiring from the College. Firstly, George Niven, Deputy Head and Head of Academics since 2005. David reflected 
on George’s “intellect, wisdom and exemplary work ethic” and thanked him for choosing to be an educator and for positively impacting on thousands 
of pupils’ lives during his career. He then thanked Maureen Scott-Shaw for her 30 years of dedicated service across a number of different departments, 
and Mrs Sunette Davel and Sister Dot Randall, retiring after 10 and 8 years respectively. He also thanked Rector Greg Theron, leaving Michaelhouse, 
for his contribution to education in the Midlands.

David’s reflection on the past year included the deaths of immediate family of staff and pupils, tragedies such as the Michaelhouse bus accident, and 
other unique challenges which had seen members of the St Anne’s community rally together in support of each other. He quoted an African proverb: 
“If you want to walk fast, walk alone / If you want to walk far, walk together”, and said that while 2017 had not necessarily been a nice year, it had 
been a good year for the College.

David observed that circles feature prominently in his reflections of 2017. Firstly, the image of the 1st Team Hockey players gathered in a circle after 
an important win. While they were elated, their Captain reminded them to be gracious in victory, and sensitive to the fact that the beaten team might be 
hurting. He stressed the importance of this leadership and sportsmanship and that quality of performance is not necessarily unique, but attitude certainly 
is.  He reiterated that “at St Anne’s we place emphasis on girls becoming their best, rather than the best”.

The second circle image David mentioned was that of a group of girls sitting in a circle, one of many set up this year at pupil as well as at staff level, as 
part of the Sacred Spaces programme. David spoke about how we “live in a pluralistic society in which evils such as racism and chauvinism appear to 
be increasingly prevalent”. He quoted psychologist Beverly Tatum, who warns us “We absorb bias in the same way we breathe in smog – involuntarily 
and usually without any awareness of it”. He highlighted the need at St Anne’s to “build awareness of any unconscious bias, recognise its negative 
effects and continue (begin) to address it in our practice”. (Sarah Fiarman). David also felt it important that school leaders should “create learning 
environments where all pupils can bring their full selves to school. This means making it possible for people to talk about the range of identities they 
hold; that when a school community faces situations of injustice – around race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, or other differences – the goal should be to 
not just discuss the matter, but also learn through it. The Sacred Spaces and other social awareness initiatives are assisting in ensuring that pupils and 
staff feel that they can bring their full selves to school, that their voices are heard and that their opinions are respected.”

The third circle David mentioned comprised girls sitting on Front Lawn on the afternoon of the news of the Michaelhouse bus accident. Girls gathered 
spontaneously in and around the Chapel to pray and support each other. David felt this circle image was significant for two reasons in particular. Firstly, 
it was yet another example of the situational leadership so prevalent at St Anne’s, where girls chose to lead and comfort others, and secondly, it was a 
significant illustration of the important role of faith at the College.

David expressed his gratitude to the St Anne’s community. He thanked the girls of St Anne’s for who they are and for their enthusiastic involvement 
in the curriculum, as well as Mbali, Felicity and The Form 6 class of 2017 for their leadership, and the parents for their positive support. He thanked 
the College staff for their contribution to the success of 2017, Sharon and the College Board, Mr Nick Jonsson and the Foundation Trustees for their 
time and expertise in the interests of St Anne’s, his Deputy Heads, Debbie Martin and George Niven, and Business Manager, Mike Acutt. Finally, he 
expressed special thanks to his PA, Barbara Strydom and his wife, Venita, for their invaluable support.
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A prospective pupil recently being interviewed for Hilton College was asked by the Headmaster at the end of the session whether he had any questions 
about the school.  “Yes” said the boy: “How often does the bus go to St Anne’s?”

Alistair Franklin, a Governor on the St Anne’s Board, comes from a family of three sisters and is a father to four daughters. He says his only ally at 
home is a small miniature Schnauzer male dog, which often looks as confused as he does. With many deep connections to St Anne’s, he remembers 
how as a boy at Hilton, he too used to walk all the way to our campus to visit the girls on Sundays.  

Guest Speaker’s Address
Alistair Franklin SC

Mbali Shongwe welcomed everyone and thanked our guest speaker, 
Advocate Alistair Franklin, for openly sharing his experiences with 
us. She spoke about the growth that takes place and opportunities 
on offer at our College that allow girls to discover what really 
matters. Mbali recalled listening to a College Lecture presented 
by Tich Smith, the founder of LIV Village, where she started to 
grapple with the concept of success versus significance. Mbali felt 
that the majority of the youth are raised seeking success as the 
ultimate life goal, and whilst a successful life is a fine achievement, 
it quickly disintegrates when compared to a life of significance. 
Success is much more attainable than significance; it is easier to 
work hard and accumulate wealth than it is to make a mark on the 
lives of the people around you. However, a legacy of success is 
short-lived whilst a legacy of significance stands the test of time. 

Quoting Oprah Winfrey, “The key to realizing a dream is to focus 
not on success but significance – and then even the small steps 
and little victories along your path will take on greater meaning”. 
To Mbali, the St Anne’s experience is an amalgamation of small 
steps and little victories, working together to create a foundation 
for future significance. 

She talked about the difficulties that our community faced in 2017 
and how in those dark moments the true spirit of uBuntu was felt 
amongst the girls. Compassion, empathy, courage and hope shone 
through in their sisterhood – she encouraged the girls to hold on 
to those bonds.

Mbali touched on transformation and social change and how the 
girls are challenged through our Social Awareness Week; debunking 
stereotypes and prejudice through healthy discourse and informed 
presentations, bringing about a sense of understanding and respect 
for all people who surround us. 

There were many thanks to be given, to all of the St Anne’s staff, to 
the parents whose sacrifices make a St Anne’s education possible 
and to her fellow Ladies in Blue.

She reflected on her five years at the College, her sense of 
belonging, silly decisions, crippling laughter and abundant joy. 
She commended her year-group for never taking themselves too 
seriously and for truly enjoying every moment. In the words of 
Amandla Stenberg, an American actress and singer, “I have a friend 
who has this thing called “shine theory”, which basically says that 
when you become friends with other powerful, like-minded people, 
you all just shine brighter. As a unit, we have an incomparable 
glow and that can be attributed only to the relationships that we 
share. May you all continue to shine your light wherever it is that 
you may go”. 

She concluded by acknowledging that St Anne’s has broadened her 
mind and enriched her greatly. She deems her high school journey 
to have been a successful one, and that it was with great pleasure 
that she served the College as Head Girl. 

Head Girl’s Address
Mbali Shongwe

Alistair directed his speech to the girls of St Anne’s, and spoke about 
the extraordinary advances women have made in the world, in the hope 
that they will continue the crusade to ensure that there is equality of 
opportunity across the full spectrum of their lives. He emphasised the 
extraordinary progress that has been made thus far and how exciting this 
makes the world for our young women. He noted that when his father was 
Chairman of the St Anne’s Board in 1973 he always liked to say: “Behind 
every successful man is a St Anne’s girl”. This was a great compliment 
in the context of his era, but now it is the St Anne’s girls themselves who 
are successful in their own right, and they do not depend on husbands or 
others to make them so.

He talked about progress in many areas; his experience of studying at 
Oxford at a time when the University was first opening up to women; the 
changes in Leadership structures and women in positions of power as well 
as the progress that has been made in his own line of work. He shared that 
when he joined the law profession, the landscape was frankly hostile to 
females.  Until the late 1990s there was barely a handful of women judges 
in this country, no leaders of the professional bodies and very few female 
Counsel.  He is happy that one now regularly addresses the words “My 
Ladyship” to the bench as more and more women are appointed and even 
the President of the SCA is now a woman.  At the Bar, female advocates 
traditionally received only matrimonial work: divorces and child custody 
matters, which were thought to be best suited to a woman’s abilities.  But 
today the most recent Chair of the Johannesburg Bar Council is a woman 
and his female colleagues (325 of them in Johannesburg alone) are thriving 
in diverse areas of practice such as Constitutional and Administrative Law 
and large commercial cases.  He confessed that he believes that women 
actually make the best lawyers, and even better, some of them come from 
St Anne’s. He encouraged the girls to consider the law as a career. 

He talked about maintaining a sense of humour in life; the enormous 
contributions that women have made in the literary field, bringing about 
change to social conventions purely by the power of their writing; and 
the massive advances that women have made in sport, no longer confined 
to games which suit the supposedly more delicate nature of the female 
athlete.  

He referred to the work of Dr Judy Dlamini, author of a book “Different 
but Equal” in which she devotes a chapter to the topic: “Men’s role in 
levelling the playing fields”.  She observes that the struggle for women’s 
advancement is a joint effort, to be carried out without patronising or 
by giving incremental concessions as a favour to women, but by truly 
embracing the notion of equality.  Alistair believes that mostly, this can 
be achieved by just doing the right thing - it really is simply a matter 
of mutual respect.  If you apply that standard, then the artificial barriers 
separating men and women evaporate before your eyes.  

He highlighted the benefits of a St Anne’s education and encouraged girls 
to use the privilege well, to advance the cause of women’s rights even 
further.

The authors of an anthology entitled “Women’s Talk” have remarked: 
until it is no longer newsworthy when a woman pilots a jumbo jet across 
the Atlantic or does some other function which men routinely perform, 
then the dream of equality is still a way off. The goal which the authors 
postulate is to create a world in which women’s abilities are accepted 
without remark, excuse or explanation.  He believes that our St Anne’s 
girls will help make that goal a reality. 

Alistair closed his address quoting from the author Kingsley Amis on 
behalf of all the fathers: “Women are really much nicer than men.  No 
wonder we like them so much”.  
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81 St Anne’s candidates        (IEB 11 464) 
100% pass rate        (IEB 98.76%) 

100% Bachelor Degree certificate for university admission                   (IEB 88.5%) 

There were 247 individual Level 7 scores including 42 of 90% or more
75 girls (91%) achieved a Level 7 in at least one subject

55 girls (68%) achieved a Level 7 in two or more subjects
43% of all subjects taken yielded Level 7s 

72% of all subjects taken achieved Levels 6 or 7
An average of 3 Level 7s per pupil was achieved

Level 7s in all 7 subjects:
Erin Crossman, Robyn Ducasse, Sabrina Henderson, Hannah Howell, Katerina Itopoulos, Ashley Kairu, Emma Pitout

Level 7s in 6 subjects:
Alexandra Baldwin, Grace Ireland, Josephine Krumhoff, Emily Lazenby, Megan McDonald, Emma Pitt, Munaka Ramaite, Kim Yammin

Level 7s in 5 subjects:
 Genevieve Field, Michaela Lane, Amy Leggat, Georgina Moffatt, Lara South, Alexandra Walters

Level 7s in 4 subjects: 
Rivoningo Baloyi, Carolyn Boyes, Mwenya Chishimba, Aimée Dunn, Shannon Firman,  Alexa Jooste, Morgan Logan, Thenjiwe Matji, 

Mbali Shongwe, Stephanie Vickers, Sthokozile Zungu

Level 7 subject scores were achieved in the following subjects:
Accounting 7 out of 11 candidates IsiZulu FAL 6 out of 14 candidates

Afrikaans FAL 10 out of 60 candidates Life Orientation 67 out of 81 candidates

Consumer Studies 11 out of 41 candidates Life Sciences 16 out of 42 candidates

Dramatic Arts 8 out of 23 candidates Maths Literacy 19 out of 26 candidates

English Home Language 23 out of 81 candidates Core Maths 23 out of 56 candidates

French 4 out of 11 candidates Music 1 out of 5 candidates

Geography 10 out of 28 candidates Physical Sciences 14 out of 22 candidates

History 20 out of 44 candidates Visual Arts  7 out of 23 candidates

The following girls were included in the top 1% of candidates for that subject:

Accounting:    Emma Pitout
Consumer Studies:     Emma Pitout, Lara South, 
     Kim Yammin
English:      Rivoningo Baloyi
Geography:         Emma Pitout, Emma Pitt, 
     Erin Crossman, Katerina Itopoulos
History :     Megan McDonald
Life Orientation:     Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Jessica-Lee  
     Redfern, Erin Crossman, Robyn 
     Ducasse, Sabrina Henderson

Life Sciences:     Robyn Ducasse, Erin Crossman
Maths Literacy:     Alexandra Baldwin, Caitlyn Coxe
Core Maths:     Emma Pitout, Sabrina Henderson,    
     Katerina Itopoulos, Robyn Ducasse, 
     Genevieve Field
Music:      Robyn Ducasse
Physical Sciences:     Sabrina Henderson, Katerina Itopoulos,   
     Robyn Ducasse 

Robyn Ducasse was included in the list of candidates for Outstanding Achievement.
Sabrina Henderson and Emma Pitout were included in the list of candidates for Commendable Achievement.
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FORM 6
Back Row: Shannon Firman, Morgan Logan, Megan McDonald, Caitlyn Cox, Nomsa Maswera, Jenna Mitchell, Michaela Lane, Sithelo Mthethwa

Seventh Row: Genevieve Field, Ella O’Connell, Emily Lazenby, Abby Morkel, Thina Dumalisile, Emma Quin, Josephine Krumhoff, Alexandrea Papageorgiou
Sixth Row: Stephanie Vickers, Julia Raw, Stephanie Wenke, Jodi-Lee Talmage, Sophie McDonald, Siobhan Fleming, Georgina Moffatt, Lihlethemba Mazibuko, 

Emma Futter, Katherina Itopoulos
Fifth Row: Jessica Travers-Nagelsen, Fern Abraham, Alexandra Baldwin, Grace Ireland, Kim Yammin, Sinegugu Nzimande, Lauren Johnson, Jemma Bau, 

Sarah Kershaw, Emma Pitt, Catherine Riley
Fourth Row: Charlotte Johnson, Jessica-Lee Redfern, Alexandra Jankovich Bésán, Munashe Mashanda, Aphiwe Mhlanga, Hannah Howell, Amy Leggat, 

Lerissa Giessing, Alexa Jooste, Carolyn Boyes
Third Row: Holly Armstrong, Sthokozile Zungu, Alexandra Walters, Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Yasmin Cook, Emma Pitout, Robyn Jensen, Gemma Thomas, 

Sarah Thornton-Dibb, Munaka Ramaite, Ashleigh Wilmot
Second Row: Rivoningo Baloyi, Tatum Pead, Lara South, Thengiwe Matji, Leah Smith, Ashley Kairu, Jeanene Abels, Rachael van Rensburg, Mwenya Chishimba, 

Kristin Faber
Front Row: Lwandile Mbana, Brittany Jewell, Kai Gossman, Brady Wiseman, Felicity Noge, Mrs U Ramnarain, Mbali Shongwe, Robyn Ducasse, Sarah Barnand, 

Erin Crossman, Aimée Dunn
Absent: Sabrina Henderson, Georgia Luyt, Josephine Romer-Lee
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Matric Farewells
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Matric Ball
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

Lifeline
Sabrina Henderson

In the Mourning
Finalist Witness True Stories KZN 

I knew I had arrived at home when I was greeted by the screeching soprano of the rusted gate. I could smell the freshly mowed golden-green 
grass as I walked toward the rough textured pink house that stood hidden behind the two-poled marquee that day. The pace of the wind that 
blew, quickened as it whispered the truth of Mkhulu’s sudden death. When I approached Uncle Bongani’s crimson BMW, I stood to take a stare 
at my reflection and adjusted the unflattering ankle-covering dress I wore and sighed at the sight of the doek on my head that suffocated my hair. 
I then continued my dreaded journey to the house that was plastered with chores inside and began to anticipate a long day of labour. That day 
had marked two days since the end of Mkhulu’s life but it also marked the beginning of the preparations for his funeral.
 
Behind the front door, chairs moved, two spaghetti mops waltzed across the floor, lowered voices carried instructions across the room and 
crockery and cutlery clinked and clanked as it was repositioned from the dining room table to the kitchen counter. I knew that in due time I 
would also be running around doing my delegated chores. Before I knew it, an aunt wearing a green and yellow floral apron stood in front of me 
with three white tea cups, a small teapot and milk jug carefully placed on a tray. With a slight tilt of her head, pointing toward the main bedroom 
door, I knew I had to serve the tea to the elders that sat mournfully in Gogo’s room. 

I opened the door cautiously, balancing the tray but also making sure the hinges did not make any noise to upset the grief-stricken silence. As I 
knelt to place the tray on the floor, I lifted my eyes to take a quick glance at Gogo. She was sitting, cocooned in a large burgundy blanket. Her 
head was lowered. Her breaths were silent. My eyes had burned and the thick, heavy air of grief that filled the room began to choke me. In a soft 
raspy bass, my great-aunt requested that I go get some sugar from the kitchen and I obediently left the room to do as I was told. 

I took the sugar and handed it to my younger cousin to take to the elders, as I had decided not to return to the unpleasantness of that room. 
I wanted to pretend I had not witnessed the horror of Gogo’s state or that I had felt the spirit of grief enfold me. I was pretty good at that, 
pretending, and had survived my childhood days doing just that, pretending.

 I remember pretending to be a host of a cooking show as I played with the abandoned two-plate stove in our back yard, that Mkhulu had 
specifically warned me not to touch because he was adamant that he would fix it eventually and of course “eventually” never came. I also 
remember sitting on Mkhulu’s lap, begging him to describe the scenery of Durban in detail so that I could pretend I had visited there during the 
holidays when I had to do my Afrikaans holiday oral at school, because of course nobody would find it interesting if I told them I had stayed in 
Richmond for the whole holiday. I used to pretend because my imagination had a desire to dominate reality.

That day however, no matter how hard I tried to drown the truth, it still made its way back to the surface of my mind. Mkhulu had passed. There 
was no use pretending because an uncontrollable change had taken place. Even in my desperation to relive the experiences with Mkhulu, I would 
not be able to. I knew that after the waves of soil covered his mahogany coffin on Saturday, everything would have to just continue without him. 
The wind would continue to whistle. The moon would continue to trade places with the sun. Gogo would continue to age.

Lihlithemba Mazibuko
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Concomitant
Alexandra Walters

Endangered
Alexa Jooste

Rhythmic elements 
Merit Award Douglas Livingstone Poetry 

The wind sways in time 
As the leaves applaud
The rocks rattle between earth’s cracks,
As the clouds rumble like a bass,
But, you my friend, must remain static 
And obediently listen to this harmonious melody.

Once you put to sleep your own perfected pitch and immaculate rhythm
And begin to play your staggered chords on untuned strings,
It is then that you will form part of this melody - 
Not composed by singers singing your tune 
Nor instruments arranged by your score 
But, a melody with elements unrefined 
And the composition, uninstructed.

Lihlithemba Mazibuko

I am Jewish
I am Jewish,
But you won’t allow me to be because
I was not born one.
I am Jewish,
But you won’t allow me to be because
I am also Afrikaans.
I am Jewish,
But you won’t allow me to be because
I eat bacon.
I am Jewish,
But you won’t allow me to be because
I don’t attend Synagogue on Shabbat.

I am Jewish,
Only when you want to tell a Jew joke about the Holocaust.
I am Jewish,
Only when you want to blame someone for the attacks on the Gaza Strip.
I am Jewish,
Only when you see that I am not singing in chapel and it offends you.
I am Jewish,
Only when you hear me pronounce Hummus, Pesach and Challah differently
and to you is incorrect.
I am Jewish,
Only when you hear me calling my stepdad Aba and think that it is exotic.

I am not Jewish 
for your entertainment and complaints.
I am Jewish
Because it’s the religion and culture my family has chosen to follow.

I am Jewish.

Rachael van Rensburg
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The Help
Merit Award Douglas Livingstone Poetry 

Uniform pressed and starched, she stood attentive as
I sat at the well-adorned table – a guest
Her petite frame against that of the door – a waitress.
We were the same but different.

My blue private school uniform and ar-tic-u-la-tion
contrasting her red pinafore and ban-tu ej-oo-kay-shun.

We passed silently, late into the night
When the others were out of sight.
The moonlight leaked onto the kitchen floor
and the stars stuck to the windows
creating a streaky night sky.

Our souls weighed heavily onto the laminate floors 
- two worlds diverged on wood. 
The kettle sighed and the ice jostled,
the house was filled with the weight of our indifference.

In the silence our tension ceased 
we realised
we share the three common sins:
Black
African
Female.

I saw her
stripped of her nicknames.

She saw me 
no longer blinded by my school badge.

We saw
Each 
Other.

Felicity Noge

Thank you
Aimée Dunn

A feeling like home 
Finalist Witness True Stories KZN 

Waking up from a deep slumber on the 24th of July, I open my 
curtains and gaze out at the dark Durban silence. The city is sleep-
ing. I can see ships docking patiently at the Bluff and I can smell 
the musty scent of Durban’s humidity. Today, my sister Annabelle 
should have been exclaiming that it is one month until her thir-
teenth birthday. Sadly, her death five months ago prevents this joy 
from filtering through my home. All that can be heard this morn-
ing is the cacophony of frogs from my next-door neighbours’ pool 
and the call of the resident Brown-hooded Kingfisher. 

My home is a capsule of memories. It is a place where I spent the 
bulk of my childhood. Most of the memoires that I have of my 
sister are inside the walls of my home. My sister died on the 9th of 
February this year from a cancerous brain tumour against which 
she courageously fought for two years. 

I still cannot believe the strange feeling of death. There are no 
more hide-and-seek games (where Annabelle and I knew every 
nook and cranny in the house to hide). There is no more tickle 
monster before bed with dad. There are no more astounding card 
tricks or games which she and I would play for hours on the back 
veranda, at the coffee table on our haunches, waiting to catch each 
other out. We would often head down to the beachfront to go long 
boarding. The speed and exhilaration which we felt after a skate 
was always prized. Annabelle and I had many walks along the 
beach, licking Choc 99s from Steers while giggling at the amateur 
surfers bailing underneath the waves. 

However, tent building is what I miss most about being at home 
with Annabelle. We would create a fort in the gap between the 
two single beds in her room. Blankets would become our canvas 
tent and books, the pegs. Fairy lights would guide our way to the 
midnight snacks within our hidden fortress. We would pretend 
that we were in Kenya, in the sweltering heat or in the Antarctic 
where fur coast were a necessity. We would put the fan on full-
blast for the greatest effect of polar bear winds.

To be at home is to be with my sister. Annabelle’s room has be-
come my home. It is the epitome of her character and her pres-
ence is felt in all four corners. Her room gives me comfort. I now 
sleep in there every night longing for sisterly cuddles in bed. Her 
hand-written notes are still stuck on her whiteboard as if she is 
going to return. The medical equipment has been cleared out, 
leaving behind only a residue of her sickness. 

I am moving from Durban and out of KwaZulu-Natal at the end of 
this year. I have many fears that consume me about moving. I am 
afraid of fading memories of my sister and the diluted comfort of 
feeling “at home”, as they will be left in the warmest place to be.
My fondest memory in my home is of bath time with Annabelle. 
We would sit for hours soaking in the tub, singing worship songs 
at the tops of our lungs, letting our neighbours know that we were 
worthy enough to be on “The Voice.” I replay this memory in my 
mind. Such happiness and sadness have been felt in my home and 
I hope that I feel at home when I move. 

I believe that home is not a place but is something or someone 
that gives one comfort and healing. Home is something that al-
lows the heart to mend, the mind to regain its strength and the soul 
to regenerate. Annabelle’s giggles and cries are in the walls that 
are drenched with memories that will be forever cherished. I hope 
that wherever I go, I will feel the comfort of my sister’s presence 
and feel at home. 

Grace Ireland 
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Their shiny shoes 
Black beetle-shiny shoes parade through glistening institutions,
Guided by the familiar command of an electric bell.

The prestige of the ground upon which they tread boasts from afar,
And their steel buckles radiate innocence and brains prized by onlookers.

But who would ever don these snaring boons?
Ma’am, 
the beings who don these snaring boons 
equals young ladies.

Young ladies who wake asleep 
to cram angles and question marks into the galaxies between their ears,
And rise again with the sleeping sun to fulfil dreams 
handed to them by wrinkled palms.

They will either suppress or dismiss the spontaneity 
that pumps blood through their veins,
And they nod as authority reminds them 
that academic pressure will turn them into diamonds.

My, how gorgeous the penalty of their privilege!

How unfortunate the shoes don’t speak of the clandestine tablets 
that keep seams from parting,
Or of the cigarette butts they’ve squashed at midnight.
.
Munaka Ramaite

Twisted Thoughts
 Carolyn Boyes

Sell your Sole
Ashleigh Wilmot
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Disquietude
 Josephine Romer-Lee

Achieved 100% Exam Mark

78 Mitchell Street
Finalist Witness True Stories KZN 

78 Mitchell Street, Eshowe, is still standing but we are no longer the occupants. TheTerre’Blanches bought the house from my grandmother, Elizabeth, four years 
ago after she decided that the ‘city life’ was too fast-paced for her old age. Sometimes I imagine what they have done to the swimming pool that housed an array 
of insect species or the mango trees in the front garden that welcome guests. If I think hard enough I can imagine Gogo and Mkhulu waiting at the stoep by the too 
high steps enthusiastic for our visit. Of course, Mkhulu is no longer with us and Gogo does not have a stoep where she greets us anymore. But the memories of two 
generations are tucked safely away at 78 Mitchell Street, Eshowe. Before arriving at number 78, you always passed number 76. A monstrosity of a house, number 
76 stood proudly behind a huge iron gate and only the tips of the white house could be seen from the street. We always believed our neighbours lived in a haunted 
house because no one ever saw anyone enter or exit. The only indication of life were dogs, who during a fight, took the ear of one of Gogo’s dogs. My grandmother 
does not particularly like cool drinks, in fact she is diabetic but all her dogs have been names after cool drinks: Stoney, Fanta, Schweppes and Twist. Stoney was 
feared among many and was known to always be locked in the garage if guests were expected. There was a sense of satisfaction knowing that Stoney would never 
charge at you or bark menacingly because you were family. The rest were on their own. Unfortunately, after an incident involving my cousin’s headmaster, Stoney 
was sent away to be put down. There was a slight unease because the other three dogs were not exactly capable of scaring away an intruder.

Upon arriving at the gate of the house, there would always be an argument about who would open the gate. There was a technique to opening the ancient 
contraption that not many could master. The wrestle with the gate could be heard from inside the house as a signal of our arrival. Gogo and Mkhulu and whichever 
family members had arrived before us would exit the house and wait for out on the stoep. Leading up to the house there were large, round stepping stones that we 
would jump on mimicking our favourite adventure film of the time and pretending to be crossing a river full of deadly crocodiles. The mango trees would wave 
to us, silently reminding us of their fresh produce. We would hop, skip and jump up the stairs into the arms of Gogo and Mkhulu who always smelt of fire and old 
leather. Depending on our arrival time, Gogo would most likely be wearing an apron and Mkhulu holding his prized evening paper that no one else could read 
because we did not know how to fold it correctly. We were always greeted with “Bazukulu, kate ngangugcina” (Grandchildren, it has been ages since I have last 
seen you) “Senikhulile” (You have all grown).

As you stepped into the house the first thing you would see was the house telephone with a stool beside it. You never wanted to be the one to answer the phone 
because most likely the person on the other line would be speaking in Zulu which you could not understand. The conversation would go as far as greetings before 
the message relayed would be ‘lost in translation’. Mkhulu was a priest a church so phone calls were frequent throughout the day.Aromas from the kitchen wafted 
around the house enveloping us warmly.

Before sleeping arrangements would be decided, dinner would be served in 
the dining room just off the kitchen. Girls and boys would flip a coin for who 
would set the table and clear it and who would wash the dishes. You did not 
want the latter or you would be subjected to watch whatever channel on the 
television the boys would be watching after you were done. The television 
was a source of family divisions and arguments because there was only one 
that had a DSTV decoder. Gogo would watch TBN, the Christian channel, 
Mkhulu, the news and the grandchildren a mix between Trace and the soapie 
playing. No television would be switched on until after evening prayers. 
Mkhulu had a special cream, leather sofa chair that he sat on as he read from 
his devotional. I would usually let my eyes wonder around the ornate room 
that housed family photographs all over the walls and memorabilia collected 
by my grandparents on their travels around the world.You knew never to 
catch the eye of another cousin or you would erupt into a fit of giggles 
because of absolutely nothing.

Sleeping arrangements were always tricky because of the large numbers. The 
Parents would usually leave to sleep at the George Hotel nearby. I would 
sleep with the other girls in the study on mattresses. The study was filled 
wall-to-wall with books, documents and files and in the dark it sometimes 
looked like the shelves were moving. We would fall asleep telling each other 
scary stories.

In the back garden, there was a large ‘swimming pool’. In about 1989 when 
my grandparents first bought the house, it was an actual swimming pool but 
after years of neglect it became home to frogs, insects, bugs and murky brown 
water that bubbled. We would play ‘Survivor' or ‘Amazing Race’ on the lawn 
depending on which show was popular. This, including walks to the spaza 
shop down the road was our only entertainment during the day. Sometimes 
we thought about putting in our money to fix the pool but that idea would 
be short-lived. Gogo and Mkhulu’s home was our sanctuary. Although in 
Eshowe town, it was by no means in a bustling metropolitan. It was always 
quiet and peaceful and every corner of the house served a purpose. Every 
corner of the corner has a significant memory attached to it. Maybe if you 
listen carefully you can hear the fire crackling in the study, in winter, or our 
laughter in the garden during a game. The house may not be ours but it will 
always be ours.

Sthokozile Zungu
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FORM 5
Back Row: Jaime Soanes, Georgia Schwartz, Jessica Lee, Genevieve Bell, Roxanne Bau, Georgia Labuschagne, Zara Walker, Kirsten Sinclair

Seventh Row: Rebecca Erskine, Kirsten Driemeyer, Emma Lund, Samantha Franklin, Hannah St Clair, Tayla Blacklaw, Daniella Rhodes, Chloé Hoar, 
Gaby du Toit

Sixth Row: Katinka Botha, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Anna Keyser, Jenna Egberink, Daniella Chasenski, Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Oliva Adlington-Corfield, 
Sande Stephan, Danielle Le Roux

Fifth Row: Katekile Dakile, Nicola Oelofse, Stephanie Hammond, Rosa Fihla, Megan Viljoen, Andisa Ngwira, Bongeka Mvuyana, Bonga Mbande, Stephanie Harris, 
Georgia Hayman

Fourth Row: Philippa Campbell, Erin Ambler, Leilah Spoor, Olivia Noyce, Hazel Winship, Moroa Phooko, Onkgopotse Tiro, Unathi Mavundla, 
Jenna van den Berg, Kayla Asherwood

Third Row: Jodie Hounsell, Annabelle Armstrong, Georgina Lambert, Sushma Vegesana, Megan McFall, Abigail Jacob, Cassandra Brown, Imke Botha, Josie Tod, 
Sophie Brouckaert, Sophia Greig

Second Row: Phathiswa Myeni, Bronwyn McKerchar, Andrea McMichael, Jessica Demain, Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Caitlyn Scott, Kiara Naiker, Gugulethu Dakile, 
Danielle Whittle, Lwandisa Hlela

Front Row: Asanda Ngcobo, Gabriella Von Höne, Charlotte Barnard, Ashleigh Moss, Jacqui Hulley, Mr T Radebe, Shawn Black, Jenna Thompson, 
Rumbidzai Vambe, Isabella Bertossi, Ashleigh Vos

Trinity College, Canada
Jessica Demain, Bongeka Mvuyana

Form 5 Exchange
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An excited and happy group of fifth formers left St Anne’s on Thursday 31st August and headed down to the beautiful Shongweni Dam and 
Game Reserve. It did not take long for these girls to settle in, making Spirit of Adventure, the outdoor leadership centre, their home for the next 
three days.

Amidst ‘cosy’ rustic cabins, obstacle courses, raft building, abseiling, bridge jumping, mind-benders and lectures much fun was had by all. New 
friendships were forged whilst old ones were strengthened, ideas were challenged and limits were tested and, after all the laughter, hot chocolate 
and banter, true potential was realised through personal growth as well as team building.

It was wonderful to see the spirit of St Anne’s shine through these Ladies in Blue.

The Spirit of Adventure
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Form 5 Formal
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

The Death of a Language
Joint winner of the Sheila Groom Prize for Poetry

Pa se taal los my mond swaar
so I'll speak in the words of my mother
want elke keer ek moet praat 
verstik ek op die woorde
and rigor mortis holds my tongue captive

en almal weet dis moelik om met die dood te praat
so I'll listen
listen while my insides are shrouded in shame
en met 'n stomp tong
oor die gif ver onder in my keel bid 

it's part of me I know 
maar hoe kan ek die woorde lief hê
as my mond die graf is?

Katinka Botha

I’m a size 36
Today, I’m wearing grey exercise leggings

For the sole reason of hiding my self-consciousness.
And underneath that?

I am completely vulnerable.
I’ve got stretchmarks. Metres and metres of stretchmarks;

I’ve got stretchmarks that cover my body
 Like dark, purple rivers 

Flowing along my sides and across my chest.
And in spite of what you may assume, the cellulite underneath my 

skin does not shield me from your cruel words.
My skin has indentations, stretchmarks and scars.

But that doesn’t matter to you, does it?
You don’t care about my self-consciousness.

When you see me, all you see is fat and nothing else.
But what if all I want is to be accepted?

My body speaks volumes for you before a single word even 
leaves my lips.

What if all I want to do is wear a bikini and not be mocked for it?
What if all I crave is to be judged for my mind, not my body?

But that’s not the message society tells.
They frown upon the outward scars

And just once I wish to be one of the “skinny” girls.
Just once I want people to pull me up instead of drowning me 

with stones of scorn tied to my feet.

Leilah Spoor

Selfie with my sister
Rebecca Erskine

Depression
 Kirsten Driemeyer



Unafraid Just Uncomfortable 
Finalist Witness True Stories KZN Opinion Essay

My name is Asanda Phumelele Ngcobo, I am a black girl living in South Africa and born in the year 2000. To put it simply, if you do not understand,I 
have only been alive for seventeen years but making my own decisions since I was about nine. To many that may seem typical but when I think about 
it, it feels as though it was a bit too early for my liking.

I was nine years old when the first man whistled at me from across the road, as far as I can remember. I was at Gogo's house playing ushumpu on 
the streets of Kwa-Mashu, like I usually did every holiday. It was another sizzling day and the streets were filled with obaba, nomama as well as the 
children. The sun was setting but the vibrant people were rising, dancing and singing.

I was up next as the game got heated, the scores were even and I was the last man standing for my team. I felt a bead of sweat trickle down my back but 
despite that and all my nerves, I was ready. The girl chucked the plastic ball filled with wet newspapers straight at me, I swerved it with ease and began 
filling the beer bottle in the middle of the street with sand as quickly as I could so my team could win. In the heat of the moment as I lifted my head to 
get ready for the next strike, I locked eyes with a man across the road .His body language was so overpowering, his eyes filled with this sense of desire. 
He winked. Perked his lips. And whistled. A tune so far yet pierced into my ears like I've never felt before. Our eyes unlocked as the ball hammered me 
on my head and I had then, unfortunately, lost the game for my team. My head was pounding from not only the impact of the ball but the confusion of 
what that man had just done to me as well as my reputation. I began to cry so I run back to my grandmothers home.

From that day onwards I would say that I became more aware of my surroundings. Honestly speaking I grew up being a little girl who found joy in 
interacting with people. I was never shy or afraid of anyone because I obviously didn't know any better. But I loved it, being care-free, having the 
company of strangers, just the pure mystery of their thoughts.

Fast forwarding a couple more years, my love for people continued to fade as time went by. I wouldn't go to the extent to say I hated people but they 
made me uncomfortable. The truth is black men in public made me feel extremely uncomfortable.

By the age of thirteen I mastered the walk and talk to dismiss a man who was twice my age or probably older. Through shopping centres and the 
streets. To family functions in our backyard and construction sites. Everywhere I went they were there, asking me for my name, number or address. 
It began to drive me insane that I was not in control of their actions and how they made me feel. Insecurities rose and levels of confidence dwindled. 
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Walk a Mile
Maya Gutierrez-Garcia

So to take control of the situation I had an 
idea: to dress like a boy. I began to behave in 
an “unladylike manner” as they would say and 
bought blue underwear instead of pink. Because 
just maybe, they would stop looking at me, stop 
with the cat calling and the groping. They would 
stop following me around and they would stop 
stopping to “chat” in public places. That they 
just might leave me the hell alone.

But the sad truth is they never left, they stayed. 
Fourteen, fifteen and even now at the age of 
seventeen. They just wouldn't budge. I could still 
feel their eyes tracing my body as I walked on by, 
while most commonly calling me “sisi”. But one 
concept that I guess I will never understand is 
why they continue to call me “sisi” because from 
my understanding, it means sister. Why would 
you make your own sister so uncomfortable, to 
the point that she has to walk across the street 
with her fingers crossed and desperately praying 
that you won’t approach her. I would ask but I 
would never approach you, because I am afraid 
that you will raise a hand at me, take advantage 
of my curiosity and for some twisted reason 
misinterpret the question I pose to you.

And so to the black men of South Africa and 
to those who told me that it meant I was pretty 
or attractive (at the age of nine), to me it is no 
compliment, far from it actually. You invaded my 
space and restricted my movement. You changed 
me and took away parts of my childhood without 
my permission. How dare you?

Asanda Ngcobo 
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My Grandfather
Annabelle Armstrong

I've got something to tell you
Jacqui Hulley

Empty Spaces
Joint winner of the Sheila Groom Prize for Poetry

What burning eyes could explain
The empty spaces left behind

By your round cheeks and happy face?

Whose back will now carry me
Through the deserts of the Sahara

When the sun is hot and unforgiving?

Whose wading will take me
Across an angry Tugela?

What flooding current
Could have pulled me away

From you?

Whose Zulu lullaby
Will lull me to sleep

When the moon is heavy
And the sun is still shining

Out of my eyes
With the glowing memories

Of you?

I would have said ‘Hamba kahle’
Because you were leaving

And I was staying.

I would have said ‘Ngiyabonga’
For sharing my childhood with me

I would have said ‘Ngiyaxolisa’
I am sorry this world took you away

From me

So many empty spaces
and so many words

Left unsaid –

Olivia Noyce

Broken Family 
Merit Award Douglas Livingstone Creative Writing 

Mornings were accompanied by
Tea, rusks and cuddles on a crammed king-sized bed,
Every member of the family present.
Laughter, teasing and love
Concealed any suspicions of what lay ahead.
Good times continued 
But only for a while.

The ceaseless sun had started to set
And with it came subtle hostility,
One-parent holidays
And four a.m. wake-ups to booming voices in the living room.

In the gloom of dusk 
The papers had covertly been signed
A new man and woman were crowned as new family members 
And a genuine smile 
Became hard to come by.

Jenna Thompson
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Bike-riding at the Beach
Finalist Witness True Stories KZN

Being a fulltime boarder means that half terms are sacred 
as they give you time to refuel for the rest of the term. With 
all good things come problems and the only negative thing 
about half term is the dreaded dilemma, sleep or family? I 
am more than a little ashamed to admit that sleep is usually 
the victor. Luckily for me my family usually respects my 
decision and know not to disturb me before 11am, (12pm 
if they want me to be agreeable) except on one occasion 
where that unwritten rule was broken.

My parents had come up to spend half term with us in 
Durban instead of East London and, as per usual when we 
went to a place that wasn’t home, we were planning the 
events of the long weekend. After adding in my own two 
cents of “anything but jazz. “I left my sisters to complete 
the negotiations to get an early start on my plans of the 
weekend; sleep. I was in the middle of a particularly 
pleasant dream of winning a sleep-a-thon when I was quite 
rudely awakened by my father banging on the door and 
telling us to get ready. I groggily turned and what I saw is 
something that I would not wish upon my worst enemy, 
6:15am. Quarter past six, in the morning, on a Saturday, 
during half term. My horror intensified when I saw my 
sister lacing up her running shoes. I eventually worked up 
the courage to ask her what was going on and in the space 
of five seconds she uttered seven words that nearly ended 
me,” Early morning bike ride at the beach.”

I was in a state of absolute shock and as her words started 
to register I went through the 5 stages of grief, starting off 
with denial. My parents could not possibly be as cruel as 
to make me physically exert myself after such a mentally 
strenuous half of term and it was far too cold to go for a 
beach bike ride. Then I felt anger at my sisters for their 
poor negotiating skills and was convinced that they had 
done it out of spite because I may or may not have eaten 
their not-that-clearly marked snacks that they had bought. 
I then tried bargaining with my parents and made all sorts 
of promises such as if they let me sleep then I would not 
complain about any activity we did during the weekend 
and I would happily go along with whatever that wanted 
to do. I was shut down completely and my words were 
thrown back at me as they told me to stop complaining 
and go along with them. The Depression kicked in when 
I found that my notoriously over packing-self had packed 
my exercise gear. Eventually Acceptance came, as I got 
into the car and scoured every weather website that I could 
find and only found clear skies.

Contemplation
Danielle le Roux

We arrived at the beach and found that, despite my desperate prayers, there were plenty of bikes available for the whole family. Despite my efforts to 
elongate the process we inevitably had to pick our bikes and go on our not-so-merry ways. There was no particular plan of action and we all went on 
our own paths and for the first few minutes I was just huffing and puffing whilst grumbling about how horrible everything was. I was in the middle 
of an internal rant about how much I hate the beach and how I don’t even swim and how there were hordes of people around when I actually started 
really looking at what I was complaining about. I started noticing how well everything complemented each other, how the natural beauty of the ocean 
contrasted the largely developed beachfront and how well they complemented each other. The beauty and tranquility was undisrupted by the hustle and 
bustle of the vendors selling their various treasures to tourists boarding rickshaw carts and intercepting unsuspecting customers on their way to watch 
the dolphins at USHAKA Marine World. The way the joggers casually maneuvered their way through the cyclists and the dog walkers. Throughout the 
chaos the ocean remained tranquil and undisturbed carrying on with its rhythmic flow. I suppose that an early morning bike ride wasn’t the worst way 
to spend the first morning of the holiday.

It’s true when they say that the best things in life come from unexpected places and I leant that on that early Saturday morning.  I did not want to 
sacrifice my sleep because I wanted to relax and rest, but I realized on that day that there were different ways to experience peace and completely 
relaxation. Nevertheless, after that half term I never packed anything resembling exercise gear ever again.

Bonga Mbande
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Frieda
Sophie Brouckaert

Selfie with my Bestie
 Jenna Thompson

Seasoned Salvia
Deep purple
Glides off a stretched stalk
Where electric violet petals
Burst out of the abounding bells
Ringing together like a choir. 

Emma Lund

Inkondlo Yokudumisa
(A praise poem) 

3rd Place Poetry Africa Competition

Just like the sun, one descending at dusk,
We are a country slowly losing our splendour;

Our ambitious hue, our delicious majesty and grace 
Are vanishing into the dark, 

Scattered, squandered aimlessly losing place.

Just like the sun, one settling at sundown,
Our politicians have fallen, descended further 

Down the seam of Africa, melting away,
Painting our country with deep shades of indiscretion and 

ignominy. 
But just like the sun, we have fallen but we will rise again,

Siwile, kodwa sizovuka.

And just like the sun, one glorious at sunrise
We will scatter brilliance and blaze over our land, 

And it will nourish seeds of hope,
Seeds that will blossom into prosperity and power.

This light will kiss our nation, 
One lush in resources, 

One chromatic in diversity, 
But most importantly, 

Sun-kissed and bright with potential.
But just like the sun, we have fallen but we will rise again,

Siwile, kodwa sizovuka.

And just like the sun, one seized by the murk of the night sky, 
We are a people fallen, painted black with social diseases 

Racism, sexism, classism. 
But no night sky is truly ever dark,

Let the youth be the light, the stars, like sequins in the night sky, 
We will do better, we will let light sparkle through 

And it will dance over our county’s derision and dishonour. 

And just like the sun, one dazzling with hope at sunrise, 
Light will shine through,

It will give way to a new music; one with a robust rhythm and 
harmony 

One that carries a powerful new melody, 
One mesmerizing with a tune of promise and prospect. 

We will be the light. 
No longer tainted; no longer an abyss of black. 

Because  just like the sun, we have fallen but we will rise again,
Siwile, kodwa sizovuka.

Rumbidzai Vambe

I've got something to tell you
 Charlotte Barnard
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FORM 4
Back Row: Sbongakonke Ngubo, Jamie Gilson, Dominique Teichman, Anna Thornton-Dibb, Sophie Jonsson, Jodi Lee, Kristin Bouwer, Tayana Madiro, 

Jodi Sadik, Jessica Woollam
Seventh Row: Savanna Alexander, Georgina Baker, Kristyn Densham, Caitlyn McKenzie, Arabella Clouston, Rachel Brown, Erin Magrobi, Thembalihle Xulu, 

Charlie Sabatta, Mikki-B Rey
Sixth Row: Stephanie van Niekerk, Grace Kitshoff, Alice Perow, Anja Dippenaar, Gabriella Jankovich Bésán, Paige Phelps, Olivia MacKenzie, Nwabisa Ngotho, 

Jessica Parker, Stephanie Jay, Tara Walther, Demi Talmage
Fifth Row: Kathrine Burnett, Maya Fleischer, Anna Willis, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Bridget McNally, Rebecca Thomson, Yolandi Koekemoer, Morgan Grieveson, 

Frances Martin, Emma Griffin, Jessica Bompas
Fourth Row: Kungathi Mngoma, Neo Gumede, Lungile Mkhize, Jade Howard, Mia Bradford, Gemma Gauntlett, Tegan Garvey, Gemma Porrill, Ashley Low, 

Justine Lister, Emma van Zyl, Hannah van Niekerk
Third Row: Reolebogile Sachane, Georgia Lupton-Smith, Catherine Rich, Amy McLean-Banks, Georgia McCall, Emily Anders, Lauren Roberts, Julianne Lewis, 

Sarah Whyte, Alexandria Magero, Kate Gerrish
Second Row: Olwethu Ntiyane, Emily Crowe, Georgina Armstrong, Caroline Wenke, Sophie Holt, Isabella Latter, Carla Meaker, Abigail Arnold, Ashleigh Hold, 

Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson, Lerato Moephuli, Christina Herridge
Front Row: Ashley Markham, Kezia Taylor, Tayla Berchowitz, Bonola Makoko, Emma van Zyl, Mrs C Capon, Josie Dobeyn, Senate Seeiso, Pili Mthethwa, 

Lauren wood, Courtney Crookes 
Absent: Leah Kriel, Yolanda Matji, Bridget McNally
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Charlotte Latin School, USA  
Emily Anders, Ashley Low

Emma Willard School, USA  
Tayana Madiro, Georgia McCall

Pymble Ladies' College, Australia 
Rachel Brown, Olivia Mackenzie

St Margaret's School, Australia
Arabella Clouston, Christina Herridge, Georgia Lupton-
Smith, Jessica Parker, Catherine Rich, Jodi Sadik, Demi 
Talmage, Anna Willis

Ursulinen Schule, Germany
Carla Meaker, Lerato Moephuli

Exchange
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The 2017 trip to Babanango got off to an early start and we 
stopped mid-morning at Shakaland along the way. Our girls, 
plus our Australian exchange students, learnt much about 
the Zulu culture and enjoyed some very spirited traditional 
dancing. The Babanango Valley experience was varied as 
the girls got dirty, stiff, wet, tired and emotionally moved 
during the course of our week in Northern Zululand. One 
highlight this year for the girls was visiting a very well-run 
orphanage near Dingaanstad as well as the usual battle spots 
of Isandlwane and Rorke’s Drift. 

Babanango Trip
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Contrary to its name, this year again followed the life and values of Hadassah who was queen of the Ancient Persian Empire which stretched from Ethiopia right 
through to India. She was chosen for her beauty, but became queen because of her courageous heart for her people. This gave a structure to the weekly talks to the 
girls and the preparation for the ball as well. This year-group worked well together in their various committees and showed great maturity by the end when we 
looked at Steve Jobs’ habits of mind. One of the best aspects of this programme is the parental involvement and of course the culmination of the programme is the 
Ball. 

The Chanel Programme
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

Fleeing winter
I slam the door before the cold creeps in
I am drawn to the dying fire like a moth is drawn to light
My eyes are fixated on the dancing flames 
My body is trying to absorb up the warmth before it dissipates.
 
I curl my body into a ball
Twenty-one days till spring
Twenty-one days till the flowers will sing
 
I repeat this thought in my head 
Again and again
Until I flee winter
Until I see spring

Georgia Lupton-Smith

Procrastination
While sitting in my bed I’ve found
That the words that used to run in my head
Have run too far away.
I have nothing.
No words to type.
No words that make sense.
No words to make me seem profound.
Now I knew that this poem was due in tomorrow
And that if I didn’t think of an idea soon,
I would have to pull through the night
but sadly my logic was no match 
for my sheer determination
to exceed in my talent for pure procrastination.
 
Hannah van Niekerk

Charcoal Landscape
Christina Herridge

Portrait
Hannah Haines

Rock Rose
My rock rose stares sharply 
At the hovering bee
Who looks for a pollinated rose 
Only to be fooled 
By the wall of petals 
Armed with pointed weapons. 

Kate Gerrish
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The Stage
Merit Award Douglas Livingstone Grade 10 Poetry

I inch toward the platform –
such a common task
done so many times before
This time though,
it’s not the same

My foot falters

I hear the roar of applause 
hundreds of hands -
crashing like symbols -
disturbing my focus,
obstructing my vision

My turn. 

My stomach churns,
Hands are shaking

Perhaps next time I’ll be able to gather the confidence
Perhaps after a few more practices 

Maya Fleischer

School Landscapes in Aquarelle Pencil
Anna Thornton-Dibb

Portrait
Stephanie van Niekerk
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Mess of a poem, mess of a mind
ANx:Iety ‘   FillS.. mY H  e;Ad ;
Ho;M’eWoRK   ?  d”UE           TO/MO’rRow 
I !!! WaNt to (Curlup) IN    bed…
MY (    be:sT )          FRIENDs\    ARe :; )(     Fighting
thE sister “ (     Is ARgUinG ..? WiTh       MEEE
plEASE’’’ CaN * shE STOP { she lOOks (( like aN angry ::   ( BEe 
 My () chaneL DreSs is A tOO tiGht //  FIT  
ooH lOOk ;    chocolate _ GuesS ‘ I couLd ] haVe    a    BiT
mum ThrEw . SoMething :; aT DADs       “hEaD ( )
IT waS herrrr,,, WEddiNG\ / riNg 
Maybe IT iS ‘;    TiMe – foR bed
 O h gOD “_  THe   MosT  organized ‘  ’’ , paRt of mY liFE is \ thE Heading 

Charlie Sabatta

Underwater
Deep breath, 
And dive 
Light fractured 
Sound distorted 
Breath trapped inside 
For a moment 
Everything is peaceful 
Killing and life-giving 
Then
Shattered 
Through the surface. 
 
Georgia Lupton-Smith
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My Precious Pet
Form 4

Weekday Morning
She rises with the orange glow 
Dresses 
Eats 
And flurries out the door 
Prepared to stagger through the darkness of day. 
It blinds her 
to the song of birds
and the gesture of the rusty leaves held by the air
for just a moment.
The Importance deafens 
the whisper of a thousand stories told 
through the same eyes from which she orders coffee 
and the cry for help in the dark corner
She 
is powerful;
numb 

Grace Kitshoff

A Pencil Stub
Beneath the battered branches of my tied back, school girl hair.
Lies an old pencil stub, which I will always wear. 

For I am one of many girls, all pining for a break.
But I will silently stick out, a stick covered by a lake.

This lake, a busy river, a moving, body of blue
Dresses, driven by distraction. These are the lives of me and you.

So, as you see me walking by, to the outside world I’m num. 
But please, do get to know me, I’m as different as they come.

And so, I will have a pencil stub, in my tied back, school girl hair.
A broken, battered pencil stub, which I will always wear.

Lauren Roberts
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FORM 3
Back Row: Natasha Baldwin, Samantha Lambert, Beth Coxon Gilliatt, Danielle Terblanche, Annabelle Pienaar, Amy Coxon Gilliatt, Isabella Scribante, 

Zara Wood, Isabella Harvey, Reneilwe Mtshatsheni
Seventh Row: Chloe Greathead, Ruby McCrae, Rebecca O’Connell, Jessica Nell, Shannon Armstrong, Abigail Jonsson, Rachel Lock, Taytum Clark, 

Frances Schnell, Hannah Lazenby, Brooke Rossiter
Sixth Row: Siphokazi Mnganga, Sarah Church, Jessica Brown, Tatum-Lea Garvey, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Georgia Clark, Kristi Bester, Namhla Ntshanga, 

Olivia Rosenfels, Erin Venter, Lisa Berndsen, Frances Fowler
Fifth Row: Paballo Nchoba, Emily Vermaak, Kate Segar, Rebecca van der Merwe, Mukundi Ramaite, Erin Keyser, Kate Turner, Bronwyn McGaw, 

Isabella Adlington-Corfield, Sacha Armstrong, Kate Burnett
Fourth Row: Caelen McKenzie, Ruvimbo Vambe, Holly Frost, Nicola Veenstra, Isabella Winter, Kutlwano Motau, Jessica Bell, Megan Benians, Erin Armstrong, 

Jessica Leer, Georgina Bracken, Chloe Norton
Third Row: Sophie Johnson, Olivia Smart, Philippa Lee, Sabrina Taylor, Sesame Gaetsaloe, Hannah Mills, Ogodiseng Mothudi, Isabella Bailey, 

Tshegofatso Motaung, Raquel Barradas, Nina Baynes
Second Row: Nandi Sibanda, Natalie Rohrs, Lesedi Shongwe, Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, Amber Arnold, Natasha Stern, Oratile Mbulawa, Samantha Reed,

 Ella Karan, Thato Lethola, Jenna Cornelius, Kiara McLuckie
Front Row: Ivy Kiruri, Rachel Randall, Alexa Peters, Jessica Dunn, Ceilidh Pretorius, Ms M Filmer, Kayleigh Naidoo, Alice Beckett, Ariné de Villiers, 

Bridget Davies, Anna Howard
Absent: Georgina Romer-Lee
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Hiking, camping, cycling, paddling and milking cows are just some of the 
activities the Form 3 girls participated in on their 8-day Great Adventure journey 
this year. They had magnificent weather which helped to keep spirits high and 
humour intact. All the girls were given walking sticks this year as a memento 
and to support them through the difficult times. The Form 3s were challenged to 
move outside their comfort zones and bond with girls in their group whom they 
didn’t know that well. They had to work in groups cooking food, managing river 
crossings and getting their bikes over fences as a team. The pinnacle of their 
physical prowess was climbing Spioenkop mountain and having Mr Raymond 
Heron from Spionkop Lodge speak to them about the events leading up to the 
battle in 1899. For some their most favourite day was milking the cows at Rolling 
M Ranch and cuddling the day old baby goats, while others preferred the slower 
day paddling down the Tugela river with Gustav. Without a doubt they all enjoyed 
the final breakfast together when they didn’t have to cook or wash up and could 
look forward to a soft bed and the appreciation of home comforts. Well done girls 
on tackling the challenges you faced. We applaud your positive attitude, sense of 
grit and perseverance. 

The Great Adventure
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“My favourite part of the adventure was getting out of my comfort 
zone and trying something new because that isn't always possible 
when you live in the city.”

“I loved the whole camp but I found that the rafting was my best 
day as you could move slowly enough to enjoy the scenery while 
also looking for animals and doing exercise. I found this day 
opened your eyes.”

“I loved getting to know people better and making many new 
friends. It also gave me a sense of connection with new people.”

“I enjoyed being isolated from technology, because there was 
no need to check your messages all the time, go on Instagram, 
Facebook and keeping streaks on Snapchat. We all sat down and 
chatted and had fun without technology, and it made us realise 
how much it takes over our lives and adds to the stress. And being 
out in the bush, because there was nothing else for you to do but 
notice its beauty and appreciate the view.”
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“My favourite part of the adventure was getting away from all the stress and the noise and 
being in nature, near the river. It just made me so happy and relaxed. I loved getting so 
close to the giraffes, it was an amazing experience. I loved how close I got to the girls in 
my group and had gotten close to girls I had never really gotten to know and I loved that. 
I loved the days on the river and dam and I also really liked the hiking, even when the 
13km got very long I still enjoyed it.”

“I learnt that I need to become more grateful and thankful. I also need to learn to appreciate 
the small things in life like a hot shower. I have learnt to appreciate nature better.”

“I learnt that I like to feel like I belong somewhere and I enjoy having a sense of purpose.”

“I learnt to not judge people too quickly on their appearance and to rather strike up a 
conversation with them. I also learnt that being a leader requires you to really take notice 
of everyone and all of their strengths and weaknesses. I also learnt that motivating your 
team mates goes a long way.”
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“I learnt that it’s not so easy to lead a whole bunch of girls in blazing hot weather.”

“I learnt that being with other people can really influence the way you feel and that a lot of 
people singing and cheering can really empower you to carry on. When a girl was feeling 
down or was struggling on a day we would all cheer and try to help her and I think it 
really helped. I enjoyed being a leader and I liked often how people respected the leader’s 
decisions and that also we would put in our own ideas for the leaders and help them make 
a decision, this meant less pressure for the leaders and I think it went well. I also saw that 
when a leader was struggling and was not feeling great that effected the whole group but 
then our group actually helped the leader and it made her feel better.”
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

Miles to go before I sleep
Prize Winner Lewis Essay Creative Writing

 
I punch my fist into my pillow, yank my duvet under my chin 
and huff out an unsatisfied breath. I stare out into the abyss of 
black around. The silence of the room contradicts the furious 
clatter crashing around in my mind. My eyes shoot around the 
room, trying to distinguish shapes. I look at the pitiful line of 
light coming through the bottom of the door. Maybe if I focus 
on it long enough, I’ll forget about everything else and fall 
asleep. I squint hard, intensifying my stare.

Releasing the light from my hold, I fling myself over to face 
the other way. I’m tangled up under the sheets and my hair is 
tousled around my face, tickling my cheeks. I kick away my 
duvet, suddenly hot and sticky. I reach for my bedside lamp, 
but hesitate. The moment the darkness disappears, I know it 
would be an admission of defeat. I turn onto my back with a 
furrowed brow and my fists clench a pillow, determined and 
refusing to give up.

Sleep. Just sleep. Everyone can sleep. Close your eyes. 

With a grunt of frustration, I throw the pillow from my grasp. 
Hugging my knees, I see the lumpy shapes of my discarded 
duvet and manhandled pillow. With a shiver, I feel as if 
I’ve had an argument with my two close friends and their 
silhouettes are glaring at me. I rub the goose bumps on my 
arms and shamefully retrieve my bedding.

I bring the duvet over my head, pretending I can hide from 
the thoughts whirring around in my brain. I just know I’ll be 
tired tomorrow. I can practically feel the bags forming under 
my eyes. What time is it, anyway? How long do I have left? 
I stick a hand out of my duvet-tent and fumble around until I 
feel the rectangle of my phone. Tentatively clicking the home 
button doesn’t soften the blow of the light that comes from 
the small screen. I sigh and bite my lip. Only four hours until 
I have to wake up. I’m awake anyway, so it’s only really a 
matter of standing up. 

Four hours. That’s a three thousand mile plane trip. Where 
would I go? It would be nice to go on a holiday. How far 
is three thousand miles? I think it would still be in Africa. 
Possibly Egypt. I’ve never been there before. Those pyramids 
are quite impressive. I wonder how they built them.

Stop thinking. Sleep. Just sleep. Close your eyes.

My eyelids feel a little heavier. A small smile plays on my lips 
as I snuggle into my duvet. Finally. Just a nap will do.                                                                                                                                             

“Beth! It’s time to get up!”

I come out of my hiding place to find myself blinking away 
the light. The darkness has vanished, abandoning me. I sit up, 
only to see the intruder who turned on my light with crossed 
arms and steely eyes. Making sure I stick out my bottom lip 
and adorn my best scowl, I kick away the duvet once more.

Beth Coxon Gilliatt      

Ceramic Mug
Chloe Greathead

Ceramic Mug
Reneilwe Mtshatsheni
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Art class
A blob of blue paint hits the white carpet. 
Aquamarine tendrils trickle through the indentations like a crystal river.
Squeals of surprise hang in the air
Soon they are met with equal peals of childlike laughter bubbling up
Teddy powder paint is sprinkled over the tables like the dust over a noblewoman’s nose.
Concentration is smeared on each expression, as final touches are dabbed on misshapen artworks
Dirty fingers replacing the stiff brushes.
Squares of once green and red bubble towards each other and meet in a colourful hug
However, they are no match, making an unappealing brown sludge.
This would be chaos to anyone other than the busy bodies revolving around bright tables
Modelling lacklustre drafts of their work into jets
Launching them with gleeful faces
The flimsy paper planes transform
Into roaring engines constructed and propelled by vibrant imagination.

Rachel Randall 

A praise song for my mom
Hlokammoni Grathel Motau
Mother
Daughter
Sister
Entrepreneur
WOMAN.

She is spring
Her spirit blooms throughout the family
Her bright colours reflect on us

Her radiant light breaks the desolate darkness
I see her selflessness pollinate the world.

Kutlwano Motau

Coke Can
Amy Coxon Gilliatt

My School Shoe
Hannah Lazenby

Fizz Pop
Kate Burnett
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Fizz Pop
Lisa Berndson

Coke Can
Ogodiseng Mothudi

‘Childplace Revisited’
Clifton Nottingham Road

Walking on the gecko green grass again is something I thought I’d never do.
Although as I enter the primary school gates I immediately go back to grade two.

When we used to push the swings on the playground just a little too high. 
Or climb to the highest point of the jungle gym, trying to touch the sky.

But now I find that the swings don’t soar as high as they used to. 
And the jungle gym has been replaced with something brand new.

Encountering the senior school and moving onto grade four. 
Top Woods was just within reach and we would run off and explore.

I walked to the dam, to every country kids dream.
I stumble upon clay mines, at the tea break, this is where we would’ve been. 

Having clay fights as well as taking a mud bath
And returning to class only to face our teachers’ wrath.

I bury my maturity in the mud and carry on toward Bob Sled Hill
To slide down on a cardboard box just for the familiar thrill.

And as I sit and wait for my car ride home, as I did in grade seven 
I wish to go back, back to when I was eleven.

Isabella Adlington-Corfield
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FORM 2
Back Row: Kefilwe-Karabo Mabelane (Assumption Convent), Emily Bennett (Cowan House), Emma Edmondson (Uplands), Georgina Wolf (Cowan House), 

Kathryn Gilbert (Laddsworth), Catherine Viedge (Howick Prep), Lily Grindrod (St Katharine's), Chloe Martin (Laddsworth), Amber Lee (Harriston), 
Nondumiso Radebe (Epworth), Pemba Elliot (Dainfern College), Megan Parker (St Peter's Girls' Prep), Jade Harty (Howick Prep)

Seventh Row: Juliet Armitage (Cowan House), Katlo Molefe (Thornhill Primary), Teagan McFarlane (Laddsworth), Bianca Voigts (Cowan House), 
Jessica Greathead (Uplands Prep), Kelly Bouwer (Clifton NR), Ashleigh Rohrs (Laddsworth), Elinor Capostagno (Clifton NR), Sarah Thatcher (Cowan House), 

Sophie Rebeck (Durban Girls' College), Jessica Pitout (Laddsworth), Khanyisa-Christelle Zaka (St Teresa's)
Sixth Row: Abby Gauntlet (Clifton NR), Honey Sabatta (Cowan House), Georgia Schaefer (Durban Girls' College), Mia Lee (Umhlanga College), 

Ofentje Motubatse (Crawford Prep Lonehill), Catherine van der Merwe (Redhill Prep), Sophie Liversage (TWC), Gabriella Benkenstein (Cowan House), 
Daristi Naidoo (Atholl Heights), Emma Pennington (Clifton NR), Storm Veenstra (Treverton), Nyrobi Gutu (St Mary's Kloof), Jenna Schwegmann (Kingsmead)

Fifth Row: Abby Talmage (Mtunzini Primary), Zimasa Vezi (Crawford North Coast), Jordan Chellan (Westville Primary), Dintle Magasa (Dainfern College), 
Kayla Prowse (St Peter's Prep), Michaela Seele (Hamilton Prep), Kim Van Rooyen (Eston Primary), Pamela Janssens (Clifton NR), 

Michaela Beckley (St Mary's Kloof), Madison Burgess (Cowan House), Robyn Hockly (Laddsworth), Senselw’umusa Mathe (St Mary's Kloof)
Fourth Row: Sarah Fyvie (Clifton NR), Ella Grealy (Clifton NR), Alessia Zedde (Ashton International), Sarah Lund (Plett Primary), Olivia Baker (Clifton NR), 

Gabrielle Chellan (Westville Primary), Kate Perrow (Crawford North Coast), Raquel Parau (Cowan House), Emily Van Niekerk (Cowan House), 
Jessica Johnson (Grantleigh), Jessica Harper (Clifton NR), Isabella Rose (Kyalami Prep)

Third Row: Abby Williamson (TWC), Lilitha Nkuhlu (Merrifield College), Tariro Kugotsi (Redhill), Esme Thornhill-Davis (St Mary's Waverley), 
Shanya Wijeyawardana (Virginia Prep), Hannah Pitt (Clifton NR), Sisanda Jezile (Kokstad Primary), Tamsyn Arnold (St Stithian's), Erin Douglas (Laddsworth), 

Sarah Anders (Laddsworth), Jennifer Connolly (Clifton NR), Boitumelo Magomola (St Peter's Girls' Prep)
Second Row: Jamie McCrae (St Peter's Girls' Prep), Gugulethu Nhlapo (St Teresa's), Zivaishe Jaravaza (Arundel School), Hannah Gush (Auckland Park), 

Fikile Nhleko (Bellavista), Grace Taylor (Livingstone Primary), Anne Hammond (Winston Park), Rebecca Banfield (Clifton NR), Josephine Peters (Bellavista), 
Silindile Kunene (Pioneer Primary), Rosalie Brouckaert (Durban Girls' College), Hannah Van Rensburg (Cowan House)

Front Row: Mia Scales (Cowan House), Rebecca Lonsdale (Grantleigh), Josephine Le Roux (TWC), Erin Duffy (St Peter's Prep), Ella Thorburn (St Peter's Prep), 
Mrs M Baijnath, Katherine Herbert (Kingsmead), Bianca Tiaden (Cowan House), Itayi Madzinga (Dainfern College), 

Megan Guimaraens (St Peter's Prep), Rebecca Roberts (Musikili)
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Settling In
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During our annual trips week, we invited a non-profit organisation called Singakwenza, meaning ‘We can do it!’ to run a toy-making workshop with our 
girls. Singakwenza aims to build sustainable early childhood education programmes in economically disadvantaged communities, using recycled materials 
to make resources for children and teachers. The team from Singakwenza taught our girls how to make toys purely from recycled products, such as bread 
packets, 2l milk cartons and plastic lids. We then gave these toys to our Social Responsibility programme for their distribution to our crèches and early 
childhood development partnerships.

Toy-Making with ‘Singakwenza’  
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The Form 2s explored a new camp this year in the Umkomaas Valley called 
Nyala Pans. The aim of the camp is to encourage them to explore their 
personal identity, together with group dynamics and peer relationships. The 
camp combines both outdoor, athletic and creative activities in which the 
girls work together in groups to construct and achieve certain goals. They  
rose to the challenge of their various undertakings and had tremendous fun 
in the process.

Nyala Pans
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Colourblind
Colourblind 
I wish you were colourblind  
But all you see is my dark black skin 
I wish you were colourblind 
I see friend 
You see enemy 
I see angel
You see thief 
Why can’t you see that we are the same?
Why can’t you see that color does not 
differentiate between good and bad?
We are one, not two or three 
We are community 
But all you see is colour
I wish you were colourblind. 

Fikile Nhleko

Red Rose
Picture a red delicate and vulnerable rose

quietly swaying
in a field of white daisies.

The odd one out
the different one

the outcast
the unique one.

The small flower is me.

Rosalie Brouckaert

Nightingale
I am a nightingale

Normally unseen and pale
But when I sing I stand out

It’s the only time my voice is loud
Soft brown skin

Dark almost black eyes
I love to be in the air

I love to soar the skies
I feel like I fly 
When I sing 

I can do anything
I am a nightingale 

Queen of the night sky
Watch me sing
Watch me fly

Zivaishe Jaravaza

Creative Writing & Visual Art
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Mixed-media Body Maps
Form 2

Friendship is like a poem
You need to read between the lines
To find a
Deeper meaning…

Each word
And person
Carefully chosen to complement one another
Yes, both have flaws…

BUT, in the end
It fits perfectly
And feels just right.

Catherine Viedge 

Me, Myself and I
Orange; vibrant and beautiful, tranquil and just
The girl by the coast
She is diligent, gentle but still powerful
She is strong, selfless yet smiling
A bright hibiscus in bloom
She loves to laugh
And loves to learn 
Humble and Noble
But spoilt by self-doubt
The Girl by the coast
Her name is Sophie

Sophie Liversage 
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The Form 6 Accounting trip to Johannesburg was once again a great success.  
The tour included visits to the Reserve Bank, Coca Cola Beverages SA, Deloitte, 
Rand Merchant Bank, Stats SA, Alexander Forbes, Cell C warehouse and ABSA. 
Presenters shared not only their expertise, but also their life and career lessons. 
The girls were exposed to the dynamics of the business world, the impact of 
technology, and varying career opportunities.

The Form 5 girls visited three businesses in Pietermaritzburg: Hulamin 
Containers, Nando’s and Save Hyper. The varied business activities - 
manufacturing, fast food outlet and retail - made it an interesting and valuable 
learning experience for them.

Accounting

Form 6 Accounting girls and Northview Secondary with Deputy CEO of ABSA, Mr David Hodnett

Form 5 Accounting girls at Hulamin Form 6 Accounting girls at the Reserve Bank

A frequent mantra repeated to classes is ‘stay with the programme’. The consistency with which our girls obtain impressive Matric results suggests that 
we are doing a lot of things right. Ironically, former success can stand in the way of improvement. Why change what works? Yet change we must and 
a major theatre of change continues to be digital literacy and the relationship between technology and pedagogy.

These two issues tend to get muddled. Anxiety about technology distracts from the real pedagogical debate: what are we actually (not) teaching our 
girls? Because the advocates of technology also tend to champion a different pedagogy, we end up confused about what we are actually talking about. 
First, we have to interrogate the pedagogy and then see how technology can facilitate revised teaching aims. Technology is the enabler, not the driver. 
It is a possible horse, not the cart.

Some of the core principles of OBE seem to have left a substantial number of teachers comparatively untouched. Such teachers still see their role as 
dispensing information and drilling procedures that will enable girls to pass exams. The emphasis is on inputs and content/coverage; on telling/lecturing 
rather than activities. The familiar pattern is Teach and Test. This is a safe pattern. Significantly, preparation for exams or assessments is referred to as 
“learning” i.e. memorising info. It is the Reproductive Model.

What I would call the enlightened model looks to create real knowledge out of information (which is just the starting point). It values research, collab-
oration, creativity, questioning. Its aim is intellectual growth – and the whole range of mental dispositions set out in the ‘Annie’ document. It’s messier. 
It values process and formation over compliance. Use of technology is part of a wider aim of engaging this generation of students (as well as preparing 
them for the world they will enter). 

In the IT and IDL departments, St Anne’s is fortunate to have a body of skilled and experienced staff who appreciate the issues and are eager to equip 
both girls and teachers in working digitally and so fulfilling this aspect of the College mission.

George Niven
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During the April School holiday, 20 very excited Consumer Studies 
girls embarked on a Culinary Tour to Italy! Highlights of the 
trip included their visit to a fashion school in Milan and hands-on 
workshops at cookery schools in Verona, Florence and Naples! Tasting 
real Parma ham and Parmesan cheese in the Emilia-Romagna region 
and Balsamic vinegar in Modena, were memorable experiences. 
Retail therapy in Rome, visiting art museums and admiring the fine 
architecture added perfect balance to this unforgettable experience.

Consumer Studies



Our focus this year in the Dramatic Arts Department was “Bravery”. We wanted the girls to be braver in their practical work and not always 
rely on what they had seen on stage in previous years. We started by experimenting with digital application and set tasks where the girls had to 
film themselves performing and then write a self-reflection on the task. This proved very successful and we hope to include more of these tasks 
in the future. The Residency Programme for the Form 4 girls with Bailey Snyman, Mark Tatum and Daniele Geddes was based on physical 
theatre work that was extremely brave as the girls had to push themselves physically far beyond where most of them had ever been before. The 
Flatfoot Dance company also ran workshops with our girls and some Hilton boys and this challenged their concept of movement and being 
brave. In the third term, we also nudged the Form 5 girls outside their comfort zones by setting a protest theatre task where they had to perform 
a protest piece to a full school gathering of their choice. They were absolutely terrified but a lot of lessons were learnt about stepping out of 
comfort zones and being seen. 

Every year we participate in the Speech and Drama Festival of monologues where the Form 5s perform their exam monologues for an outside 
adjudicator. This year, our girls did extremely well and Nicola Oelofse was chosen for the Bruce Piper Monologue competition in Durban. 

As a department we continually look for new and innovative ideas to make this subject as interesting and engaging as possible. In Form 5, we 
join the History Department on a tour to Johannesburg, looking at the apartheid history which is so prevalent in so many of the plays we study 
and we endeavour to take the girls on as many theatre trips as we can which feed into the syllabus and stimulate creative ideas. The Hilton Arts 
Festival is a definite highlight and we are fortunate enough to have a thriving Theatre Department who ensure we get world-class productions 
visiting us at St Anne’s. 

Dramatic Arts
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The French Department has embarked on an exchange programme with a school on the west coast of France as a way of motivating and encouraging 
girls who have chosen French in Form 4. Six girls accompanied by Mrs Crampton were welcomed by Le College du Pays Blanc and were hosted by 
the parents of pupils attending the school. It was a complete immersion experience for our girls. In May, we welcomed Marie Jaca, a teacher at our 
exchange school, who experienced all St Anne’s has to offer.  As a result, our girls are learning about the value of pluralism and the humanising effect 
of learning a foreign language. 

French

Flatfoot Dance Company combined workshop with the Form 5 
St Anne's and Hilton College Dramatic Arts students

Sylvie Brugnot, Marie Jaca and 
Sabrina Reiley from our French 
exchange programme

Pupils from Le College Du Pays Blanc singing the SA 
National Anthem during the  Proudly South African 
evening held at the school
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We are delighted with the growth in the number of the girls choosing to 
take Geography next year. The relevance and importance of the subject is 
certainly revealed by world events and issues such as climate change and 
environmental issues, particularly in our own country. 

A highlight of the year was once again the Matric field trip to the Umgeni 
catchment area where the pupils carried out primary research for their 
portfolio research project. Numerous tests were done to determine 
the Umgeni River’s health. After the weekend, all the girls had a new 
appreciation of the importance of clean water. 

Form 3 classes enjoyed their trip to the Warwick Markets in Durban. The 
NGO, Asiye Etafuleni, took the girls on a tour through the nine different 
markets. Every year the exchange girls join us for this trip and are always 
fascinated by the mixture of cultures found at this hub of transport routes 
in the centre of Durban.  

We hope that 2018 is yet another good year in which St Anne’s pupils grow 
in awareness of world events and care and concern for the environment. 

Geography
A fascinating day at Warwick Markets

Brooke Street Market

 Matric research project and climate test
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Information and Digital Literacy aims to prepare girls for using technology 
creatively, effectively and selectively in their lives. 

It has been a very productive year as our second group of school-issued laptops has 
come through the ranks. The skills and literacy being developed through the school 
laptop program are world-class and will be invaluable in later years. 

The laptop is a tool designed for conducting research, taking notes and sharing 
thinking with teachers and peers as efficiently as possible. To help girls work 
efficiently and have more time for sport and hobbies, we are focusing more on 
typing skills with the goal of being able to touch type at 60wpm and over 98% 
accuracy by the end of Form 5.

Another major focus is effective and valid research. The girls have been practising 
validating online sources and working through research projects. This lets them 
develop skills that will help them not only at university, but also when they need 
to decide WHICH university they should attend, or indeed if university is the right 
choice for them at all.

The digital word can be daunting: not using a pen and paper is scary after years 
of junior school. To help, we have introduced OneNote as a note-taking tool. This 
creates a familiar “file” for school subjects, but in a digital way. We have added 
all timetables into the digital calendar and have conducted training on how to use 
Google Drive at school and beyond to safely store documents, contacts and photos.

In other news, we had 32 entrants into the Computer Olympiad Talent Search this 
year and eight girls were awarded Gold Certificates (up from six last year), putting 
them in the top seven percent nationally. Special mention to Maya Fleischer (Form 
4) who scored 100% in the “Grade 10-11 category” – no mean feat.

Our new Coding Club is gaining momentum and teams of girls have already built 
a website for the Form 5 Career Day, and are currently working on a full inventory 
control system for the school stores department. We place value on programming 
partly because it is a marketable skill, but more importantly it teaches a person how 
to think logically by breaking a problem down into ever smaller parts which are 
easily solved in isolation.

There is a growing interest in robotics at St Anne’s and we entered the inaugural 
Digicate GE Mars Rover Robotics Competition in October 2017. This was a joint 
project combining Science and IDL where girls built a Mars Rover that had to 
navigate an unseen track. Two girls attended the finals in Houghton, Johannesburg 
and Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson placed second overall in the country, winning 
an iPad pro in the process. The goal is to grow this in 2018 to build real-world 
problem solving skills combined with creative, hands-on design. Watch this spot!

Information & Digital Literacy

The combined Form 5 Dramatic Arts and History tour to Johannesburg 
studies apartheid history and contextualises much of what is taught in 
the curriculum. 

History & Drama Tour

Esmé Thornhill-Davis and Siobhán 
Forbes-Wilkinson at the national Digicate 
GE Robotics competition

IDL class

 Form 2 girls 'working' on their new laptops
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The Life Orientation Department, together with the Old Girls’ Guild Liaison, organised a career morning for the Form 5s. A number of our Old Girls 
were enlisted to come and share their experience and advice on a wide range of careers. Twelve ladies addressed small groups of girls allowing them 
a fantastic opportunity to engage with one another. Thanks to Morag le Roux (née McAllister, 1995), Vuyo Mthethwa (née Tshabalala, 1986), Debbie 
Martin (née Dunton, 1981), Sarah Cawood (2010), Dudu Tshabalala Hadebe (1986), Callie-Anne Gavazzi (née Rodgers, 2006), Sadie Bosworth-Smith 
(2004), Shea Karssing (2005), Nina Kitching (née Torr, 1997), Megan Berning (2011) and our two outside ladies, Caitlin Scott and Dr Claudine Lee, 
for the time that they took out of their busy schedules to spend the morning at St Anne's. They were a wealth of information and it is hoped that this 
will become an annual event. 

Based on the 2016 Matric results, St Anne’s is ranked among the top 16 performing schools in 
South Africa in Physical Science. 19 students achieved either Level 6 or 7 in their final exams 
with five girls obtaining marks in the 90’s. Christo le Roux visited the College in November, on 
behalf of Vice-Chancellor and Principal of The University of Pretoria, Prof Cheryl de la Rey, to 
acknowledge this excellent achievement.

A highlight in 2017 was the Science Tour to the USA in April.  21 girls embarked on a 
whirlwind two week schedule of workshops, museum and College visits, Broadway shows, 
sporting events and plenty of shopping.  Thank you to Mr Calvin Fabig of Designer Tours for 
the exciting itinerary and to Mrs Jennifer Forrest for the internal organisation.  

Back at St Anne’s, the Form 4s worked hard on their bridge building, with record-breaking 
loads being achieved.

For the second year, the Form 3s were taught Physical Science as a separate subject from Life 
Science; we hope that this will better enable them to make informed subject choices.

The Matrics carried out 3 practical experiments in each of Chemistry and Physics; these 
contribute to their IEB portfolio mark.

Life Orientation

Physical Science

Robyn Ducasse, 2017 Dux of 
St Anne's, studying Titrations

Testing the Form 4 Bridges, Mr Oliver Rowe with 
Josie Dobeyn and Sophie Holt

Science Tour at the Capitol 
in Washington DC

Form 5 Career Day with Old Girl 
Designer Sadie Bosworth-Smith

Form 5 Career Day with Old Girl Dudu Tshabalala 
Hadebe speaking on Marketing & Communications
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Senior class numbers in 2017 have been high, indicating the popularity of the 
subject, and how much value is placed on culture and self-expression by the 
parents of our girls. All of the Form 2 and 3 girls take Visual Arts for 6 months of 
the year and enjoy a variety of activities that are both skills-building and creative.

This year’s Interhouse Visual Arts Competition was a great success! It coincided 
with Foundation Day on 8 August and the theme for the Art-in-Action was “Marie 
Antoinette at the Palace of Versailles”. A team of girls from each House had to 
create attire from recycling whilst another team iced and decorated a cake within 
the same theme. What an exciting event this turned out to be with Mollie Stone 
winning the best dressed Marie Antoinette and Usherwood truly capturing the 
essence of the Palace Tea Party with their opulent tiered cake with feathers, pearls 
and teacups. 

Some of our girls participated in a photographic competition which was held at 
Hilton College to raise money for PAWS (Paws with a Cause). Sophia Greig was 
awarded 3rd Prize for her humorous photograph of her Great Dane and Annabelle 
Armstrong was awarded 5th Prize for her photograph of her brother with his dog.

This year, the Form 2s made body maps which allowed them to express aspects of 
their personality combined with their interests, talents and hobbies. The Form 3s 
decorated mugs with animal, bird and plant forms and were taught how to draw 
3D form in pencil and in colour.

It is our belief that all of the girls should, as part of their cultural education, have 
the experience of visiting an Art Gallery; and in previous years the Form 3 girls 
have been taken to the Tatham Art Gallery to view the Art. This year the gallery 
was unfortunately closed but the girls were taken on another eventful visit, this 
time to the Ardmore Gallery and Ceramic studio in the Caversham Valley. Here 
they witnessed the artists creating their incredible works, both from the initial 
throwing of the pots to the sculpture making and the painting process. They also 
spent time in the museum and gallery and met Faye Halsted, the force behind 
this world-renowned institution. While there, the girls were also able to finish 
painting their mugs which they had begun in class. It was a great day of creativity 
and culture.

The Form 4s spent the year developing their technical skills in a variety of 
materials like charcoal, aquarelle pencil crayon, acrylic paint and ink. The 
highlight of their work was creating a pet portrait.

The very enthusiastic and diligent Form 5 students have worked in a variety of 
mixed media. They learnt the technique of oil painting and produced “Selfies with 
their Bestie”; and have then been given the freedom to select their own media as 
they began their Matric Practical Portfolios.

Several of our Form 6 girls had work selected by a jury at the Tatham Art Gallery, 
to feature on the KZN Matric Art Exhibition to be held in March. This is a great 
achievement as only the best work is selected from schools in the Midlands area. 
The following girls had work selected: Carolyn Boyes, Aimée Dunn, Sabrina 
Henderson, Alexa Jooste, Josephine Romer-Lee, Jodi-Lee Talmage, Alexandra 
Walters and Ashleigh Wilmot. Unfortunately, the exhibition was cancelled due 
to the flooding of the Tatham Art Gallery, and so arrangements were made with 
Hilton College to hang the selected pieces in the Norman Dunn Gallery. 

Another exhibition featuring the work of our Form 6 Art students was the annual 
combined exhibition with Hilton College. This year, it was held at St Anne’s 
and the opening took place on 17 May. Our guest speaker, Trayci Tompkin from 
Zulu Lulu, unfortunately took ill and was unable to attend. However, Sabrina 
Henderson who had previously won one of the Zulu Lulu Dhlamini figurines for 
writing a winning article in the KZN Witness True Stories, read out her speech 
at the event. 

The Form 6 art students have developed a high standard of technical skill over the 
past 3 years, and their final exhibition was an outstanding success, drawing many 
people to come and view the work. The opening cocktail party was well attended 
by parents who had travelled far and wide to attend Prize Giving celebrations the 
following day, and a great sense of celebration prevailed.

Visual Arts



Information Technology
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The IDL Bootcamp at the beginning of the year was a great 
success, with positive feedback from the new Form 2s and their 
teachers. The Bootcamp is where the girls receive their College 
laptop and it introduces ways in which girls can capitalise 
on organization, communication and academic work using 
software tools available to them on their laptops. 

Deploying standard devices to girls has culminated in a 
stronger more robust network infrastructure. Khipu Networks 
successfully finished installing Aruba wireless equipment 
throughout the College’s academic and boarding areas in 
January.  Whilst the network coped well under tremendous 
growth of users, the strain this year came from our limited fibre 
options. New options have been made available to Hilton this 
year and in January 2018 we will have access to 300Mbs of 
bandwidth (100Mb dedicated solely to St Anne’s). 

Much work goes on behind the scenes in making sure the 
network infrastructure and new devices serve and enable digital 
pedagogies effectively. Whilst there are challenges, it is an 
exciting time of discovery and creativity, both for teachers and 
students. Our Student Portal functionality has grown, allowing 
girls to vote online, view and import timetables into Outlook, 
hand in homework, indicate sports choices, and submit their 
subject choices in Form 3. Staff Connect Groups centered 
around digital workflows, including elements like digital 
signatures, digital forms, digital calendars, homework portals, 
and cloud backups.  A few staff members were fortunate to 
attend a course on effective thinking skills for the digital era 
and relayed much of what they learned back to the rest of the 
staff body. 

Form 2 IT Bootcamp 



Media Centre

We had fun again this year with some novel displays to encourage 
the girls to read different types of books. We promoted “anti-
Valentine” books in February – stories where romances go horribly 
wrong – and celebrated Mother’s day with a series of mother-and-
daughter books. During winter, we set out books with fire as a 
theme, and we set up a mini haunted house to promote scary or 
suspense-filled books around Halloween. Our most popular display 
was when we covered books that had been banned in the past with 
brown paper bags, explaining on each bag why the books had been 
prohibited from entire countries or excluded from some libraries. 
When the girls lifted the bags to find out the name of the banned 
book, there were gasps of amazement at the novels they found 
underneath, such as Black Beauty, excluded from apartheid South 
Africa for having the words Black and Beauty in the title!

In conjunction with the Information and Digital Literacy 
department, we reinforced research and referencing skills during 
the lessons, and kept the girls up-to-date with social media policy 
and safety.

Our Form 2 girls read more than 800 books during the Battle of 
the Bookworm reading programme, which runs over three months. 
Emily Bennett won the award for reading the most books, with 
Esmé Thornhill-Davis coming in second. Girls were also awarded 
for reading the most books in their class, and others for benefitting 
most from the programme.

The Book Club reading programme in Form 3 saw the girls 
meeting fortnightly with two of the English teachers to discuss the 
books they were reading. The girls kept reflection journals for their 
reading, and were given a prompt after each discussion session to 
which they must respond at the next session. The idea behind this 
programme is to widen the girls’ reading choices and encourage 
engagement with the novels they read.

Twenty books were again selected by the head of the Media Centre 
and the English Department for the Form 4 reading programme, 
which was run over four months, during which time the girls were 
required to read and present book talks on at least eight of the 
twenty books.  The girls also prepared files containing their own 
book reviews and discussion session notes, and the design of the 
front page of a blog, representing one of the authors. Nine of the 
girls read fourteen or more of the books and were awarded for their 
efforts. Prizes were also awarded for the best book file and book 
talk in each class, as well for the top-three blog designs. Five girls 
were recognised for trying hard, being enthusiastic and benefitting 
most from the programme. 
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Banned books display

Battle of the Bookworms
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MEDIA CENTRE MONITORS
Back Row: Jaime Soanes, Kayla Asherwood, Georgia Labuschagne, Emma Lund, Samantha Franklin, Georgia Schwartz, Bonga Mbande

Third Row: Olivia Noyce, Unathi Mavundla, Sande Stephen, Jenna Egberink, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Megan Sickmueller, 
Moroa Phooko, Imke Botha

Second Row: Ashleigh Vos, Andrea McMichael, Ms P Cameron, Jacqui Hulley, Ms S Mshengu, Bronwyn McKerchar, Phathiswa Myeni
Front Row: Cassandra Brown, Megan McFall, Rumbidzai Vambe, Jessica Demain, Danielle le Roux

Young Critics’ Award Prizegiving

Scary books display



Dancers, choreographers and physical theatre professionals, Bailey Snyman, 
Mark Tatham and Daniel Geddes from Johannesburg, ably led the girls in the 
week long residency. They focused on developing physical performance skills 
while working with the theme of refugees, and our concept of ‘home’. The 
girls trained and rehearsed through the week and had a tremendous amount of 
fun. Their work-in-progress performance on the Friday night in The Theatre, 
entitled Refuge, was outstanding. Mark and Daniel also performed their 
astounding physical theatre production, Burn, for the school

Form 4 Dramatic Arts Residency

Theatre and Productions
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This year’s Major Production took the form of a Dance Theatre Production, inspired by 
The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood, directed by Lynn Chemaly with Choreography 
by Bonwa Mbontsi, an original piano score by Christopher Duigan and original songs 
by Riaan Oosthuizen. We are committed to educating our girls about the key social and 
political issues that surround them, locally and globally. Being a girls school, it is essential 
that the material we choose to work with, educationally and theatrically, speaks into 
relevant issues pertaining to women, and challenges conventional and stereotypical 
ways of seeing and thinking about gender, and the world. It is often very difficult 
to find plays and performance material with decent roles for women, while also 
speaking to relevant issues. Thus, we took a relevant novel and re-created it into 
a dance theatre production. Margaret Atwood is one of the greatest writers of 
our time and a champion of documenting women’s experience. Atwood 
had written the novel with Female Chorus interludes, in the classic 
style of Greek Theatre, where the twelve hanged maids comment 
on the plight of Penelope’s story, which is, in turn, interpreted 
through dance to a sound track of original piano music and 
narration. Through song and verse, the chorus offers an 
alternative viewpoint, particularly as the story relates 
to marginalised women through history. A cast of 
thirty girls worked tirelessly in rehearsal to 
bring this dynamic blend of dance, acting 
and physical storytelling to life. Nicola 
Oelofse, who played the lead role of 
Penelope, was outstanding!

Major Production: Penelope
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This year we staged Funk again in our 
new home at the Hexagon Theatre in 
Pietermaritzburg. Our St Anne’s Dance 
Theatre Company made an outstanding 
contribution to the programme, presenting 
a choreography entitled Childhood which 
was taken from our Major Production, 
Penelope, choreographed by Bonwa 
Mbontsi. Audience members consistently 
commented on how St Anne’s stood out 
on the programme in terms of both their 
choreographic complexity and focused, 
excellent performance. Our girls, as 
always, rehearsed tirelessly in a disciplined 
manner and their conduct was exemplary.

Funk 
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ST ANNE’S DANCE THEATRE COMPANY
Back Row: Amber Arnold, Danielle le Roux, Nicola Oelofse, Chloé Hoar, Hannah Haines, Tegan Garvey

Second Row: Yasmin Cook, Ms L Chemaly (Artistic Director), Stephanie Wenke, 
Mr B Mbontsi (Choreographer), Holly Armstrong

Front Row: Emma Pitout (Head of Dance Company), Robyn Jensen, Reolebogile Sachane
Absent: Sesame Gaetsaloe, Georgia Schwartz
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The Form 5 Dramatic Arts leaders were challenged to find their own inspiration 
material in the form of magazine articles investigating current social issues or 
ideas. The task was to examine and explore their given article with their casts 
and interpret its message to create a meaningful performance in the style of 
Dramatic Prose. Our College Vision, referring to a 21st Century St Anne’s Old 
Girl, states that she should “possess a high regard for human rights, and have 
experienced and understood the issues of social justice, gender consciousness, 
and democracy”. This theatre programme directly encompassed the exploration 
of these concepts. The winning play, directed by Mollie Stone girls Katekile 
Dakile and Stephanie Hammond, was a dynamic piece entitled All Showering 
in Shame, and explored the dynamics of English language pronunciation 
and its impact on cultural diversity and cultural stereotypes. The runners-up 
were Andrews House, who presented a comic play entitled Dear Tourists, 
and Macrorie House with their thought-provoking piece called Stop the War 
on Women’s Bodies. The adjudicator, Ms Ayanda Khala-Phiri, made special 
mention of Tshegofatso Motaung, Josie Dobeyn, Josie Tod, Katherine Burnett, 
Charlotte Barnard and Onkgopotse Tiro for their excellent performances.

Our girls were fortunate to participate in 
a production of the musical Chess, with 
Michaelhouse. They persevered through 
many hours of rehearsals, gave excellent 
performances and were exceptional 
ambassadors of the College.

Interhouse Theatre Festival

Chess

1st Place Performance, Mollie Stone

Joint 2nd Place, Andrews

Joint 2nd Place, Macrorie
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This entertaining performance combines the best of the 
Form 6 IEB Matric Practical Exam work and is a tribute to 
the many hours of hard work the girls give to the Dramatic 
Arts and Theatre Departments during their five years at 
St Anne’s.

Matric Drama Showcase

THEATRE MONITORS
Back Row: Megan McFall, Zara-Georgina Walker, Roxanne Bau, Sophie Johnson, 

Georgia Schwartz, Tayana Madiro, Erin Magrobi
Second Row: Stephanie van Niekerk, Alexa Jooste, Ms L Chemaly (Theatre Director), Kai Gossman, 

Mr B McFall (Theatre Technical Manager), Danielle Whittle, Morgan Grieveson
Front Row: Neo Gumede, Senate Seeiso, Amy McLean-Banks, Phathiswa Myeni, Charlotte Barnard

Absent: Sabrina Henderson

We hosted two visiting productions seen by 
our Form 2 and 3 girls, the Senior Drama 
Department, staff, parents and visiting 
schools. These were Flatfoot Dance 
Company’s The Clothes We Wear and the 
Hexagon Theatre’s production of The Blue 
Period of Milton van der Spuy, directed 
by Peter Mitchell. Our Contemporary 
Dance Company also performed on the 
Experidance programme at the Hexagon 
Theatre in September.

Outside Productions



Music
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A total of 77 students took Music as a Subject in 2017, including the Form 2 and 3 Theory classes. 
Further to this, an impressive 200 girls are taking one or more instrumental lessons a week. Groups 
include a Chapel Choir, 3 Marimba Bands, Symphonic Band and Vocal Ensemble. On an International 
level, Rachael van Rensburg, with the KZN Wind Band, toured to New York and won their section in 
a competition played in the prestigious Carnegie Hall. Eight St Anne’s girls sang in the KZN Midlands 
Youth Choir that toured to Llangollen, Wales, to win the Folk Music Category in an International Choral 
Competition. 

Other highlights from the year included: 
• two recital evenings that were held in the Band Room 
• an intimate St Anne’s Matric Music Concert 
• a combined Matric Concert for music students in and around Pietermaritzburg
• a Choral Evening with Hilton College at St Anne’s
• the annual Interhouse Music Competition held at the end of the 2nd Term 
• the Marimba Bands performed at our 140th Anniversary Celebrations on Foundation Day 
• a thoroughly entertaining lunch hour concert by the Jazz Band and Choir from Pretoria Boys' High
• hosting an International Guitarist, Gonzalo Victoria, from Uruguay, who presented a fantastic 

evening of music
• the Symphonic Band performed in concert at Kearsney College with a number of other KZN schools
• our popular Music Supper Concert which features choir, marimbas, small ensembles, soloists, 

symphonic band and vocal ensemble performing to an appreciative audience
• an intimate evening of Art song in our staff concert “Back to the Drawing room” 
• performances at numerous Chapel Services, Grandparents’ Day, New and Old Girls’ Days

We celebrated the success of our girls’ participation in the local SASMT Eisteddfod and in their 
International Rockschool, ABRSM and Trinity College of London examinations. 74 girls participated 
in piano, flute, clarinet, saxophone, guitar, drums and voice examinations this year. They achieved a 
pleasing set of results including 22 distinctions, 39 merits and 6 passes. 50 girls wrote the Trinity College 
of London theory exams in November 2016, ranging in difficulty from Grade 1 to Grade 7 and achieved 
22 distinctions, 19 merits and 3 Passes. 

The success of the Music Department can be attributed to our girls and staff who, despite their numerous 
commitments, bring a noisy energy to the department, achieve in their Music examinations and participate 
fully in the department’s co-curricular activities. With a face-lift to the Music School due in 2018, the 
Department looks forward to further growth and development.

CHAPEL CHOIR
Back Row: Tshegofatso Motaung, Pili Mthethwa, Samantha Reed, Hannah Mills, Alexandria Magero, Abigail Jacob, Kezia Taylor, Jade Howard, Emily van Niekerk, 

Kungathi Mngoma, Jessica Harper, Lauren Roberts, Sarah Whyte, Oratile Mbulawa
Fourth Row: Zivaishe Jaravaza, Kutlwano Motau, Erin Ambler, Kirstin Sinclair, Ofentje Motubatse, Emily Bennett, Robyn Hockey, Nwabisa Ngotho, Rebecca van der Merwe, 

Olivia Mackenzie, Tayla Berchowitz, Philippa Campbell, Jessica Pitout, Isabella Adlington-Corfield, Onkgopotse Tiro, Megan Guimaraens
Third Row: Annabelle Armstrong, Catherine van der Merwe, Rebecca Thomson, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Namhla Ntshanga, Rachel Lock, Emma van de Velde, Sbongakonke 

Ngubo, Kathryn Gilbert, Katinka Botha, Stephanie van Niekerk, Gaby du Toit, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Rosa Fihla, Stephanie Harris
Second Row: Mbali Shongwe, Felicity Noge, Sarah Thornton-Dibb, Lwandile Mbana, Thina Dumalisile, Mr R Oosthuizen (Conductor), Mrs A Hibbert (Accompanist), 

Aphiwe Mhlanga, Munashe Mashanda, Sithelo Mthethwa, Rivoningo Baloyi, Ngiphiwe Sibiya
Front Row: Boitumelo Magomola, Grace Taylor, Esmé Thornhill-Davis, Olwethu Ntiyane, Phathiswa Myeni, Ella Grealy, Erin Douglas, Thato Lethola, 

Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Bridget Davies
Absent: Jodi Sadik, Georgia McCall, Arabella Clouston
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VOCAL ENSEMBLE
Back Row: Bridget Davies, Stephanie van Niekerk, Ngiphiwe Sibiya, 

Tshegofatso Motaung
Second Row: Stephanie Harris, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Annabelle Armstrong, 

Nwabisa Ngotho, Kirsten Sinclair, Tayla Berchowitz, Jade Howard, 
Onkgopotse Tiro

Front Row: Philippa Campbell, Rivoningo Baloyi, Sarah Thornton-Dibb, 
Mr R Oosthuizen (Conductor), Aphiwe Mhlanga, Mbali Shongwe, 

Munashe Mashanda

SYMPHONIC BAND
Back Row: Ivy Kiruri, Zivaishe Jaravaza, Bridget Davies, Imke Botha, 

Megan Guimaraens, Rebecca Lonsdale
Third Row: Jessica Bell, Frances Martin, Isabella Latter, Emma Griffin, Erin 

Ambler, Jade Howard, Bongeka Mvuyana, Gugulethu Dakile
Second Row: Rachel Lock, Gaby du Toit, Annabelle Armstrong, 

Georgia Labuschagne, Jacqui Hulley, Nwabisa Ngotho, Onkgopotse Tiro, 
Stephanie Harris, Emily Bennett

Front Row: Hannah Howell, Rachael van Rensburg, Rivoningo Baloyi, Mrs A 
Hibbert (Conductor), Robyn Ducasse, Tatum Pead, Erin Crossman
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SENIOR MARIMBA BAND
Back Row: Gugulethu Dakile, Moroa Phooko, Sande Stephen, Katekile Dakile

Second Row: Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Mbali Shongwe, Munashe Mashanda, 
Onkgopotse Tiro

Front Row: Nwabisa Ngotho, Olwethu Ntiyane

INTERMEDIATE AND JUNIOR MARIMBA BANDS
Back Row: Rebecca Lonsdale, Boitumelo Magomola, Lesedi Shongwe, Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, Tariro Kugotsi, Itayi Madzinga

Second Row: Jamie McCrae, Ogodiseng Mothudi, Katlo Molefe, Taytum Clark, Danielle Terblanche, Sacha Armstrong, Dintle Magasa
Front Row: Pamela Janssen, Emma Pennington, Alessia Zedde, Kungathi Mngoma, Stephanie van Niekerk, Catherine van der Merwe, Sophie Rebeck, Jessica Harper
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KZN MIDLANDS YOUTH CHOIR
Back Row: Thato Lethola, Emma van de Velde, Namhla Ntshanga, Oratile Mbulawa

Front Row: Kutlwano Motau, Sarah Thornton-Dibb, Tshegofatso Motaung, Tayla Berchowitz

KZN YOUTH WIND ORCHESTRA
Rachael van Rensburg



Committees
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COLLEGE FORUM
Back Row: Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Sithelo Mthethwa, Mrs D Ross, Frances Schnell, Jeanene Abels

Third Row: Isabella Rose, Munashe Mashanda, Sarah Church, Lilitha Nkuhlu, Katekile Dakile, Megan Parker
Second Row: Kezia Taylor, Lungile Mkhize, Emma van Zyl, Lerato Moephuli, Rumbidzai Vambe, Sophia Greig

Front Row: Ariné de Villiers, Felicity Noge, Mbali Shongwe, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo
Absent: Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Namhla Ntshanga

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
Back Row: Kungathi Mngoma, Sbongakonke Ngubo, Zara-Georgina Walker, Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Lungile Mkhize

Middle Row: Rivoningo Baloyi, Jeanene Abels, Mrs J Fryer, Georgina Moffatt, Munashe Mashanda, Felicity Noge
Front Row: Sophia Greig, Gabriella von Höne, Olewethu Ntiyane, Onkgoposte Tiro
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MARKETING COMMITTEE
Back Row: Kim Yammin, Munashe Mashanda, Zara Wood, Josie Dobeyn, Sithelo Mthethwa, Emma Quin, Jessica Lee, Morgan Logan, Stephanie Wenke

Fourth Row: Josie Tod, Munaka Ramaite, Hannah Howell, Rebecca van der Merwe, Katerina Itopoulos, Erin Magrobi, Anna Keyser, Bonolo Mokoka, 
Georgina Lambert, Mbali Shongwe 

Third Row: Sophia Greig, Charlotte Barnard, Sophie Holt, Demi Talmage, Isabella Latter, Amy Mclean-Banks, Reolebogile Sachane, 
Brittany Jewell, Sophie Brouckaert, Abigail Jacob

Second Row: Aimée Dunn, Holly Armstrong, Sinegugu Nzimande (Head), Mrs J McKenzie, Emma Pitt (Vice), Sarah Barnard, Grace Ireland
Front Row: Natalie Rohrs, Rumbidzai Vambe, Emily Crowe, Phathiswa Myeni, Jessica Dunn, Courtney Crookes, Rachel Randell, Christina Herridge

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS COMMITTEE
Back Row: Charlotte Barnard, Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Bongeka Mvuyana, Abigail Jacob

Front Row: Jessica Lee, Mr T Radebe, Mrs C Crampton, Rumbidzai Vambe



Sport
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Gary Player Trophy (St Anne’s Golf Champion) Sophie McDonald

U15 Singles Tennis Champion 2016 Storm Veenstra

Open Singles Tennis Champion 2016 Sophie McDonald

U15 Squash Champion 2016 Georgina Romer-Lee

Open Squash Champion 2016 Jessica-Lee Redfern

McDonald Trophy (Best Defensive Hockey Player) Brady Wiseman

Phillips Trophy (Most Valuable Hockey Player) Brady Wiseman

Opai-Tetteh Trophy (Most Valuable Netball Player) Gemma Thomas

Teichmann Trophy (Best Defensive Netball Player) Tsholofelo Mkhari

Most Valuable Cross Country Runner Katerina Itopoulos

Most Valuable Basketball Player Thina Dumalisile

Most Valuable Soccer Player Julia Raw

Most Valuable Water Polo Player Isabella Bertossi

Whitfield Trophy (Most Involved Form 2) Ella Thorburn

Douglas Trophy (Commitment To Sport) Sophie McDonald

Pauw Trophy (Courage & Determination) Thina Dumalisile

Sportsmanship Trophy
Yasmin Cook
Jessica-Lee Redfern

Leadership In Sport
Gemma Thomas
Brady Wiseman

Smith Trophy for Junior Sportswoman of The Year Sisanda Jezile

All Round Senior Sportswoman
Georgina Baker
Megan Rebstein-Dovey

All Round Achievement

Megan McDonald
Jessica-Lee Redfern
Sophie McDonald
Julia Raw
Brady Wiseman
Gemma Thomas
Megan Rebstein-Dovey

SUCCESS, loosely translated, means the accomplishment of an aim 
or purpose. There are many ways one could measure success and we 
often use success achieved as the gauge for our goals. This year, as a 
department, one of our goals was to take on the challenge of creating 
a platform to assist with St Anne’s holistic education philosophy. Our 
goal was to ensure that each girl found a discipline that suited them and 
provided a foundation to build on. We identified a model that spoke to this 
and to its future as a blue print for young ladies yet to come.

When reflecting on the past year and our achievements, we can be quietly 
confident in the collective contribution of management, staff and girls. 
I am very grateful for the opportunity I have had in contributing to the 
process. I believe that our success has set a firm foundation that will assist 
with our continued growth. 

I am blessed to be supported by a great team. Their assistance and 
contribution have added immense value and have put things in perspective. 
Our role may be small but our impact can last a lifetime. I would like to 
end with a prayer which the 1st Hockey Team said before every match 
they played. 

Dear Lord
On this day we pray, injury free we stay.
And as we stand and fight for the blue and white
May our skills be tight and our attitudes right.
Training done to make us fit, ensures that we will never quit.
And as we look back on a long day
May we stand proud and say
On this field today our bodies we lay. 
Amen.

This I believe speaks to the core from which we hope to perform.  

Kurt Nero
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NATIONAL & PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES
Back Row: Tariro Kugotsi, Dintle Magasa, Juliette Armitage, Sarah Church, Siphokazi Mnganga, Gabrielle Benkenstein, Grace Kitshoff, Abigail Jacob, 

Jessica Bompas, Mia Lee, Pamela Janssens, Jessica Harper, Georgina Romer-Lee, Sisanda Jezile
Third Row: Bronwyn McKerchar, Ella Karan, Georgina Baker, Ashleigh Rohrs, Katlo Molefe, Leah Kriel, Jodi Lee, Shannon Armstrong, Tsholofelo Mkhari, 

Sophie Rebeck, Mikki-B Rey, Storm Veenstra, Erin Douglas
Second Row: Isabella Bertossi, Ashleigh Moss, Julia Raw, Brady Wiseman, Mr K Nero, Jessica-Lee Redfern, Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Rebecca Erskine

Front Row: Rebecca Lonsdale, Hannah van Rensburg, Courtney Crookes, Ashley Markham, Alice Beckett,Georgina Armstrong

HONOURS FOR SPORT
Brady Wiseman, Megan Rebstein-Dovey

1st ACTION NETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Yasmin Cook, Jodi Lee, Jemma Bau, Ashleigh Moss, Tsholofelo Mkhari
Front Row: Shannon Armstrong, Gemma Thomas (Captain), Mrs L Zuma (Coach), 

Lwandile Mbana, Sithelo Mthethwa

Action Netball

Athletics

We had a great season of Action Netball this year. We were 
able to field four teams, U14A, U15A, U16A and the 1st team. 
The girls and coaches worked hard throughout the season to 
ensure that we improved on our tactics, skills and basic netball 
fundamentals. This was evident as the U15A and U14A won the 
Pietermaritzburg District Action League and 1st and U16A came 
second in the league. 

Well done to Mia Lee who was selected as “Best Player of the 
Season” for the U14 section. Action Netball is a growing sport at 
St Anne’s and for the first time we had 9 girls selected for various 
Midlands and KZN teams. We are excited for the future as we 
have talented young women working hard to ensure that we keep 
improving.

Most Improved Senior:  Yasmin Cook
Most Improved Junior:  Dintle Magasa

This year we have experienced great achievements in Athletics on a variety of different fronts. Jessica Bompas had an amazing season and accomplished 
outstanding results. She was the U18 KZN Champion for 100 and 200 meters, the U18 South African Champion for 200 meters, she was nominated 
for KZN Junior Sportswoman of the year and was ranked 20th in the world for the U18 200m. The Athletics team benefitted from receiving new team 
members and the girls were eager to achieve; they are always determined to do their best under the coaching of Mr Nero. Private coaching from Chris 
White has helped to strengthen Athletics at St Anne’s. Well done to Megan McDonald for winning Senior Victrix Ludorum and Jessica Bompas and 
Ella Thorburn for winning Junior Victrix Ludorum at a successful and lively St Anne’s Athletics Day. 
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1ST BASKETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Lerrisa Giessing, Roxanne Bau, Jodi Lee, Bridget McNally

Front Row: Lihlethemba Mazibuko, Thina Dumalisile (Captain), Mrs L Zuma, Lwandisa Mbana, 
Kirsten Sinclair

CANOEING
Back Row: Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, Rosalie Brouckaert, Hannah Gush

Second Row: Jessica Harper, Philippa Lee, Kim van Rooyen, Kate Burnett, Emily Bennett, Kate Turner, 
Emily Vermaak, Natasha Stern

Front Row: Emma Pennington, Olivia Noyce, Mr R Pennefather, Imke Botha, Kayla Asherwood (Captain), 
Rebecca Erskine (Vice-Captain), Mr C Hornby, Cassandra Brown, Lauren Roberts

Basketball

Canoeing

The 1st Basketball team had a very successful 
season, winning all but two of their league 
matches. Across the board, the girls have shown 
massive improvement thanks to hard work and 
dedicated coaches; the passion for the sport is 
evident through all age groups.

One player explains how she feels when on the 
court: “When I play basketball, I feel like I am 
in this whole new universe. I don’t know how 
to explain it. The adrenaline kicks in and I feel 
excited as the jump ball is being thrown. It is an 
amazing feeling; one has to experience it to know 
what I am talking about”. 

Congratulations to Thina Dumalisile who 
represented KZN in the U19 Basketball team.

Most Improved Senior:  Kirsten Sinclair 
Most Improved Junior:  Tsholofelo Mkhari

This year 27 girls attained flat water proficiency 
and 20 girls are on their way to river proficiency. 
Term 1 started off with the already river 
proficient 5 building up their skills on the Lions 
River and occasionally getting in at Caversham 
Mill and tackling the big waves in plastics. 
Eskimo rolling is a skill that the 5 girls learnt in 
Mr Pennefather’s pool and was put into practice 
on the river. One of the girls’ highlights was a 
rafting weekend on the Umkomaas River which 
was led by Rich Domleo and his team from 
Trailblazer Adventures. Later in the year, with 
newcomers to the sport, the canoeists returned 
to basics and trained for water proficiency at 
Midmar Dam. With higher water levels, the girls 
were also able to focus on some river paddling 
in preparation for the 2018 Interschool races. 

Most Improved Senior:  Rebecca Erskine
Most Improved Junior:  Megan Benians
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Diving
The St Anne’s divers, ably coached by Mrs L Fairweather, have achieved pleasing results 
again in various competitions. They are a dedicated group who have also attended private 
coaching at Kings Park in Durban to prepare for the KZN Team. A keen group of beginner 
divers have signed up and we look forward to them competing in the various competitions.

Results:

Name Age 
group

Interschools 
competition

Midlands 
Trials KZN Trials KZN Team

Ella Karan U15 4th 2nd 3rd KZN U15

Demi Talmage U16 1st 1st 1st KZN U16

Bronwyn McKerchar U16 2nd 1st 1st KZN U19

Onkgopotse Tiro U16 1st 2nd 

Most Improved Senior:  Bronwyn McKerchar
Most Improved Junior:  Demi Talmage

CROSS COUNTRY
Back Row: Jessica Brown, Rachel Brown

Second Row: Sarah Church, Isabella Winter, Kiara McLuckie, Charlotte Barnard, Emily Bennett, Erin Douglas 
Front Row: Kim Yammin, Katerina Itopoulos, Mrs M Randall, Emma Pitt (Captain), Stephanie Wenke

Cross Country
Cross Country is gaining popularity at St Anne’s 
and the sporting code has excelled in the past two 
years thanks to our adventurous and encouraging 
coach, Mr Andre Booysen. The training sessions 
start at the beginning of the year in order to get 
girls to the correct fitness levels for the league 
which takes place in Term 2. The sessions vary 
each week and consist of different training 
routines such as hill training, fartlek, paarlauf 
and time trials, thus keeping the girls excited 
and involved. Katerina Itopoulos placed 5th in 
the Senior Girls’ Midlands League and Sarah 
Anders placed 10th in the Junior Girls’. The 
team has been on two adventurous out-runs in 
the local Swartkops Mountains this year, each 
approximately 14kms, and these offered the girls 
an opportunity to run in a different environment. 
Cross Country has continued throughout the 
year; every Wednesday evening the squad runs 
the Grace College Time Trial (3km, 4km or 5km) 
and every Saturday the girls travel to Piggly 
Wiggly to run the 5km Park Run. 

Most Improved Senior:  Charlotte Barnard
Most Improved Junior:  Emily Bennett

DIVING
Back Row: Bronwyn McKerchar, Ella Karan 

Front Row: Demi Talmage, Mrs L Fairweather (Coach) 
Ongkopotse Tiro
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Equestrian
The Equestrian girls have had great success in all aspects of the sport this 
year, including Show Jumping, Dressage, Equitation, Eventing and Polo. 
We have had girls compete at the highest levels across all disciplines, 
including Show Jumping at 1.30m and advanced level Dressage. The 
girls have excelled individually and for different teams with Beth and 
Amy Coxon Gilliatt representing KZN in the Eventing Open and Novice 
Teams respectively. Ashley Markham competed in Zambia for the U18 
Team this year and has also been ranked 1st for 1.10m Show Jumping 
in the country. St Anne’s had another successful year at the Interschools 
event, with a 1st and 3rd for the Intermediate and Open Equitation Teams 
respectively, a 4th and 5th in the Show Jumping event and a 2nd and 4th 
for our teams in the Dressage event. The Interhouse event allowed the 
girls a fun opportunity to ride their horses with their friends and this year 
the trophy was won by Frances Baines. The riders finished the season by 
competing in the Junior South African Championships in December. 

Most Improved Senior:  Jessica Woollam
Most Improved Junior: Frances Fowler, Bronwyn McGaw 

Golf
Golf is a growing sport at St Anne’s. More and more girls 
are investing in their own clubs and playing on Friday 
afternoons at Sakabula. We have an amazing coach, Sean 
Ludgater, who provides so much wisdom and help to the 
girls. We introduced a different Interhouse Golf challenge 
this year – four girls from each house competed in a fun-
filled afternoon. There were different challenges such 
as longest drive, putting and chipping competitions and 
Mollie Stone managed to come out on top. We also held our 
annual Golf Championships and there was some excellent 
golf played. Sophie McDonald won this championship with 
Savanna Alexander close behind. 

Captain:   Sophie McDonald
Most Improved Senior:  Kefilwe-Karabo Mabelane
Most Improved Junior:  Lerato Moephuli
 

EQUESTRIAN
Back Row: Bronwyn McGaw, Jessica Dunn

Second Row: Elinor Capastagno, Bonola Makoka, Beth Coxon Gilliatt, Amy 
Coxon Gilliatt, Alice Perrow, Ashley Markham 

Front Row: Rebecca Erskine, Emma Pitout (Captain), Mr K Nero, Michaela Lane, 
Jessica Woollam
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Netball
Our Netball girls are a determined 
bunch and carry huge passion for the 
sport. Throughout the year there have 
been many achievements that we are 
very proud of. The girls consistently 
bring home amazing results from the 
Wednesday League Matches against 
the local PMB schools. This sport 
teaches the girls skills and tactical 
play, as well as patience, teamwork, 
sportsmanship and hard work. Our 
netball has improved over the years 
and we look forward to continued 
growth as new Form 2s arrive at St 
Anne’s each year.

Most Improved Senior:  
Lwandile Mbana
Most Improved Junior: 
Dintle Magasa1ST NETBALL TEAM

Back Row: Yasmin Cook, Jodi Lee, Jemma Bau, Ashleigh Moss, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Asanda Ngcobo
Front Row: Shannon Armstrong, Gemma Thomas (Captain), Mrs L Zuma (Coach), Lwandile Mbana, 

Sithelo Mthethwa

1ST HOCKEY TEAM
Back Row: Caroline Wenke, Daniella Rhodes, Gabriella von Höne

Second Row: Jessica-Lee Redfern, Leah Kriel, Georgina Baker, Stephanie 
Wenke, Daniella Chasenski, Georgia Hayman 

Front Row: Sophie McDonald, Brady Wiseman (Captain), Mrs M Randall, Julia 
Raw (Vice-Captain), Megan Rebstein-Dovey

Hockey
What a great hockey season it has been! It was incredible to see the growth 
in all the girls from Recreational Hockey through to the 1st team players. 
There has been a huge improvement from every team that has participated 
both socially and in the league, improving skills with enthusiasm. We 
played in numerous tournaments and produced incredible results. At the St 
Mary’s Waverly Tournament, the 1st team made the finals for the first time 
ever and played Oranje Meisies to come second overall. Brady Wiseman 
was nominated as the “Best Defender of the Tournament” and Daniella 
Rhodes was nominated as the “Best Striker”. The U16 girls played in 
tournaments at St Mary’s Kloof and in Bloemfontein. Alice Beckett was 
voted as the “Best Midfielder” at the Bloemfontein tournament. The U14 
team toured to Bloemfontein where they competed against some tough 
competition. Josephine le Roux was voted as the “Best Defender” in the 
U15 section and Gabrielle Benkenstein was voted as the “Best Midfielder” 
player in the U15 age group. Gabrielle Benkenstein, Josephine le Roux 
and Sophie Rebeck were selected for a tournament team that were to travel 
to Belgium. Other achievements included the U16D team winning 5-0 
against St John’s and the 1st team taking part in the Top 12 Tournament 
for the first time and sharing 3rd place. 

Well done to all the girls who were selected for the respective representative 
teams:

District:   Sarah Anders, Kelly Bouwer, Sarah Fyvie, 
  Pamela Janssens, Itayi Madzinga
U14 A Inland:  Gabrielle Benkenstein, Sisanda Jezile, 
  Sophie Rebeck, Ashleigh Rohrs, Storm Veenstra
U14 B Inland:  Jessica Harper, Rebecca Lonsdale, Julia Armitage  
  (Non-travelling reserve)
District:   Isabella Bertossi, Emma Griffin,    
  Rebecca van der Merwe
U16 A Inland:  Georgina Baker, Alice Beckett, Sarah Church, 
  Grace Kitshoff, Leah Kriel, Georgina Romer-Lee,  
  Caroline Wenke
U16 B Inland: Erin Armstrong
District teams:  Daniella Chasenski, Georgia Hayman, 
  Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Gabriella von Höne, 
U18 A Inland: Megan McDonald, Julia Raw, Jessica-Lee Redfern,  
  Daniella Rhodes, Brady Wiseman
SA team u18:  Brady Wiseman
SA team u21:  Daniella Rhodes

Most Improved Senior:   Carla Meaker
Most Improved Junior:   Hannah Pitt
Umgungundlovu Awards Evening, 
Player of the Season:   Brady Wiseman
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Swimming
The annual Interhouse swimming gala is always a highlight 
in the school calendar and involves participation from girls 
in all age groups in a colourful competition. This year, the 
sunny day was a wonderful success with some excellent 
swims and relays. Usherwood took the trophy home in the 
end.  Well done to the girls on the incredible spirit and 
passion with which you always support your swimmers. 

The 2017 swimming team trained hard and individual 
swimmers made remarkable improvements to their times, 
fitness and technique. Some excellent swimming was 
displayed by the team swimmers with many competitive 
and close races throughout the season. 
   
Most Improved Senior:  Gemma Thomas
Most Improved Junior:  Tatum-Lee Garvey, 
   Anna Thornton-Dibb

SWIMMING TEAM
Back Row: Philippa Lee, Kayla Prowse, Pemba Elliot, Leah Kriel, Kelly Bouwer, Katherine 
Herbert, Rachel Brown, Daristi Naidoo, Jessica Bompas, Emily Anders, Isabella Bertossi
Second Row: Catherine Viedge, Olivia Rosenfels, Natasha Baldwin, Shawn Black, Josie 

Dobeyn, Rebecca Erskine, Katherine Burnett, Frances Schnell, Jessica Brown, Sarah Church
Front Row: Georgia Hayman, Sarah Kershaw, Julia Raw, Gemma Thomas (Vice-Captain), 

Mrs M Randall, Kim Yammin (Captain), Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Erin Crossman, 
Maya Gutierrez-Garcia

Squash
Squash at St Anne’s is the perfect escape from the classroom as it offers a fun, social, yet 
intense workout. The year started off with girls travelling to Bloemfontein to play in the 
Bloem Open for the third consecutive year. In August, we participated in the Racketlon 
Africa Junior Open in Cape Town, where the girls were exposed to phenomenal worldwide 
junior squash players and were fortunate enough to play against some of them. 9 girls 
were selected for the KZN teams; these girls travelled to Bloemfontein and some to Cape 
Town where they represented both the school and province. 
   
Most Improved Senior:  Abigail Jacob
Most Improved Junior:  Natalie Rohrs

1st SQUASH TEAM
Back Row: Megan Sickmueller, Jessica-Lee Redfern, 

Abigail Jacob
Front Row: Jenna Mitchell (Captain), Mr D Strydom (Coach), 

Shannon Firman

1st SOCCER TEAM
Back Row: Ivy Kiruri, Georgina Armstrong, Kiara McLuckie

Second Row: Alexandria Magero, Mikki-B Rey, Georgina Baker, Hannah van Niekerk, 
Sophie Holt, Courtney Crookes

Front Row: Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Julia Raw (Captain), Mr K Nero (Coach),
 Isabella Bertossi, Abigail Jacob

Soccer
Many goals have been scored and many saves have been made this season. Historically, Soccer has not been a popular choice. However, over the years 
it has grown considerably which has been amazing to see. The improvements from all the teams, recreational right through to the 1st team, have been 
phenomenal. Some impressive soccer was played during tours to Cape Town and Johannesburg against some of the top schools. The highlight every 
year is the annual staff vs girls match and some intense matches were also played in the Interhouse Competition. 

Well done to all the girls who were selected for the 
respective representative teams:

U14:   Erin Douglas, Sisanda Jezile, 
  Katlo Molefe, 
  Hannah van Rensburg
U16:   Georgina Armstrong, 
  Courtney Crookes, Mikki-B Rey
U19 :   Isabella Bertossi, Julia Raw
FA Cup Team:  Georgina Armstrong, Isabella Bertossi, 
  Carla Meaker, Julia Raw
   
Most Improved Senior:  Georgina Armstrong
Most Improved Junior:  Kiara McLuckie, 
   Isabella Winter 
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1st WATER POLO TEAM 
Back Row: Isabella Bertossi, Jessica Brown, Zara Wood, Olivia Rosenfels, Anna Willis

Second Row: Georgia Labuschagne, Frances Schnell, Dominique Teichmann, Josie Dobeyn, 
Maya Fleischer, Katherine Burnett

Front Row: Mrs L Jenkins (Manager), Brady Wiseman (Vice-Captain), Gemma Thomas (Captain), 
Mrs M Sileno (Coach)

Water Polo
Our water polo season started strong with our 1st 
team attending the St Peter’s Invitational Water 
Polo Tournament held in Johannesburg where they 
displayed great effort in the pool. Later in 2017, 
we welcomed Mrs Megan Sileno into our sports 
department. Mrs Sileno is a huge asset to the St 
Anne’s programme and our Water Polo will continue 
to grow from strength to strength. The teams were 
well prepared for their various tournaments that 
were held in August. The U14 team attended the 
Roedean Tournament where they gained experience 
- for many of them it was their first Water Polo 
Tournament. The 1st team attended the annual St 
Stithian’s Invitational Water Polo Tournament and 
displayed huge determination as the young team 
placed 8th out of the 20 participating schools. 
A number of girls represented KZN at the Inter-
Provincial Water Polo Tournament held in Port 
Elizabeth. 
   
Most Improved Senior:  Maya Fleischer 
Most Improved Junior:  Jessica Brown   

Tennis
Tennis at St Anne’s is as strong as ever with 2017 being no exception. 
Players put so much into their game and it paid off. The quality of 
tennis played this season was of an exceptional standard. With the 
guidance of Mr Maree Wessels and other coaches, the girls have grown 
from strength to strength. St Anne’s won the majority of the leagues 
for their respective teams. The 1st team won both leagues in 1st and 
3rd terms. 

Two of our tennis courts have been resurfaced and playing on them is 
a pleasure. Our misty Hilton weather made for a few delays throughout 
the year, but with the help of our “squeegees” we have managed. The 
girls really enjoyed this year’s tennis; there was always someone to be 
seen on the court, training hard or having a friendly match. It has been 
amazing to see the love of the sport across all teams.

Most Improved Senior:   Jessica Parker 
Most Improved Junior:   Gabrielle Benkenstein

1ST TENNIS TEAM
Back Row: Storm Veenstra, Brooke Rossiter, Jade Harty

Front Row: Jessica-Lee Redfern, Sophie McDonald (Captain), 
Mr M Wessels (Coach), Grace Ireland, Daniella Rhodes

Smythe Trophy Winners, Sophie 
McDonald & Megan McDonald
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Enviro Club
It is sobering to consider the state in which 
our world will be in 50 years time, when 
this group of girls will be in their sixties, 
mostly with children and grandchildren.  
We are proud of the members of our 
Enviro Club, girls who are thinking deeply 
about issues affecting our environment 
and what they can do to put the brakes on 
our negative human impact.

The 2017 club leaders, Sabrina Henderson 
and Erin Crossman, were supported by 
the Form 5 House Reps who carry out the 
day-to-day work and present the Enviro-
minute each week in assembly, as well 
as the Form 2s who are responsible for 
processing all recycling.

It was a busy year for Enviro Club, with 
girls participating in lots of outings and 
contributing many hours of service to the 
environment. 

ENVIRO COMMITTEE
Back Row: Rosa Fihla, Jenna Egberink, Jenna Thompson, Roxanne Bau, 

Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Jaime Soanes
Second Row: Charlotte Barnard, Mrs J Forrest, Erin Crossman (Vice), 

Mrs S Schwartz, Cassandra Brown
Front Row: Samantha Franklin, Jacqui Hulley, Rebecca Erskine, Kayla Asherwood

Absent (on exchange): Sabrina Henderson (Head)

WESSA guides led activities at 
Umgeni Valley Nature Reserve

The Durban Beachfront, one of 
several local litter clean-ups

A hike in the Hilton College Reserve led by 
John Roff, Environmental Education Officer 
at Hilton College
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Time was spent with Christine Hugo from WESSA’s Eco-schools Programme, logging our 
wetland species into ISPOT, which is an international monitoring programme.

In the final outing of the year, the club visited the African Birds of Prey Sanctuary to assist with 
various maintenance tasks.

Dr Deborah Robertson-Andersson, a senior 
lecturer in Marine Biology at UKZN, addressed 
the school on plastic pollution in the ocean

Hiking near Little Switzerland 
in the Northern Berg 

Aasvoelkrans Cave in the Kamberg 
with the new Enviro Reps



Spirituality
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The year began joyfully with our welcome to Form 2s and a well-attended 
SCA camp. The team from Scripture Union Independent Schools (SUIS) 
facilitate the camp at Emseni. Many girls were blessed with encounters 
with God. The foreshadowing of a difficult year appeared as the Ireland 
family and those who love them, bade farewell to Annie. Annie left to 
be with Jesus at the age of twelve having taught so many people how to 
live well. 

The second term began with our annual confirmation camp.  Confirmation 
is offered to girls in Form 4 and upwards who would like to explore the 
Christian faith more deeply. If they feel ready, they can make a formal 
commitment to following Jesus in their own right at the Service of 
Confirmation. Bishop Tsieitsi came and prayed over the girls to be filled 
with the Holy Spirit for worship, witness and service. The service was 
very beautiful and deeply meaningful. The term had tough times too as 
Morakane Matji, Thenjiwe’s sister, left for heaven in her second year of 
university. The old girls and the current girls rallied around the family to 
support them in their time of grief. But that was not the end. Alex van 
der Merwe died really suddenly while out for a run. He was a man who 
loved deeply, and made a huge impact wherever he was. Once again the 
community rallied around to love and support Colleen, Tim, Beth and 
Rebecca. 

In the third term as we sought to regroup in our faith, Michaelhouse 
experienced a bus accident that rocked their community and had many 
ripples into ours. As news of the accident broke, girls began gathering 
in the chapel, many to pray for the Michaelhouse community, many to 
cry as their own grief welled up – brothers, friends, boyfriends were in 
that bus. Other girls came in to pray and just hold their friends. There 
was spontaneous singing of “Blessed be your name in the road marked 
with suffering, when there is pain in the offering, blessed be your name”. 
Others, unrequested, started to play the piano and sing gently creating 
a healing environment. We saw servant leadership in operation in a 
profound way. Girls came to write notes of encouragement which they 
placed on posters. These were later taken to Themba Dloti’s memorial 
service at Michaelhouse. Many girls and several staff members joined the 
Michaelhouse community for the celebration of Themba’s life. Tragedy 
struck once more as the holidays started when Estate Supervisor, Innocent 
Ngidi, lost his young child who was only a few months old. 

These events have caused us to grapple with issues like where is God 
in suffering and is God good? This wrestling causes us to develop deep 
roots and not sit with superficial feel-good faith. It also develops deep 
community. Many have seen God at work holding them in these tough 
times and many are still wrestling with this. Difficulties are part of the life 
experience of all people, as this is not heaven but earth. This is why we 
pray for God’s kingdom to come on earth as it is in heaven. When we get 
to the other side of a difficulty and we realise that God has indeed carried 
us through it (in reference to the anonymous poem “Foot prints”), we 
know that we can trust God to bring us through the next one. This is the 
development of resilience and deeper faith.

Bonding on Confirmation Camp
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SACRISTANS
Second Row: Jemma Bau, Morgan Logan, Caitlyn Coxe, 

Nomsa Maswera, Megan MacDonald, Yasmin Cook
Front Row: Thenjiwe Matji, Lwandile Mbana (Head Sacristan), 

Revd Dr S van Niekerk, Sthokozile Zungu, 
Jessica-Lee Redfern

SCA COMMITTEE
Third Row: Kirsten Sinclair, Stephanie Wenke, Jessica Lee, 

Thina Dumalisile, Bonolo Mokoka
Third Row: Mbali Shongwe (Head of SCA), 

Revd Dr S van Niekerk, Mrs R Dyer, Lerissa Giessing
Front Row: Grace Ireland, Munaka Ramaite, Felicity Noge, 

Georgina Armstrong

WORSHIP BAND
Second Row: Nwabisa Ngotho, Rachel Brown, 

Anna Thornton-Dibb, Isabella Latter, Annabelle Armstrong
Front Row: Emma Lund, Munashe Mushanda (Head), 
Revd Dr S van Niekerk, Sarah Thornton-Dibb (Head), 

Bongeka Mvuyana

DEVOS
Second Row: Pili Mthwethwa, Ashley Low, Robyn Ducasse, 

Anna Keyser
Front Row: Ashley Kairu (Head of Devos), Revd Dr S van Niekerk, 

Mwenya Chisimba (Head of Spirituality), Mrs R Dyer, 
Lihlethemba Mazibuko (Vice Head of Spirituality)

Journal writing at Confirmation Camp
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Back Row: Hannah St Clair, Jessica Lee, Sande Stephen, Moroa Phooko

Third Row: Mrs U Ramnarain (Nogqaza SMILE), Mr A Gilfillan (Julukandoda SMILE), Gaby du Toit, Bongeka Mvuyana, Mr T Radebe (Umngeni Hospital), 
Katekile Dakile, Ntombikhona Mtolo (Pre-school), Mrs Joy Preiss (Homework Support)

Second Row: Thenjiwe Matji (STEPP Vice Head), Emily Lazenby (STEPP Head), Mrs L Taylor (Head of STEPP), Charlotte Jonsson (SMILE Vice Head), 
Thina Dumalisile (Literacy Head), Mrs V Arguile (Nogqaza SMILE), Asanda Ngcobo
Front Row: Erin Ambler, Jessica Demain, Annabelle Armstrong, Phathiswa Myeni

“The thing that drew me to St Anne’s the most was the STEPP Programme. I’ve always had a passion for social responsibility and it was 
something I looked forward to getting involved in. From the day I joined, I was never disappointed because it has brought great joy and moments 
that I will treasure. Although it did not feel like much to give of my time, a big smile and a bit of encouragement, through STEPP I have begun 
to realize that these small things make a huge impact. This motivates me to keep on doing the best I can.”

Olwethu Ntiyane

Puzzles, buses, impact measurement, literacy, funding, lists, Science and so on are the vocabulary of the STEPP Department. Staff from all areas of 
the school are involved in one way or another and girls from every Form enjoy the opportunities of partnering with different institutions.
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This programme includes three schools: Julukandoda Junior School, 
Nogqaza Junior School and Lions River Combined School. The Marianne 
Browne, Macrorie and Andrews House partnerships travel out to 
Julukandoda School every Thursday. The nature of our partnerships is to 
partner and the following quotes from girls involved in the programme 
reveal the extent to which they learn and grow whilst giving of their time 
and knowledge.

English Literacy Programme “Entering those gates of Julukandoda always guarantees a smile 
on my face. The joyous smiles and raucousness to see the St Anne’s 
girls is contagious. Even if I’m having a terrible day, I’m guaranteed 
to be smiling in that environment. Watching the children learn new 
things or building on from the previous week’s work is of sentimental 
value to me because I know that I’m not just helping one person, but 
many in the long run.” 

Phathiswa Myeni, Marianne Browne STEPP Leader

“By being involved in leading a STEPP programme, I have grown my understanding of 
how simple it is to have an impact on a person’s life. All it takes is a little bit of effort 
and the return is unimaginable. Every week we go out to teach basic English skills but it 
goes far beyond that… For me, the experience of leading a group of girls to do this has 
changed my understanding of the STEPP Programme. I can see now that it is not just 
about the teaching, it is way more than that.”

Gaby du Toit, Andrews House Leadership Team

“Through the opportunity of leading STEPP, my passion for educating young children 
through the little I can do has grown. There are few things that can be compared with 
the facial expression of a child as they consume new knowledge with hunger. The 
enlightenment that brightens up their innocent faces as understanding dawns upon them 
is an image that I have captured in my heart to return to in the future. The Julukandoda 
children give me hope without realising it and for that I am forever grateful.”

Bongeka Mvuyana, Macrorie House STEPP Leader

On a Monday afternoon, the College’s 22 seater bus can be seen snaking 
its way through Lions River for the Mollie Stone and Frances Baines 
partnerships. A strong association with Lions River School has seen these 
partnerships in Sport and English Literacy grow rapidly. The projects 
during the years have differed significantly due to the growth at the 
school. From 57 learners in a distant forest, it has grown to well over 100 
now in a school in the middle of the community. The aim is to have a new 
school built right amongst the Lions River community suburb.

Lions River School Partnership 

“This year during STEPP, I have realized the difference we have made in the learning ability of children. At first it was hard for the children to 
understand us and for there to be any productivity during lessons. Fortunately, relationships developed and their interest continued to rise as the 
time progressed. By developing relationships with the children, they feel as though they can be themselves and be more confident in answering 
questions. STEPP has become a co-curricular activity that I enjoy and would continue to do outside the St Anne’s environment.”

Moroa Phooko, Mollie Stone House STEPP Leader

Lions River Combined School classroom delivery

Marianne Browne and Macrorie 
Julukandoda School partnership

Keep the Dream Julukandoda 
SMILE partnership
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Early in the year, the donors involved in the Making Libraries Happen Programme 
made a visit to the Lions River partnership to see how the library was developing. 
What a delightful day! Children of every Grade had prepared a performance for us 
and they were fantastically celebratory in their execution. The library is being put to 
good use and Mrs Mhlongo, the School Head, was there to answer questions in terms 
of developing her school further. In November, a second edutainer donation was 
made to Lions River Combined School. The delight from the staff was contagious as 
they realized the possibilities of the added learning space.

The Form 5s put together another successful fete on Youth Day as part of an entrepreneurial project to raise funds towards the Form 5 partnerships. It 
was lovely to have so many outside stalls join us this year. One team of girls showed great ingenuity by creatively putting together a ‘Haunted House’ 
stall which was a resounding success. The screams that emanated from the corridors were testament to the effectiveness of the stall. All of the money 
raised on the day goes to our beneficiaries and the work of STEPP, allowing us to travel, update materials and grow our partnerships.

Making Libraries Happen

“STEPP has been a place where I can experience complete happiness. The 
children I have taught have ended up teaching me so much about life and 
circumstance (and even a bit of Zulu) in ways that I cannot imagine. The smile 
that you see on the children’s faces as they see our bus arrive is priceless, and 
has been etched into my memory since our first day. It is so rewarding to see 
the development of the children both in the classroom with English and on the 
field, from picking up a tennis racket for the first time to being able to serve 
a ball.  I have formed a close relationship with the children and love seeing 
them – they make a bad day so much brighter.”

Hannah St Clair, Frances Baines House STEPP leader

“I have seen the difference one can make in someone's life. The 
games I played with the patients included card games and puzzles, 
in which the patients had to try and piece together a given image. 
I got to interact with a few of the people there, and got to know 
their personalities, what they found funny and what they enjoyed 
doing. Most importantly, I got to make the patients smile. Laughter 
was definitely prominent in our hours there, and I could see the 
difference we had made from when we first arrived, to when we 
left as the patients had huge grins on their faces, waving goodbyes 
until next time. Simply interacting with us, changed the moods 
of several patients, as they felt included in moments of triumph, 
whether winning a card game, or moments of absolute joy in a joke 
having been shared.”

Rosa Fihla, Andrews House Leadership Team

Umngeni Hospital

Youth Day Fete

Youth Day Fete

Louise Taylor, Dr Mamphela Ramphele & 
Phillipa Gordon

Keep the Dream MKB Trendsetters partnership
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The Science partnership has flourished this 
year with committed partner schools and 
valuable support from our funders. John 
Watson, who teaches into the partnership, 
shared his thoughts on the year. “We are 
filling a gap imposed upon the schools by 
insisting that they complete quite complicated 
Science practicals when they have little or 
no equipment, nor facilities to use, other 
than by demonstration to large classes. There 
is no substitute for hands-on experience 
with apparatus, and the obvious valuable 
reinforcement of theory that results from 
actually doing the stuff. No monetary value 
can be attached to the delight of proving 
momentum theory correctly, the surprise of 
watching a colour change take place when a 
base is neutralised by an acid, and the relief 
of seeing meters spring into action when 
an electric circuit is not just a drawing in a 
textbook."

Research shows that the preschool years are massively important to success 
at Grade 12 level. Usherwood House partners with uMusa Wenkosi Pre-
School where the girls teach numbers, colours and sequencing, as well as 
providing support in other areas. This year they have assisted Mrs Mbona 
in applying for funding to purchase the adjacent farm as well as provide 
resources for the daily routine. Jessica Demain, Usherwood House 
STEPP Leader, shares her experience: “STEPP has broadened my views 
on the lack of education in South Africa, but has also made me feel like 
I am making a difference. Not only do I feel like I am having a positive 
impact on the children, but the children have definitely made an impact 
on me. STEPP is something that all girls should be involved in as being 
socially responsible is vital in our community."

While STEPP has a large and robust weekly schedule of formal partnerships, many campaigns run alongside these, be it awareness, supporting urgent 
needs or fuelling the passion of a particular girl.  

• Funds were raised through our Valentine’s Day celebration, the MySchool programme, 
the MAKRO loyalty programme and the Old Mutual Two Oceans Marathon.

• The annual Form 3 trip to Ardmore Studio exposed the girls to the social enterprise and 
was a real treat for those who ooze artistic talent or are interested in creating community 
minded businesses.

• One of our College supervisors, Siyabonga Ngidi, instigated a programme in his 
community and together with 24 fellow Old Boys from his school, registered an NGO, 
Mkhambathini (MKB) Trendsetters, supplying school bags to three schools within the 
first month of operation.

• Keep the Dream Foundation continue to support our work - every child in our STEPP 
partnerships, and two MKB Trendsetters partnerships, received a lunch box and brand 
new satchel from this foundation. 

• STEPP continues to be involved with NGOs in the community - Sunflower Day was 
excellent fun with the new Tope for Hope Campaign. 

• The Mandela Day Peanut Butter Sandwich Drive, initiated by Emily Lazenby, saw girls 
coming out in their droves to make sandwiches for a local community that was ravaged 
by fire and had lost homes and food stores.

• During the devastating Knysna fires, Erin Magrobi held a drive for food stores and ensured 
their safe arrival in Knysna at the help shelters. 

• Rare Diseases Day, Sign Language Awareness, Caring for the Aged, Literacy, SADD 
Remembrance Day Campaign, Surfers not Streets Fund Raising were carried out during 
the year. 

Science Partnership

uMusa Wenkosi Pre-School

Other Highlights in 2017

STEPP Science partnership Shayabatu School

uMusa Wenkosi Pre-school Skills

Mandela Day sandwich
making for Jika Joe area



As a girl, I spent five very happy and fulfilling years here at St Anne’s 
and I feel enormously privileged to return to this dynamic, vibrant and 
beautiful environment as Deputy Head with the portfolio of Pastoral 
Care.  My experience thus far has been so positive and this is due 
largely to the special people who comprise the St Anne’s community.

The College prides itself on the holistic education it offers and the 
challenge and joy of the Pastoral Care portfolio is that it forms an 
umbrella over school life. The focus is primarily on the wellness of 
the girls and this requires an integrated whole-school approach. There 
is a network of pastoral support at St Anne’s which aims to develop 
spiritual growth, coping skills, resilience, positivity and happiness.

Relationships are key as emotional processes affect how and 
why young women learn and how they grow in the knowledge of 
themselves and others. Boarding should be another home for our girls 
and so the focus should be on creating a happy, secure environment 
where they can develop close relationships. They should feel that their 
voices are heard and that they are treated fairly and are valued. They 
should be able to seek help and to empathise with one another and to 
contribute meaningfully to the wider community. It should be a place 
of personal extension where they are challenged to give of their best 
in various areas and above all, it should be a place of warmth and 
belonging where diversity and individuality are nurtured. 

The girls have impressed me with their openness, healthy self-
confidence, time management, leadership skills and zest. Their 
curiosity for learning and their knowledge of social issues are also 
such positive attributes which will stand them in good stead. This 
really is such a fertile environment for engaged learning and personal 
fulfilment, and it is serves as a fine preparation ground for life after 
school.

Debbie Martin
Deputy Head: Pastoral Care

Pastoral Care
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Youth Day

Valentine’s Lunch 

Youth Day



The President’s Award
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2017 will most likely be seen as the year that the President’s 
Award truly established itself in the life of the College. It 
was, literally, a golden year with 15 girls achieving the Gold 
Award. At one assembly, 8 girls received their Gold badges 
and certificates. Considering that most schools achieve that 
number over several years, our girls can be very proud of 
their tenacity and commitment. Since we got involved with 
the programme in 2011, 124 Awards have been achieved by 
St Anne’s girls (27 Bronze, 67 Silver and 30 Gold). Half of 
those 30 Golds were achieved in the last year alone (as well 
as 15 Bronze and 19 Silver).  At present, just over half the 
school are working towards completing some level of the 
Award, challenging themselves to give more and go further. 

Gold Award Achievers: 

Erin Crossman, Robyn Ducasse, Genevieve Field, Sabrina 
Henderson, Leigh Hertzberger, Grace Ireland, Charlotte 
Jonsson, Sarah Kershaw, Emily Lazenby, Morgan Logan, 
Munashe Mashande, Bronwyn McKerchar, Megan 
McDonald, Jodi-Lee Talmage, Holly Wynne-Potts



Andrews
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ANDREWS
Back Row: Erin Venter, Shannon Armstrong, Gaby du Toit, Isabella Harvey, Genevieve Bell, Annabelle Pienaar, Jodi Lee, Samantha Lambert, Lily Grindrod, 

Gabrielle Jankovich Bésán, Georgina Baker
Sixth Row: Stephanie Jay, Taytum Clark, Rosa Fihla, Hazel Winship, Catherine Viedge, Daniella Chasenski, Kirstyn Densham, Megan Parker, 

Kefilwe-Karabo Mabelane, Siphokazi Mnganga
Fifth Row: Carla Meaker, Gemma Gauntlett, Teagan Macfarlane, Onkgopotse Tiro, Nicola Oelofse, Jessica Parker, Sarah Church, Bianca Voigts, 

Danielle le Roux, Megan McFall
Fourth Row: Ogodiseng Mothudi, Georgia McCall, Charlotte Barnard, Isabella Winter, Abigail Arnold, Erin Armstrong, Annabelle Armstrong, Jodie Hounsell, 

Lauren Wood, Neo Gumede
Third Row: Tamsyn Arnold, Abby Talmage, Mia Lee, Olivia Baker, Sarah Whyte, Philippa Lee, Natasha Stern, Nyrobi Gutu, Reolebogile Sachane, 

Sarah Fyvie, Georgina Armstrong
Second Row: Josephine le Roux, Lwandisa Hlela, Courtney Crookes, Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Fern Abraham, Sinegugu Nzimande, Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, 

Abby Gauntlett, Jenna Cornelius, Olwethu Ntiyane
Front Row: Lara South, Lauren Johnson, Grace Ireland, Felicity Noge, Mrs H Robb (Housemother), Katerina Itopoulos (Head of House), Ms L Msomi (Intern), 

Emma Pitt, Abby Morkel, Alexandra Jankovich Bésán, Thenjiwe Matjie
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Andrews House has a unique sense of sisterhood. We 
have undergone many trials in the past and are sure to 
have more going forward. These trials have only made 
our bonds stronger as we now lean on each other for 
support and lift one another up.
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Cake Decorating 
Team:  Hazel Winship, Daniella Chasenski, 
 Gaby du Toit, Jodie Hounsell
Feedback: Very attractive overall and looks 
professionally made! It just lacked reference to the 
opulence of Versailles.

Interhouse Art  
Model:  Erin Armstrong
Artists:  Annabelle Armstrong, Charlotte Barnard,  
 Courtney Crookes, Danielle le Roux
Feedback: This outfit certainly captures the Marie 
Antoinette at The Palace of Versailles theme 
well. There is a regal look to the model and outfit. 
Unfortunately, Andrew’s outfit was disqualified due to 
the top and collar not being on brief and made from 
recycled materials. The hair decoration and hair style 
is incredibly creative and beautiful. The design is well 
balanced with a good contrast between bright purple 
and light tones.

Andrews is the best House as whether we win or come first from the back, we are almost always having the most fun! We also 
have a very convivial living environment, not to mention one of the most beautiful Houses on the campus. We also arguably 
possess the school’s best view of our iconic evening sunsets.
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Social Responsibility
Lions River Combined School SMILE Literacy 
Annabelle Armstrong & Gaby du Toit 

ANDREWS STEPP HOUSE LEADERS



Frances Baines
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FRANCES BAINES
Back Row: Kristin Bouwer, Chloé Hoar, Hannah St Clair, Josie Dobeyn, Isabella Scribante, Jenna Thompson, Samantha Franklin, Katherine Herbert, 

Natasha Baldwin   
Sixth Row: Mikki-B Rey, Katinka Botha, Megan Sickmueller, Kathryn Gilbert, Ruby McCrae, Reneilwe Mtshatsheni, Rachel Lock, Caitlin Mackenzie, 

Jessica Nell, Kelly Bouwer 
Fifth Row: Mukundi Ramaite, Sophie Liversage, Katlo Molefe, Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Nondumiso Radebe, Elinor Capostagno, Thembalihle Xulu, 

Rebecca Thomson, Kate Turner, Kate Burnett 
Fourth Row: Kayla Prowse, Sesame Gaetsaloe, Hannah van Niekerk, Georgina Lambert, Erin Ambler, Leilah Spoor, Juliette Armitage, Gabrielle Benkenstein, 

Unathi Mavundla, Jade Howard, Kungathi Mngoma, Julianne Lewis
Third Row: Itayi Madzinga, Nina Baynes, Justine Lister, Gugulethu Dakile, Jessica Harper, Alessia Zedde, Jessica Johnson, Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Abby Williamson, 

Gabrielle Chellan, Ashleigh Vos
Second Row: Amber Arnold, Ariné de Villiers, Jessica Dunn, Aimée Dunn, Josie Krumhoff, Jeanene Abels, Alexandra Baldwin, Morgan Logan, 

Stephanie Vickers, Catherine Riley, Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson, Christina Herridge 
Front Row: Lerissa Giessing, Jenna Mitchell, Jessica Travers-Nagelsen, Mr F Sumbula (House Tutor), Munaka Ramaite (Head of House), Mrs J Shingler (Housemother), 

Sarah Kershaw, Ms A Shata (Intern), Caitlyn Coxe, Kristin Faber, Shannon Firman  

The sense of family and sisterhood is so evident when walking down the corridors of FB. Girls shouting to one another 
through different rooms, the echoing noise of laughter and the continuous sound of a boiling kettle. These sounds make up 
the melody of our house.
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The girls’ mannerisms and quirkiness honestly make FB 
the best! Mrs Shingler (our Housemother) is always quick 
to give a hug and a cheerful smile, and every Saturday 
night she makes a delicious dessert for the girls who are 
in for the weekend.
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Cake Decorating 
Team:  Georgina Lambert, Megan Sickmueller,    
 Unathi Mavundla, Chloé Hoar
Feedback: A wonderful concept and it certainly captures the 
opulence of the Versailles Tea Party. Some challenges with the 
heavy fondant icing caused the top layer to collapse. However, it 
was clear that lots of effort was made.

Interhouse Art  
Model:  Katherine Herbert
Artists:  Hannah St Clair, Katinka Botha, 
 Maya Guitierrez-Garcia, Jenna Thompson
Feedback: The depiction of the Marie Antoinette at The Palace 
of Versailles theme was accomplished and the full blue-bottle 
skirt is hugely successful. It is visually very exciting and really 
adds to the wow factor. Unfortunately the House colour does not 
come across strongly and the fan is not recycled material. The 
team was praised for their use of the lamp shade as a hat which 
was deemed to be ‘fabulous’!

Frances Baines is a very homely and warm House. 
The common room is vibrant and the rooms are cosy. 
Overall, what makes FB special is the girls and their 
kindness and comfort that they offer.
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Social Responsibility
Lions River Combined School Sport 
Erin Ambler & Hannah St Clair
 

FRANCES BAINES STEPP HOUSE LEADERS

Passing all the Matric rooms on the different floors, FB becomes 
similar to a multi-leveled music festival. You get to hear up to 4 
different songs on each level!



Macrorie
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MACRORIE
Back Row: Rachel Brown, Tayla Blacklaw, Ashleigh Moss, Zara-Georgina Walker, Zara Wood, Danielle Terblanche, Roxanne Bau, Georgia Labuschagne, Jaime Soanes, 

Anna Thornton-Dibb, Chloe Greathead
Sixth Row: Sande Stephen, Alice Perrow, Grace Kitshoff, Abigail Jonsson, Hannah Haines, Jessica Woollam, Namhla Ntshanga, Anja Dippenaar, Charlie Sabatta, 

Kirsten Driemeyer, Arabella Clouston, Bonolo Mokoka
Fifth Row: Caitlyn Scott, Jessica Greathead, Jessica Brown, Tatum-Lea Garvey, Paballo Nchoba, Bongeka Mvuyana, Lisa Berndsen, Georgina Wolf, Frances Fowler, 

Honey Sabatta
Fourth Row: Lungile Mkhize, Jordan Chellan, Robyn Hockey, Dintle Magasa, Kate Segar, Abigail Jacob, Philippa Campbell, Sophie Rebeck, Jenna van den Berg, 

Ofentje Motubatse, Tegan Garvey, Mia Bradford
Third Row: Erin Douglas, Isabella Rose, Isabella Bailey, Kate Perrow, Catherine Rich, Daniellé Whittle, Kiara Naiker, Caroline Wenke, Georgina Bracken, 

Ashleigh Hold, Hannah Pitt
Second Row: Zivaishe Jaravaza, Kiara McLuckie, Rebecca Banfield, Lwandile Mbana, Holly Armstrong, Sarah Thornton-Dibb, Robyn Ducasse, Mbali Shongwe, 

Tatum Pead, Anne Hammond, Grace Taylor, Lesedi Shongwe
Front Row: Robyn Jensen, Amy Leggat, Jemma Bau, Stephanie Wenke, Mrs J Schorn (Housemother), Munashe Mashanda (Head of House), Ms T McNamara (Intern),

 Emma Quin, Emma Pitout, Kim Yammin, Charlotte Jonsson
Absent: Sabrina Henderson, Leah Kriel

Everyone in our House has A LOT of energy 
and we live up to our yellow colour by always 
being bright, happy and energetic!
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Macrorie has very special bonds between the older and 
younger girls; the openness of the House and the private 
spaces for each Form allow us to connect and build 
relationships. It is very much a family. We value spending 
time together and often have movies or games nights.
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Interhouse Art  
Model:  Zara-Georgina Walker
Artists:  Jaime Soanes, Tayla Blacklaw,  Jenna van den Berg,   
Caitlyn Scott
Feedback: This outfit certainly captures the theme extremely well! 
The “Wow” factor comes from the huge skirt, the train and the low 
bodice. Perhaps there could have been more use of yellow in the 
actual recycling e.g. more MTN adverts, as the feather is the only 
real use of yellow. The frills around the sleeves and waist are a 
lovely touch. 

Cake Decorating 
Team:  Abigail Jacob, 
 Philippa Campbell,  
 Georgia Labuschagne, 
 Ashleigh Moss
Feedback: The Macrorie girls 
certainly had fun creating their 
Versailles Tea Party cake. 
Seen from the top, it was really 
interesting and captured the 
texture of the Rococo clothing. 

Our Housekeeper, Thoko, is the heart of Macrorie. Her 
daily call for CUPS! before school reassures you that you 
are in MACCERS.
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Social Responsibility
Julukandoda Junior School SMILE Literacy 
Bongeka Mvuyana & Sande Stephen 

MACRORIE STEPP HOUSE LEADERS

My House is the best House, no doubt about it! In Macrorie, 
we are not focused on winning a specific interhouse event but 
rather on how much fun we can have doing the task at hand. 
We approach things with a lighthearted, enthusiastic energy 
which turns the mundane daily tasks into unforgettable, 
cherished moments.

Macrorie is characterized by the energy the House possesses. Each girl in the House has an inherent sense of positivity which 
makes our House the most special space to live in.



Marianne Browne
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MARIANNE BROWNE
Back Row: Jade Harty, Chloe Martin, Amber Lee, Ngubo Sbongakonke, Jessica Lee, Amy Coxon Gilliatt, Beth Coxon Gilliatt, Georgia  Schwartz, Erin Magrobi, 

Emma Edmondson, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Maya Fleischer
Fifth Row: Demi Talmage, Bridget McNally, Georgia Schaefer, Kayla Asherwood, Hannah Lazenby, Stephanie van Niekerk, Yolandi Koekemoer, Sacha Armstrong, 

Daniella Rhodes, Nwabisa Ngotho, Tayla Berchowitz
Fourth Row: Georgia Lupton-Smith, Ceilidh Pretorius, Daristi Naidoo, Sophia Greig, Imke Botha, Stephanie Harris, Cassandra Brown, Sushma Vegesana, 

Sophie Brouckaert, Emma van Zyl, Nicola Veenstra, Caelan McKenzie
Third Row: Oratile Mbulawa, Sophie Johnson, Boitumelo Magomola, Samantha Reed, Tariro Kugotsi, Raquel Barradas, Emily van Niekerk, Esmé Thornhill-Davis, 

Phathiswa Myeni, Erin Duffy, Lerato Moephuli
Second Row: Rosalie Brouckaert, Bridget Davies, Ella Karan, Alexa Jooste, Emma Futter, Yasmin Cook, Thina Dumalisile, Rachael van Rensburg, 

Hannah van Rensburg, Jennifer Connolly, Hannah Gush, Anna Howard
Front Row: Kai Gossman, Julia Raw, Emily Lazenby, Jodi-Lee Talmage, Mrs L Timmerman (Housemother), Siobhan Fleming (Head of House), 

Ms A Morgan (House Tutor), Erin Crossman, Megan McDonald, Nomsa Maswera, Mwenya Chishimba

MB is a small House and we are all very close. 
There aren't any cliques in the House and 
there are strong relationships within all the 
Forms.
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The closeness of the girls in MB House is 
really special. On Friday nights we all sit in 
the common room and catch up on our week 
instead of going upstairs to be antisocial.

Each Form has its own unique 'personality', and there is 
always laughter.
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Interhouse Art  
Model:  Georgia Schwartz
Artists:  Alexa Jooste, Sophie Brouckaert,   
 Sophia Greig, Emma Futter
Feedback: This outfit is very dramatic and 
captures the essence of the theme well. It 
accomplishes a “wow” factor with its OTT 
collar and head dress. The top half of the outfit 
comes off really well and balancing the bottom 
half with more red in the skirt would have 
completed the dress nicely. 

Cake Decorating 
Team:  Imke Botha, Sushma Vegesana,  
 Kayla Asherwood
Feedback: Lovely over-the-top final effect. 
It's cheeky and fun! The pouting lips and 
little heart on the face are fun touches. The 
yellow icing just clashes a bit with the pink. 
Good effort.
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My House is the best because we share dorms 
in Form 2 & 3, which makes the bond with our 
younger Forms so much stronger.

Social Responsibility
Julukandoda Junior School SMILE Literacy 
Phathiswa Myeni & Jessica Lee

MARIANNE BROWNE STEPP HOUSE LEADERS



Mollie Stone
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MOLLIE STONE
Back Row: Dominique Teichmann, Brooke Rossiter, Shawn Black, Emma van de Velde, Jacqui Hulley, Rebecca Erskine, Bianca Tiaden, Emily Bennett

Sixth Row: Bonga Mbande, Rebecca van der Merwe, Stephanie Hammond, Olivia Adlington-Corfield, Emily Vermaak, Jenna Schwegmann, Kirsten Sinclair, 
Katekile Dakile, Moroa Phooka, Pemba Elliot

Fifth Row: Megan Benians, Isabella Adlington-Corfield, Katherine Burnett, Paige Phelps, Bronwyn McGaw, Ashleigh Rohrs, Tara Walther, Senate Seeiso, 
Kutlwano Motau, Gemma Porrill

Fourth Row: Josie Tod, Hannah Mills, Jessica Leer, Emma Pennington, Ashley Low, Catherine van der Merwe, Kim van Rooyen, Jessica Bell, 
Chloe Norton, Madison Burgess

Third Row: Natalie Rohrs, Shanya Wijeyawardana, Fikile Nhleko, Kate Gerrish, Pili Mthethwa, Alexandria Magero, Isabella Latter, Gabriella von Höne, Sisanda Jezile, 
Ella Grealy, Alexa Peters

Second Row: Rebecca Lonsdale, Rachel Randall, Josephine Peters, Ashley Markham, Lihlithemba Mazibuko, Rivoningo Baloyi, Sarah Barnard, Gugulethu Nhlapo, 
Ivy Kiruri, Nandi Sibanda

Front Row: Gemma Thomas, Carolyn Boyes, Sophie McDonald, Ms S Lait (Intern), Michaela Lane, Mrs M Tapson (Housemother), Sithelo Mthethwa (Head of House), 
Mrs M Randall (House Tutor), Jessica-Lee Redfern, Alexandrea Papageorgiou, Ashleigh Wilmot

Absent: Georgia Luyt, Josephine Romer-Lee, Georgina Romer-Lee, Jessica Pitout

Mollie Stone has a rare sisterhood. Whether it be a competitive game of 30 Seconds or just a laugh in the common room, there 
is always a buzz of excitement. It is an amazing feeling to know that 71 girls have your back and will support you every step of 
the way. Imagine that many girls celebrating your victories and your losses with you. It is a rare kind of love.
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We are an especially old House. We often 
find the odd chimney and fireplace around in 
the rooms making us wonder what had been 
there before.
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Interhouse Art  
Model:  Kate Gerrish
Artists:  Kirsten Sinclair, Jacqui Hulley, Rebecca Erskine 
Feedback: The depiction of the theme was excellent. It was 
a very bold statement with lovely attention to detail and the 
finishing touches around the bodice were well made. There 
were strong contrasting colours, with a great deal of orange 
which gave it the “Wow” factor which clinched the 1st place. The 
use of orange garbage bags worked very well and the outfit was 
well executed. The design was very well balanced and achieved 
88%.

Cake Decorating 
Team:  Olivia Adlington-Corfield, Gabriella von Höne, 
 Josie Tod
Feedback: A very creative expression of the theme and use of 
materials. Highly original and well executed. Placed 2nd in the 
cake competition.

Mollie Stone girls are forever listening and learning from one another. In doing 
so, the House grows as a whole. I love that there is an acceptance of diversity 
and a mutual selflessness in times of hardship. Mollie Stone has a spirit unlike 
any other House which stems from the close relationships between Forms. 
The best thing about Mollie Stone is the never-ending jokes and humility of 
each girl. Every single one is unique in their own way. 
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The Mollie Stone girls have a sarcastic sense of humour about them. 30 Seconds is 
played at least twice a week and my favourite thing about a Mollie Stone girl is her 
deep and eternal love for tea time. 

Social Responsibility
Lions River Combined School SMILE Literacy
Katekile Dakile & Moroa Phooka

MOLLIE STONE STEPP HOUSE LEADERS



Usherwood
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USHERWOOD
Back Row: Georgia Hayman, Olivia Mackenzie, Ella Thorburn, Jodi Sadik, Sophie Johnson, Jamie Gilson, Savanna Alexander, Tayana Madiro, Marie Jaqueline Edwardes

Sixth Row: Frances Schnell, Georgia Clark, Andisa-Okuhle Ngwira, Anna Keyser, Emma Lund, Jenna Egberink, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Megan Viljoen, 
Rebecca O’Connell, Olivia Rosenfels

Fifth Row: Anna Willis, Jessica Bompas, Kezia Taylor, Morgan Grieveson, Khanyisa-Christelle Zaka, Erin Keyser, Kristi Bester, Olivia Noyce, Frances Martin, 
Katherine Thatcher, Storm Veenstra

Fourth Row: Amy McLean-Banks, Sophie Holt, Ruvimbo Vambe, Lauren Roberts, Zimasa Vezi, Pamela Janssens, Michaela Seele, Kayleigh Naidoo, Holly Frost, 
Emily Anders, Emma Griffin, Sabrina Taylor

Third Row: Emily Crowe, Isabella Bertossi, Michaela Beckley, Andrea McMichael, Rumbidzai Vambe, Tshegofatso Motaung, Bronwyn McKerchar, Jessica Demain, 
Raquel Parau, Sarah Lund, Olivia Smart

Second Row: Rebecca Roberts, Megan Guimaraens, Thato Lethola, Alice Beckett, Lilitha Nkuhlu, Sthokozile Zungu, Aphiwe Mhlanga, Sarah Anders, Asanda Ngcobo, 
Silindile Kunene, Jamie McCrae, Mia Scales

Front Row: Brady Wiseman, Genevieve Field, Leah Smith, Brittany Jewell, Ashley Kairu, Mrs B Philpot (Housemother), Alexandra Walters (Head of House), 
Megan Rebstein-Dovey, Hannah Howell, Georgina Moffatt, Ella O’Connell

Absent: Ms N Jooste (Boardermistress)

Each Form is allocated two Matrics who are required 
to check up on them every now and then. We have tea 
dates together where everyone can chat and relax.
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Our Common Room is affectionately called 
the Usherwood Underground because it 
looks like a dungeon.
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Interhouse Art  
Model:  Georgia Hayman
Artists:  Jessica Demain, Emma Lund, Anna Keyser, 
 Sarah Lund
Feedback: The depiction of the Marie Antoinette theme is 
beautiful and the design is very well balanced. Every detail has 
been well considered, and the outfit is elegant. There is a great 
use of recycled materials which were thoughtfully balanced 
throughout the composition. The overall “look” is extremely 
well finished. Although the colour green could have featured 
more in the recycled materials, the team were placed 2nd in 
this challenge. 

Cake Decorating 
Team:  Megan Viljoen, 
 Jenna Egberink
Feedback: An excellent 
representation of the theme 
– the teacup and pearls are 
fabulous and truly capture the 
essence of the Palace tea 
party and opulence of the era!

Usherwood is unique in that it is a relatively small 
House and we have such amazing bonds. It is 
surrounded by beautiful gardens and views.
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Social Responsibility
uMusawenkosi Pre-school Skills 
Asanda Ngcobo & Jessica Demain

USHERWOOD STEPP HOUSE LEADERS

We are a very close House and have respect amongst the older and the younger forms. We work well together and are always 
there for one another. Each grade brings a different aspect of energy and creativity to the House.



Old Girls

The Chairman, Mrs Kari Greene, welcomed Mr David Arguile, Mrs 
Debbie Martin, Reverend Dr Susan van Niekerk, Mrs Sharon Wells, 
Committee Members, Old Girls, and our Guest of Honour, Mrs Jo James 
and her sister SAS Armstrong to the 110th Old Girls’ Day Annual General 
Meeting.  She thanked the Orchestra, Choir, Anthea Hibbert and Riaan 
Oosthuizen for the music performance.

A quorum was present and the meeting was declared open.  The minutes 
of the 2016 AGM were confirmed as being read.  Mrs Greene welcomed 
and accepted the Class of 2016 as new members of the Old Girls’ Guild.  
A minute's silence was observed in remembrance of Old Girls who had 
passed away since last year’s AGM.

Mrs Greene thanked Mbali Shongwe, Head Girl of 2017, and the 
Headmaster, Mr David Arguile, for their reports presented at the AGM. 
She gave a special welcome to the various reunions and thanked the 
organisers, and the 200 Old Girls’ present for their attendance.  Mrs 
Greene quoted from Jay Danzie, “your smile is your logo; your personality 
is your business card; how you leave others… is your trademark”.  This 
is a challenge for all St Anne’s Old Girls to embrace the challenge of an 
ever-changing world. The Old Girls’ Guild was founded in 1903 for the 
purpose of linking Old Girls across the world.  The Guild raises funds to 
support the College and provides bursaries for daughters of Old Girls.  
The School Shop, run by Lindi Fairweather, plays an important role in 
raising some of these funds.  This year the Guild contributed towards 
bursaries for three Old Girls’ daughters.

Another function of the Old Girls’ Guild is to promote relationships 
amongst Old Girls.  This year there have been Old Girls’ functions in 
Johannesburg, Cape Town and at St Anne’s. Social media, including 
Facebook and LinkedIn have become crucial networking tools. 

This year the Old Girls' Guild has awarded two Old Girls the ‘Award of 
Excellence’.  Susan Abro and Sarah Collins both addressed the current 
girls this year when receiving their award.

As a celebration of the College’s 140th birthday, a celebratory Ladies' 
Lunch has been arranged in September.  Tracey Webster from the ‘Starfish 

Foundation’ is to address the luncheon and Jane Linley-Thomas will be 
the Master of Ceremonies at the event.  

This year the Old Girls’ Guild has continued to digitally archive items 
of historic value, has updated the constitution which can be viewed on 
our website, and has been allocated 20 pages of content in the school 
magazine for Old Girls’ news.  The Guild’s accounting system has been 
upgraded and support for STEPP has continued.

The Guild’s Capital Investment with Melville Douglas has performed 
well. Mrs Greene presented the financials to the AGM, which were 
accepted.  She praised Sue Whyte for a job well done and for taking over 
as Treasurer. She also thanked Lindi Fairweather, Theresa Alder, and 
Mike Acutt for their assistance and guidance.   

Special mention was made of Theresa Rattray, Vice-Chairperson, and 
co-author of the Dainty Morsel cookbook for her work with the menu 
selections for Old Girls’ Day and the catering at the Women of the World 
lunch. The Guild’s committee members were all thanked for the important 
roles that they fill and for their contributions throughout the year.   Rosie 
Drummond, who has headed up the St Anne Award Portfolio, will be 
retiring from the Guild later this year.  

Alison Ascough was thanked for her massive contribution and work done 
in archiving. She is also the point of contact for all Old Girl matters and 
queries.  Jenna Mackenzie was once again thanked for the enormous role 
she plays on the school’s marketing front.

Sas Armstrong introduced Jo James as the 2017 St Anne Award winner.  
This award aims to recognise an Old Girl whose dedicated service to the 
community goes above and beyond the call of duty.  Jo started Thuthukani 
Special School – the first ever multi-racial special school for mentally 
challenged children in South Africa which officially opened in 1993. The 
school now has 412 children of all races.

Finally, Mrs Greene thanked everyone for attending the AGM and Old 
Girls' Day.

Kari Greene (née Larsen)

Chairman’ s Report

Old Girls’   Guild

OFFICE BEARERS
Kari Greene (Chairperson), Claire Hoatson, Vicki Dillon, Jo James, Anne Chadwick, Rosie Drummond, Sue Whyte, Theresa Rattray (Vice-Chairperson), 

Debbie Erskine, Angela Wolf
Absent:  Jane Douglas 
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Jo James 
(née Brown, Frances Baines, 1967)

Jo James qualified at the University of Cape Town in 1971 with a Bachelor of Social Science degree majoring in Social Work and has been making a 
difference in the lives of children ever since.  She began her positive impact on young people while working for the Empangeni Child Welfare after 
first doing social work for the Pietermaritzburg Mental Health Society.  Jo later became Principal of Sonskynhoekie Special School for mentally 
handicapped children which at that time was only open to white pupils. While the Director of Zululand Mental Health she was alerted to the desperate 
need for help to assist the high number of black handicapped children in the area.  In 1981, she started Thuthukani Special School in her garage.  From 
the initial 4 children, the number rose to 100 children in 6 months and she realized the enormous need to build a school.

Relying solely on donations, she struggled to find suitable land.  In 1990, Jo was granted R500 000 by the Nationalist government to build a school 
from scratch and was also gifted a piece of land from a local farmer.  The first ever multi-racial special school for mentally challenged children in South 
Africa was built and officially opened in 1993.  What an accomplishment!  The school now has 412 children of all races with 180 on a waiting list.  Jo 
remains a Trustee 36 years later and is a worthy and deserving winner of the St Anne Award for 2017.  

St Anne Award
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Award of Excellence

Sarah Collins 
(Usherwood, 1987)

Susan Abro 
(Frances Baines, 1981)

On 3 May 2017 we were able to honour one of our remarkable 
Old Girls by presenting Susan Abro with the Award of 
Excellence. This award is presented to Old Girls who model 
determination, success and excellence in their chosen field of 
endeavour and Sue certainly fulfills all these criteria and so 
much more. She has always been passionate about her career 
and is highly regarded as a specialist in family law where 
she has focused on the rights of women and children. Sue is 
regarded as an international specialist on Family Law matters 
and has done much work in connection with the abduction of 
minor children. She was the first woman vice-president of the 
KZN law society, is a member of the Law Society of SA, and 
the Chairperson of the Family Law Committee of SA. Sue has 
really excelled and the outstanding accolade of being named 
SA’s Family Lawyer of the Year for 2016 is a credit to her 
integrity, dedication and skill. Sue's firm has also been named 
the South African Boutique Family Law Firm of the Year for 
2017. She is an incredible role model as she has forged her way 
through commitment to her chosen career and the community 
she has served, and she has managed to retain a balance with 
family, friends and work - and she has a wonderful capacity 
for fun!

Our current girls were delighted to hear Sue's advice and insight 
into pursuing a career in Law as well as her stories from her 
time here at St Anne's.

On 2 June 2017, the St Anne’s Old Girls’ Guild 
awarded Sarah Collins with The Award of 
Excellence for her incredible journey empowering 
impoverished women with the Wonderbag. In 
2008, during South Africa’s rolling blackouts, 
Sarah had an idea. She had found her destiny 
and was about to change the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of women across impoverished areas of 
Africa. The next day, Sarah created the prototype 
for her heat-retention cooker, the Wonderbag. 
After food is brought to a boil, the pot is placed 
in the heavily-lined bag where it slow-cooks for 
up to 8 hours. The Wonderbag eases the impact 
of health, social, economic and environmental 
problems facing Africa and developing countries. 
It enhances people’s quality of life by reducing 
time spent cooking and collecting fire wood. This 
small home business has expanded into a global 
social impact business. It is a dual model company 
with The Wonderbag Foundation focused on 
distributing bags to the poor. A percentage of the 
proceeds from each Wonderbag purchased around 
the world are donated to the Foundation, helping 
them distribute Wonderbags to poverty-stricken 
communities. 

Sarah spent an afternoon interacting with the St 
Anne’s girls and imparted much inspiration. She 
is a true visionary and has an incredible heart for 
people. Her enthusiasm and dedication for this 
cause can only lead to its continued success.
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Exceptional Old Girls
Rosanne Clark 
(née Briscoe, Macrorie, 1965)
Rosanne came from a farming family in Underberg and continued to live 
in the Underberg area after her marriage (40 years in 2014) helping run the 
farm, supervising labour, sharpening chainsaws and driving tractors when 
the pressure was on.  When her children left for boarding school, she began 
to work for the Department of Home Affairs in Himeville’s Magistrates 
Court where she became ‘Assistant Magistrate’ and the Marriage Officer.  
After about three years, she left to work for the Wilderness Foundation 
in Durban under Dr Ian Player.  During this time, she was South Africa’s 
representative at a ‘Living Lakes’ Conference on Lake Biwa in Japan.  
She also spent two months in Port Elizabeth on the organising committee 
of the 7th World Wilderness conference that was hosted by the Wilderness 
Foundation.  

Very committed to conservation and the protection of wilderness, she has 
attended conferences on behalf of Living Lakes in the UK, Canada, Italy, 
Mexico and Alaska where she assisted with the pre-conference training 
of wilderness managers from developing countries.  She worked at the 
Earth Summit in Johannesburg in 2002 and was a Board Member of the 
EKZN Conservation Services for three years.  She has since been Vice-
Chairperson of the local board for the Drakensberg World Heritage Site 
and was very active in the anti-dune mining movement to stop the mining 
of dunes off the eastern shores of Lake St Lucia.  She is on the committee 
of the Diocese of Natal Environment Committee, a director and part-time 

secretary to the Wilderness Action Group, is an active member of the Southern Drakensberg Honorary Officer branch of Conservation Service, and 
was a committee member of the Natal Conservancies Association as well as chairperson for the Pholela Biosphere.  She really threw the cat amongst 
the pigeons when she had an article published in the London Times exposing the plan to open cast mine a massive coal mine at Somkhlele right on 
the boundary of iMfolozi Wilderness area in 2001, something Environmental Affairs were trying to keep under wraps and which was internationally 
unacceptable according to UNESCO.  A knowledgeable and keen birder, she takes place in all the water bird, major land birds and vulture counts that 
take place regularly.  

During October 2014, she spent three weeks in the USA attending the conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico on the 50th anniversary of legislated 
wilderness in North America.  Her visit coincided with the International Balloon Festival represented by some 800 balloons and during which she 
was fortunate enough to ride in one. Rosanne has been an active member of WESSA (The Wildlife and Environmental Society of South Africa), since 
2000 and Chairperson of the Sani Wildlife branch of WESSA for the past four years. In October 2016, Rosanne was recognized as one of WESSA's 90 
Lifetime Conservation Achievers who were chosen for their dedication to improving and promoting Wildlife Ethic. She was presented with this award 
for her long time involvement in environmental affairs.

Rosanne is secretary to St Michael and All Angels Church in Himeville, the organist, a music teacher and a lay minister currently studying part-time 
for a degree in Theology.  She has two children and five grandchildren.  Both her children are paramedics; Margaret is lecturing at Bloemfontein in 
emergency medicine while Gordon is working for the Sussex Ambulance service in the UK.

Maria McCloy
(Macrorie, 1993)
The Form 6s were treated to an evening to remember at their Matric 
Leavers’ Dinner where they were addressed by Old Girl and multi-talented 
SA Designer, Maria McCloy. Born in the United Kingdom to a Mosotho 
mum and an English dad, Maria spent the greater part of her childhood in 
Nigeria, Sudan, Mozambique, Lesotho and then as a teenager in 1989 she 
moved to South Africa to attend St Anne’s as a Full Boarder. After school, 
Maria earned her Journalism and Politics Degree at Rhodes University. 
In 1995, she undertook an initiative to co-establish a ground breaking 
cultural centred media company which resulted in the birth of Black Rage 
Productions. In 2001, she embarked on carving a career as a publicist 
for popular brands such as MTV, MTV base, BET and Comedy Central. 
Maria took on the added responsibility of publicist for movies both on the 
South African and African circuits, and she is the publicist for the jazz 
legend and activist, Hugh Masekela. Being the trailblazer in the field of 
an all-female Disc Jockey Training Programme, she is now also a regular 
DJ. Maria has known great success, from selling her accessories at the 
Maboneng Market on Main to creating African Wax Print Clutch Bags 
and covering shoes in the same Pan African Wax Prints with fabric from 
around the African continent. In 2017, her African print shoes were part 
of Woolworths Style By SA Fashion Week Show alongside seven leading 
South African Designers.
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Dr Janine Scholefield is currently a Senior Researcher in the Emerging Research Area, Biosciences at the CSIR, The Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research. She further holds an Honorary Lectureship position in the department of Human Biology at UCT.  After completing her Ph. D. 
in 2007, Janine was fortunate enough to take up a Nuffield Medical Fellowship at the University of Oxford to research gene therapy for a genetic 
neurological disease. While she was flailing around trying to keep up with her Oxonian colleagues, a Japanese scientist called Shinya Yamanaka 
developed a technology that was to have far reaching consequences for scientists all over the world, and become the basis for Janine’s future work. 
Briefly, what he’d accomplished was to take skin cells and turn them into stem cells – for which he won the Nobel Prize in 2012.

Upon returning home, Janine was able to establish this technology at the government run research institute, the CSIR, as a first for Africa. Their stem 
cell platform can now produce infinite numbers of blood cells, liver cells and even beating heart cells in a ‘dish’– all of which they generated from a few 
skin cells. Now, five years later, it forms the basis for their research. They genetically engineer the stem cells to take on African mutations, which cause 
adverse drug reactions. Using these cellular models, they can research how best to alter Western developed drugs to be better suited to our genetically 
diverse population. 

Janine considers herself so very privileged to be able to work on something that she is so passionate about, and hopefully contribute to the scientific 
advancement of research that can solve African problems. Janine knows that this is in no small way due to her family encouraging her (despite being 
a girl) to do well in Maths and Science, and the privileged time she had at St Anne’s, with teachers who pushed her to do the same.  Janine wants to 
drive home this one message to the Old Girls out there – push your daughters in Science and Technology careers – they will be extraordinary with 
your support. When she’s not creating chaos in the stem cell lab or lecturing, she spends time with her family and friends, St Anne’s Old Girls for the 
most part, in the UK, Kenya, Botswana, and of course, here at home in SA. She is a somewhat indulgent godmother to the children of several Old 
Girls: Harry and Eliza (son and daughter of Cate Orford), Lila (daughter of Sam Deromijn, née Hughes) and Gigi, (daughter of Joanna Morgan, née 
Engelbrecht), and it is these enduring connections of which she is most proud… well, sometimes expensive, but mostly proud.

Janine Scholefield
(Mollie Stone, 1996)
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Old Girls’ Day

CLASS OF 1942 & 1938
Sybil Moxham (née Moor) and Betty Addison (née Wallace)
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CLASS OF 1947
Barbara Johnston (née Acutt), Wilma Skinner (née Riddell) and 

Olga Stevens (née Dare)

45 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1972
Catherine Addison and Sharon Wells (née Arbuthnot)



60 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1957
Rosemarie Biggs (née Crookes), Jill Hunter (née Hathorn), Barbara Brown (née Marx), Tessa Douglas (née Morgan), Shirley Wilson (née Chalcraft), Jo Willis (née Lea), 

Deanna Paul (née Davis), Wendy Attwood (née Wear), Ann Wahl (née Lund).
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50 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1967
Back Row: Debbie Finch (née Jex), Jane Brown (née Fielding), Robyn Mary Kisch (née Wilson), Pamela Anderson (née Harison), Annabelle Conyngham (née Agnew)

Second Row: Lynne Jackson, Pamela Newby (née Laycock), Jo James (née Brown), Gina Nel (née Lawson), Sallyann Franklin (née Goodall), Sally Ann Page (née Hotson), 
Pene Stambollouian (née Clarkson)

Front Row: Delia Siedle, Sarah de la Hey (née Pinnell), Sharon McKenzie (née Poynton), Gilly Holmes, Liz Bell (née Bates), Linda Duminy (née Ladlau), 
Jessica Craig (née Cumming)
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40 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1977
Back Row: Debbie Pender (née van der Vyver), Janet Atkinson (née Kramer), Theresa Rattray (née Goodman), Sally Chance, Mandy Krige (née Elliott), 

Angela de Chastelain (née Dorning), Chantall de Bruin (née Thomas), Sally-Anne Gage
Second Row: Mandy McToal (née Hume), Carolyn Cramb (née Brown), Jean Ladbrooke (née McIntyre), Linda de Beer (née Chesterton), Annie Steinhobel (née Baber), 

Pene Kramer (née Talmage), Tessa Britz (née Benjamin)
Front Row: Lynda van der Spuy (née Brennan), Debbie Parkinson (née Martin), Kay Lockwood (née Turvey), Sally de Bruyn (née Armstrong), Sharon Milstead (née Burnhill), 

Ruth Florence (née McMillan), Maryrose Coaker, PJ Schwikkard

30 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1987
Back Row: Lucy Overtveld (née Bailes), Sarah Collins, Trish Parson (née Morel), Sue Nel (née Church), Kate Grindrod (née Pitman), Ingrid Clulow (née Gilson), Alison Keith, 

Belinda Jonsson, Tamsin Freemantle (née Collins), Nicky Riley (née Oosthuizen), Dale Parrish (née Wilkinson)
Second Row: Christine Ayerst (née MacDonald), Lauren Cunningham (née Crossman), Michelle Jason, Julia Halstead-Cleak (née Halstead), Hilary Gush, 

Josi Savage (née Blevin), Nayna Schwegler, Adrienne Dobeyn
Front Row: Isabel Rey, Sarah von Hone (née Hickey), Wendy Siedle (née Pepworth), Sarah Stuart-Reckling (née Fowler), Linda Hogg (née Mackenzie), 

Ashley Mortleman (née Evans), Ruth Hicks (née De Wet)
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25 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1992
Back Row: Philippa Raw (née Wilson), Nikki Rossato (née Watt), Tina Aponte (née O'Mahoney), Nicola De Villiers (née Clucas), Kate Muir (née Strachan), 

Joanne Taylor (née Buzzard), Sarah Baisley (née Aitken)
Second Row: Lisa Buxton-Forman (née Koller), Leigh-Ann Goeller (née Richards), Claire Douglas (née Brodie-Smith), Samantha Harwood (née Greene), 

Robin Roques (née Reilly), Jacqueline McKeown (née Miller), Lisa Linfield (née Denoon-Stevens)
Front Row: Nicola Orpen (née Crookes), Louise Jackson (née Black), Viwe Mdhluli, Alexandra Butcher (née Kay), Nicola Akal (née Kerr), 

Sherri Croucamp (née Misselbrook), Jacqueline Snyman (née Seele), Belinda McIntosh
Missing from picture but there on the day: Nadine Johnson (née Geyser)

20 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 1997
Back Row: Lucy Mussett, Kelly Myles, Vanessa Rheeder (née Leisegang), Kia Leathern (née Hatfield) Sarah Hewitt, Julie Caldicott (née Bell), 

Jane Linley-Thomas (née Linley), Katherine Rattray (née Gallo), Marina Loubser (née Caldow)
Second Row: Teri Kent (née Hudson), Laura Sprague (née McSeveney), Nicky Arthur, Nadi Twala (née Sithole), Emily Allan (née Richards), Lisa King, 

Nina Kitching (née Torr), Cate Carroll (née Murless), Kate Stannard
Front Row: Mollie Lanir (née Roques), Claire Wither, Carla Lowe (née Fyvie), Despina Forbes (née Papanicolaou), Judith Cole (née Bulman), 

Melanie Rosettenstein (née Ridgeway), Nicky Kinvig (née Charnaud), Thuli Sibeko (née Ntsuntsha), Kylie Keeton (née Booysen), Lynn Green, Christie Pilossof
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15 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 2002
Back Row: Paula Mackenzie, Leigh Stewart (née Mennie), Carin Butcher (née Jelliman), Cath Meyer (née Mennie), Kate Steyn (née Walker), 

Jenna van der Merwe (née Groom)
Front Row: Alex Caldow, Leigh Holmes (née Howard), Paula Hall (née Adam), Jessica Naylor (née Linley)

10 YEAR REUNION: CLASS OF 2007
Back Row: Amy Marx, Megan Yeoman, Melissa Line, Anita Shayo, Zama Ngidi, Philippa Dyne, Shannon Stowel, Miwa Bagasi, Sarah Armstrong, Lauren Stevens, 

Megan Bailey (née Ralfe), Carmen Player, Tarryn Vincent (née Pepworth), Robyn Melcolm (née Cerrai)
Second Row: Josie Dunlop, Pascale Dufour, Sarah Acutt (née Walker), Stacey Bellars, Alison Perks, Sarah Hyslop, Mia van Heerden, Nana Giyose, Rebecca Morris, 

Shayne Walters-Girout (née Rogers), Cathleen Forst (née Forsythe), Sarah McFie
Front Row: Zinhle Ntuli, Nadine Jardine, Lauren Beckett, Phillipa Greene, Alex Greene, Candice Kelly, Kirst MacGillivray, Mpumi Ngqula, Alice Hawkins (née Stevenson), 

Ashley Helm (née Pepworth), Anzel Lombard (née Steyn)



Old Girls’ Social Events
Johannesburg Gathering

The very first official gathering of St Anne's Old Girls 
in Cape Town was held on 31 August 2017. Norma 
Schooling (née Talmage, 1979) very kindly offered to 
host this event at her home in Tokai. In the past, we have 
had numerous Old Girls’ gatherings in both Johannesburg 
and Kloof and these have become evenings where 
friendship across the years are celebrated in a relaxed 
and informal setting.

Originally, we expected only about 40 Old Girls to 
attend but that number rapidly swelled to over 80 special 
ladies. Old Girls from 1949 to 2015 attended what was a 
very happy and talkative evening and a wonderful time 
was had by all. There was plenty of food left over, and 
much to the delight of the varsity students, they went 
home with an extra snack.  The evening couldn't have 
been more perfect evening (although poor Cape Town 
would have welcomed the rain) and it is hoped that this 
will become an annual occasion that is enjoyed by many.

Once again, Lesley Smale (née Mitchell, 1982), was a most gracious host for the Johannesburg Old Girls’ evening which takes place in February 
each year.  The College Head, Mr David Arguile, was in attendance and was eagerly met by many Old Girls who took the opportunity to share 
their memories and experiences from their time at St Anne’s.  The camaraderie amongst ladies from a wide range of years is always fantastic, 
attesting that being a St Anne’s Old Girl bridges many an age gap.  
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The Guild Committee arranged an inspirational ‘Women of the World’ 
lunch for all friends of St Anne’s to assist with fund raising for the Old 
Girls’ Bursary. The 80 ladies in attendance were entertained by the 
College Marimba band during pre-lunch drinks before moving through to 
the dining room which was beautifully decorated with flowers arranged 
by Dinky Johnson. Striking proteas were featured throughout the venue 
and were kindly donated by Murrae and Miles Godbold, from Zuluflora.

The lunch took the format of a harvest table; a delicious spread prepared 
by the College caterers with wine donated by Committee members. 
Ladies were entertained by our M.C., Jane Linley-Thomas, an Old Girl, 
who amused us with stories of her adventures whilst at St Anne’s. The 
guest speaker, Tracy Webster, gave an inspiring talk about the ‘Starfish 
Foundation’ which she founded and developed to be the amazing charity 
organization that it is today. A very courageous, selfless and humble lady 
indeed.  

Ardmore Ceramics donated a pair of exquisite candle sticks, which Jane 
auctioned after the lunch, and many ladies enjoyed buying the beautiful 
proteas and flowers to take home.   

The Committee would like to thank all the sponsors: Ardmore Ceramics, 
Dinky Johnson, the Godbolds of Zuluflora, Molloy’s Mustards and 
Preserves, for the delicious spreads and Claire Hall of My Innate Health 
for their generosity.  A big thank you to the head of the organizing 
committee, Theresa Rattray, who worked very hard to make the day 
a success. Our next Women of the World Lunch will take place on 7 
September 2018 and we encourage all Old Girls, parents and friends to 
attend and be inspired!

Women of the World Lunch 
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Sarah Acutt 
(née Walker, Andrews, 2007)
Sarah is married to a dairy farmer, Simon Acutt, of Underberg.  She owns 
a Playball franchise where she coaches three days a week.  She has a little 
girl named Charlotte who is 15 months old and a baby on the way.
 

Emily Allan 
(née Richards, Andrews, 1997)
“After 10 years in Johannesburg working in television directing and 
producing, I now live and work by the sea in KZN. My husband and I 
run a photographic business from our studio in Ballito. We shoot a huge 
variety of stuff, from fashion to food, weddings, and architecture. We 
love what we do and the people and places we get to see.”

Christine Ayerst  
(née McDonnell, Macrorie, 1987)
Christine moved to Ireland in 2000 and has three children.  She is married 
to Lance whom she met while studying at Rhodes University.  Christine 
currently runs a Montessori Pre-Primary School.

Lauren Beckett-Matthews  
(née Beckett, Usherwood, 2007)
Lauren lived abroad in Bangkok and Ho Chin Minn for three and a half 
years.  She then moved to Cape Town with her fiancé, Richard, who she 
met when he was in Form 5 at Michaelhouse.  Lauren is now working as 
a buyer and business Development Assistant at Runwaysale.  

Rosmarie Biggs
(née Crookes, Frances Baines, 1957)
Rosemarie is a retired teacher and has lived in and around Pietermartizburg 
all her life!  She is married with a son and a daughter who is an Old Girl.  
She has four grandchildren.  

Michal Black
(née Fannin, Frances Baines, 2009)
“I am a remedial teacher at Hatfield Christian School in Pretoria. I am 
so happy in my job - I never thought that I would end up in teaching but 
absolutely love the decision I made. It must have been all the incredible 
teachers at St Anne’s all those years ago. I married at the end of the 2015 
and my husband and I have recently bought a house in Pretoria.”

Tess Britz
(née Benjamin, Macrorie, 1977)
Tess is a grandmother to four grandchildren and is designing a cotton 
clothing range.  She is a supporter of the African Children’s Feeding 
Scheme.  Tess has travelled to India 24 times and is also a yoga teacher.  

Barbara Brown
(née Marx, Usherwood, 1957)
Barbara is retired and plays golf and bridge.  She has played for the 
KwaZulu-Natal Ladies Bridge team several times.  She has three children 
and six grandchildren.

Carin Butcher
(née Jelliman, Andrews, 2002)
Carin lives in Nottingham Road with her husband and two gorgeous 
sons.  They are loving farm life.  

Julie Caldicott
(née Bell, Mollie Stone, 1997)
Julie is married with a son who is four years old and a new baby.  She is 
the C.E.O of a technology company based in Cape Town.  

Old Girls’ News
Thank you to all our Old Girls who submitted their news.  Unfortunately, due to space constraints we are not able to publish all the pieces we 

received, but we have certainly read all your news with great pleasure.   

Georgina Brett
(Usherwood, 2010)
Georgina matriculated from St Anne’s in 2010, where she was Head 
of House at Usherwood. She completed her first degree, a Bachelor of 
Commerce: Economics and Law, at the University of Cape Town and 
then went on to read Jurisprudence at the University of Oxford, where 
she won the Norton Rose Fulbright Prize for Constitutional Law. At 
Oxford she started and ran the Alternative Dispute Resolution Society 
and competed in the ICC’s Mediation Competition held in Paris. She 
has published research for the Polygeia think tank on maternal migrant 
healthcare, was a Research Assistant for the University of Oxford’s 
Commercial Negotiation and Mediation course and currently writes for 
The Intelligence Brief – an online platform aimed at promoting awareness 
about topical issues among millennials. She was assistant editor for the 
recently published book ‘Gender and Diplomacy’, which examines the 
role women have played in the diplomatic field, the obstacles they have 
faced and the opportunities open to them. She recently started work in 
London at FTI Consulting in the Strategic Communications division, 
where she consults on change communications, employee engagement 
initiatives and leadership enablement projects within a number of large 
companies worldwide.
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Linda de Beer
(née Chesterton, Andrews, 1977)
Linda is a pharmacist at Edward’s Pharmacy in Eshowe and is married to 
Gerald who is also a pharmacist.  She has two daughters, Catherine, who 
matriculated from St Anne’s in 2006, and Melissa.

Lauren De Freitas
(née Dommett, Marianne Browne, 2008)
After leaving St Anne’s, Lauren studied Photography at Vega Pretoria 
and then Veterinary Nursing at Onderstepoort.  She currently works 
and lives in Howick as a Veterinary Nurse and continues to photograph 
weddings in the Midlands area.  Lauren is also involved at One Life 
Church in Howick and serves as a Deacon and Connect (Home group) 
leader with her husband who is a Veterinarian.

Adrienne Dobeyn
(Mollie Stone, 1987)
Adrienne is back in Pietermaritzburg and has two ‘big’ children. Liam 
(25) works in the film industry in Cape Town and Yaeli – Mia (2012) 
is 23 years old and just graduated with a Masters in Fine Arts, and is 
moving to the U.K.  Adrienne is very happily running her gym and 
nutritional coaching, and is busy with her B & B.  

Tessa Douglas
(née Morgan, 1957)
“Having owned various Real Estate Franchises for 20 odd years, happily 
I now work for Tyson Properties in Umhlanga.  I turned 77 on 20 July 
2017!  St Anne’s was a fantastic grounding in life.”

Nadine Faccio
(née Jardine, Mollie Stone, 2007)
Nadine graduated cum laude for her Bachelor of Education majoring in 
Psychology.  She is completing her honours in Psychology.  Nadine has 
opened her own fitness studio and tanning salon in Vanderbijlpark called 
Toned and Tanned. Her business featured in Fitness Magazine in June 
2017.  

Cathleen Frost
(née Forsyth, Andrews, 2007)
“John Frost and I both went to school 
in Hilton; he attended Hilton College 
while I was at St Anne's. Although we 
both matriculated in 2007, we only met 
in our first year of study at UCT in a 
Maths tutorial - which is appropriate 
for engineers! We became good friends, 
started dating in second year and since 
then have shared all of life's ups and 
downs. John proposed to me at Hilton 
College in early 2016 and we got 
married at the St Anne's Chapel on the 
18 February 2017 surrounded by family 
and friends. Our reception was held at 
the Fleur de Lys Club at Hilton College. 
We are currently living and working 
in Cape Town and love being close to 
both the mountains and beaches, where 
we spend a lot of our free time. Both of 
our families live in Hilton which gives 
us a good excuse to come back and visit 
regularly!”

Ruth Florence
(née McMillan, Marianne Browne, 1977)
Ruth lives in Durban North and is a teacher at Our Lady of Fatima 
Dominican Convent School.  She has been happily married to Douglas 
for 29 years and has four children; Shannon (27), Graeme (25), Sarah 
and Amy (23).  

Nontuthuko (Nana) Giyose
(Macrorie, 2007)
Nontuthuko was awarded a scholarship from Fern Hill Hotel and now 
has a Diploma in Hotel Management.  She is a third year music and 
performance major at Howard College, UKZN. 

Anne Grant
(née Hamp, Marianne Browne, 1947)
Anne completed her nursing training at St Thomas’, London, in 1953 and 
midwifery in 1954.  She returned to South Africa in 1955 and worked at 
McCord’s Hospital where she met Dr Craig Grant who she married in 
1957.  They then moved to the U.K. where Craig obtained his F.R.C.S. 
Ed. before moving back to South Africa to work at the Donald Fraser 
Hospital in Venda.  They were based here for 20 years and Craig became 
a Professor of surgery at Medunsa. Anne was very sorry that she was 
unable to attend her 70th reunion on Old Girls’ Day.

Phillipa Greene
(Andrews, 2007)
Phillipa is working for a company called Sable International who assist 
with visas and passports for the UK.  She is engaged to Jan Strydom.  

Hilary Gush
(Marianne Browne, 1987)
Hilary lives and works in Johannesburg.  She consults to corporate 
clients on strategic communications, writing their integrated reports.  
She is married to Peter Delmar and they have two children, Joe (14) and 
Grace (12).    
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Paula Hall
(née Adam, Marianne Browne, 2002)
Paula is a brand and business manager for Trackcor.  The company 
procures goods and services into Africa.  She is married and has a 
daughter named Charlotte (2).  

Julia Halstead – Cleak 
(née Halstead, Macrorie, 1987)
Julia is a clinical psychologist and lives in Johannesburg with her 
husband, Derek, and sons Nicholas (15) and Murray (10).

Samantha Harwood
(née Greene, Andrews, 1992)
Samantha ran a special needs school for 14 years.  She then became an 
estate agent and is loving it.  She has a son and two daughters.  Her son 
is studying at Rhodes University and her daughters are at Maris Stella.

Alice Hawkins
(née Stevenson, Mollie Stone, 2007)
Alice owns a PR and Events company and was recently married.  She and 
her husband are living in Gaborone, Botswana.

Ashleigh Helm
(née Pepworth, Marianne Browne, 2007)
Ashleigh is a Grade 7 Teacher at Penzance Primary School.  She married 
on 18 March 2017.

Jeanette (Jenny) Hutchons
(née Hall, Macrorie, 1963)
Jenny and her husband, Len, have lived in George for the past 20 
years.  She retired in 2009 and has seven grandchildren and two great 
granddaughters.  

Roxanne Jans
(Frances Baines, 2007)
“In 2016 I emigrated to Auckland, New Zealand with my high school 
sweetheart and we are now engaged.”

Nina Kitching
(née Torr, Usherwood, 1997)
Nina is a self-employed accountant and is living in Pietermaritzburg.  
She has a 3-year-old daughter and a 1-year-old son.  

Helen Keeton 
(née Booysen, Andrews, 1997)
Helen is married with three children, two boys and a girl.  She is living 
in Ballito.  

Anzel Lombard 
(née Steyn, Marianne Browne, 2007)
Anzel is an attorney in Johannesburg and married on 8 April 2017.  

Joanne Mandy
(née Cowie, Usherwood, 2001)
Joanne is a Senior Manager at Price Waterhouse Cape Town and is 
married to Simon Mandy. She has two little boys.   

Catherine Meyer
(née Mennie, Macrorie, 2002)
Catherine is an office administrator in her husband’s family business.  
She has a little girl of 2 years named Danika. 

Naledi Mokwena
(née Likate, Macrorie, 1997)
“I joined Old Mutual Corporate Consultants in September 2017 and 
work as an Investment Consultant. My job entails advising pension 
funds and corporates how to invest money in order to meet the 
desired retirement outcomes for their members. Prior to joining Old 
Mutual, I worked as an Investment Consultant at Alexander Forbes 
Asset Consulting and it was during my tenure at Forbes that I helped 
coordinate the St Anne's 2015 Class of Accounting visit to Alexander 
Forbes/Investment Solutions. I am married and have a 4-year old 
daughter, Segametsi Mokwena.” 

Penelope Morkel
(née Lund, Marianne Browne, 1982)
Pene is happily married to Andrew and living in Zululand and Salt Rock.  
They have three children aged 23, 21 and 17. Abby is currently at St 
Anne’s. Pene loves spending time with her family and enjoys tennis, 
painting, gardening and doing charity work.

Rebecca Morris
(Macrorie, 2007)
Rebecca is emigrating to the UK and is a mother of one.

Ashleigh Mortleman
(née Evans, Macrorie, 1987)
Ashleigh is living in Mutare, Zimbabwe and is co-director of a retail and 
wholesale company called MFS.  She has two children; Caylie who is 
writing her A-Levels at Peterhouse Girls and David who is in Form 2 at 
Peterhouse Boys. She has been married to Steve for 22 years!

Jessica Naylor
(née Linley, Macrorie, 2002)
Jessica is living in Cape Town and is happily married to Sean.  She has a 
daughter named India and a son named Oliver.

Mfundwenhle Ndlela
(Macrorie, 2010)
“I was recently elected as the Psychological Society of South Africa 
(PsySSA) Student Division's Equity and Transformation Subcommittee 
Chairperson. The student division is now taking an active role in trying 
to decolonize and transform the psychology discipline by looking at 
places where the field fails and trying to implement ways in which a more 
meaningful decolonized psychology can make its way into the university 
curriculum and practice.”
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Susan Nel
(née Church, Frances Baines, 1987)
Sue is an Interior Designer living in Johannesburg.  She has three sons 
aged 16, 14 and 11 years old.  

Pamela Newby
(née Laycock, Macrorie, 1967)
“I have an M.Sc. in Zoology and live in Cape Town.  I am involved in 
web design and enjoy hiking in the mountains.  I love sailing and I am 
still dragon boat racing competitively.  This unusual sport has taken me to 
regattas in China, Taiwan and all over Europe.  I was very impressed with 
St Anne’s when visiting for Old Girls’ Day.  What a beautiful school!”

Debbie Parkinson
(née Martin, Usherwood, 1977)
Debbie is now working as an estate agent for Sotheby’s Lew Geffen.  She 
has been happily married for 32 years and has three lovely adult children.  

Dale Parrish
(née Wilkinson, Marianne Browne, 1987)
Dale lives in Modderfontein, East of Johannesburg. She had worked in 
the veterinary pharmaceutical industry for most of her career.  

Debi Pender 
(née van der Vyver, Andrews & Macrorie, 1977)
Debi is the assistant co-ordinator for the Durban North and Umhlanga 
Crisis Team.  The team assists in victim support and trauma debriefing.  

Nikki Rossato
(née Watt, Andrews, 1992)
Nikki is happily living in Durban with her two young sons and dog.  
She has a retail business consisting of 5 gift shops and a boutique, 
which is in Hilton as is one of the gift shops.  Nikki loves what she does 
and spending her free time running and on the beach.  

Gala Rowe-Setz
(Frances Baines, 2006)
Gala completed her qualification as a Medical Doctor at WITS in 2016. 
She is now doing her internship in Pietermaritzburg. 

Annie Steinhobel
(née Baber, Andrews, 1977)
Annie moved to Cape Town four years ago and she loves it.  She is 
working part-time for the V.W.V Group, an experiential agency.  She 
has a wonderful husband, Mark, and two children, Ashleigh and Murray.  

Nikki Syme & Pippa Mitchell
(née Kirkland, Andrews, 1998 & 2001)
Sisters, Nikki and Pippa, along with their partners; Pretty Gumbi, Brightness Mlangeni and Ntombi Mthembu, recently started a business 
making beautiful domestic clothing. Pretty Bright Girls named after Pretty, Brightness and Ntombi (meaning girl) was created when Pretty 
decided she would like to wear something different to work and approached Pippa with a dress design. They agreed that there should be better 
clothing options that were practical and attractive. The networking skills of Brightness and Ntombi were used to grow sales and they, in turn, 
have recruited more domestic workers keen to earn extra income by doing sales.  Nikki and Pippa run the marketing and advertising, and have 
got the business up and running while providing training to the team in different fields of expertise.  These lovely dresses are now available in a 
number of retail stores and online at www.prettybrightgirls.com.
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Nicola van Ravenswaay
(née Chadwick, Usherwood, 2012)
Nicola married Lawrence van Ravenswaay on the 2 September 
2017 at Calderwood Hall in the Midlands. It was a beautiful 
wedding, attended by close family and friends. Nicola studied 
Occupational Therapy at UFS, and is completing her Community 
Service year at a clinic in Hammarsdale. Lawrence is a graphic 
designer, and works in Hillcrest where they are now living.

Shannon Stowell
(Usherwood, 2007)
Shannon is an Attorney and Conveyancer at Stowell & Co. Inc. in 
Pietermaritzburg.

Joanne Taylor 
(née Buzzard, Macrorie, 1992)
“I am married to Simon Taylor who I met in Grade 10 at St Anne’s!  We 
live in Durban North and have two sons; Ross (13) and Tom (10).  I keep 
myself busy working at Unilever and supporting Simon in our business.”

Nandi Twala
(née Sithole, Marianne Browne, 1997)
Nandi is married with three children; Phoenix (16), Mhudi (14) and 
Lukhanyo (7).  She is living in Johannesbuurg.

 

Nayna Schwegler
(Mollie Stone, 1987)
Nayna is a flower farmer and exporter. She is a mother of three. 
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Kathryn Stannard
(Andrews, 1997)

Kathryn has a baby boy and works full time at Investel Investments. 

Mia Van Heerden
(Andrews, 2007)

Mia lives in Johannesburg and is a financial planner and analysist at 
Ascendis Health.

Charlotte van Tiddens
(Macrorie, 2010)
“I have just returned from exchange in Italy at the University of Bologna 
where I took courses which will contribute to my Masters in Financial 
Economics at Stellenbosch University. In addition, I am lecturing first 
year macroeconomics and have enrolled for CFA Level 1 in December. 
In my spare time I also write posts for my blog on economics and finance 
(www.charlietiddensblog.wordpress.com).

Economics has taught me much about human capital and the value of 
a good education. The strength of St Anne's as an academic institution 
makes me proud to be an Old Girl. My teachers at St Anne's laid the 
foundations for me to achieve what I have today.”

Karin Wellman
(née Eriksson, Frances Baines, 1992)
“I live in Rivonia, Johannesburg. I am married with a daughter, Anna, 
who is 12 and at Redhill School. Career wise, I am currently the Learning 
& Development Manager at MSD, a multinational pharmaceutical 
company.”

Claire Wither
(Mollie Stone, 1997)
Claire is an Operational Analyst for a software company.  She lives in 
Lions River.

Anne Youngleson
(née Folker, Frances Baines, 1959)
Anne has taught in several schools including Cordwalles and Drakensburg 
Boys Choir.  She was also a lecturer at Edgewood Teachers College of 
Education.  Anne was married to Robert Youngleson for 35 years before 
he passed away in 2016.  She has two daughters, Annemarie and Penny.  

Pippa Yuill
(née Henderson, Usherwood, 1971)
“I am remarried and am married to Joe Spohr.  We spend six months of 
the year in South Africa and six months in the United States.  We live in a 
really pretty little town on Lake Michigan called Charlevoix in Northern 
Michigan.  Any visitors are welcome!”



In Memoriam
Old Girls stood at Old Girls’ Day 2017 

for the following late members:

Linoya Moore née Keyter (1945)
Angela Watson née Dickson (1983)

Janella Coyne née Henderson (1965)
Stephana Rowe née Lammie (1946)

Barbara Last née Neale (1948)
Wendy Raney née Stranger (1943)

Carolyn Thomson née Cursons (1957)
Morakane Matji (2015)

The Old Girls’ Guild received 
notification of the passing of the 

following after Old Girls’ Day:

Erica Benham née Kimber (1976)
Fay Rafferty née Hatrick (1957) 

Mary Field (1963)
Hazel Haines née Joubert (1960)

Janella Coyne 
(née Henderson)
October 1948 – January 2017

Hazel ‘Jubby’ Haines
(née Joubert)
27 October 1942 to 4 May 2017

The middle daughter of three, Janella 
was born in Ladysmith in October 1948. 
She grew up on a farm at Elandslaagte 
and attended the local primary school 
reveling in farm life and the smells and 
antics of the animals. She went on to 
high school at St Anne’s. Her mother 

said of her that she was the easiest of babies but the most challenging of 
teenagers!

Janella enjoyed her boarding school adventure at St Anne’s; she was 
always in trouble and always late! One of her antics was to keep a family 
of white mice in the laundry box on the landing in Andrews. She kept her 
mice fed from the dining room and would sneak out all manner of food. 
It was a wonder that Miss Vernon never discovered these creatures as the 
odour was unmistakable!!  Sport was not her cup of tea, but art was. She 
loved Mrs Dunn and could immerse herself in the art room with pots of 
bright coloured paint. She loved the arts and went on to do a B.A. in Art 
and Drama at the University of Natal (Pietermaritzburg).

On completion of her tertiary studies in Education, she taught at various 
high schools including Mansfield Boys in Durban which she loved, 
Girls High in Pietermaritzburg, Ladysmith High School and Mtunzini 
in Zululand. Janella, however, was both bright and talented and easily 
became bored. This led her to further studies and a particular interest 
in literacy. She studied further and qualified as a junior school teacher 
and later worked with Mike Hart at the University of Natal on literacy 
improvement research. 

Being bright and talented, she also had strong opinions about things and 
many of you will have noted and read her opinions in “The Natal Witness”. 
She was a regular contributor to the “Letters to the Editor” column.

Janella always seemed to be cheerful and positive even when things 
weren’t going all that well.  She was a very kind and generous person with 
her time as well as material things. She would never say “No” to anyone 
who asked for her help. As a result, she had many and what seemed an 
overwhelming amount of projects on at the same time. She had a lovely 
sense of humour and enjoyed a good laugh. She was a good friend to 
many. Janella married Rodney Coyne, a local pharmacist, in the eighties 
and produced two beautiful daughters – Myra and Alice.  Despite the fact 
that she had not been that well for some time, it was a shock when she 
died in late January 2017.  She was a colourful character, much loved by 
her family, and is sorely missed.

Ailsa Henderson and additional note by Jill Brooke

Hazel attended St Anne’s from 1954 to 1960 and was Vice Head of her 
matric class and Macrorie’s Head of House.  She was also Captain of 
the swimming team, played 1st team Hockey, was in the Gym team and 
Choir Leader. Hazel was popular, a great competitor and an example to 
her peers.  On leaving St Anne’s, Hazel studied at Grey’s Hospital and 
qualified as a Head Theatre sister (Honours) and a Midwife. She was well 
respected by prominent surgeons, obstetricians, doctors and hospital staff.  

In 1967, Hazel married MG ‘Thug’ Haines. She was greatly loved by 
her family of five children and ten grandchildren. They have all grown 
to be successful and popular with sound Christian principles. Hazel was 
a loyal, devoted, supportive, inspirational and loving wife. Her unselfish 
support after the premature death of our eldest son, at the age of three, 
was testament to her amazing strength of character and love. Hazel was 
an unwavering, strong, practicing Christian who acted her faith out in her 
daily life. She had a wonderful propensity for pronouncing the untainted 
truth – no matter what the consequences and was a champion for the poor 
and disadvantaged. She thanked God daily for His magnificent creation 
which she protected fiercely. She was popular with young and old alike 
and a firm, loyal and reliable friend. She had a great sense of humour – 
daring and mischievous - an exuberant and infectious laugh.

Hazel loved swimming and completed ten Midmar Miles, often helping 
friends and family to finish.  She was an accomplished equestrian with a 
deep love for horses and won a number of prestigious awards. She was 
also a great supporter, critic, organizer and ‘coach’ for the family who all 
played polo at Otto’s Bluff Polo Club. For many happy years, the club 
enjoyed her support and dedicated management. Hazel had a great sense 
of adventure. No matter how daunting the mission she would keenly 
accept the challenge. She spent two years nursing in war torn Southern 
Sudan and two years in the U.K. fixing the defunct Health Service at the 
Bedford High Security Prison. In 2007, Hazel and her husband traced 
the Zambezi River from the source in South East Congo to the delta in 
Mozambique; camping and negotiating the most beautiful rugged 4x4 
terrain. Six weeks and 12000 km; she was “in her element”    

Thanks to her dear friends who cared so 
lovingly for her during the “year of 60” Old 
Girl’s reunions. Rest in God’s peace our dear 
and wonderful friend, who courageously 
fought the horror of Alzheimer’s disease for 
10 difficult years. I, your loving husband and 
soulmate, wish to commit the fine example 
of your life, so well lived, to the minds of 
young people at St Anne’s and elsewhere. 

MG ‘Thug’ Haines
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Fay Rafferty
 (née Hattrick)
15 March 1939 - 19 July 2017

Fay was born in Pietermaritzburg on 15 March 1939. As they say – ‘beware the Ides 
of March’! After school, while travelling with her best friend and my godmother, 
Mary-Lou Kingaby, Fay met a handsome sailor on a cruise ship and fell in love.  
On 10 July 1964, Fay and Richard Rafferty married.  Richard was her best friend, 
lover and soul mate.  They were married for fifty-three years, which illustrates their 
loyalty and commitment to each other. 

On 1 August 1971, Fay gave birth to twins, Linda and myself.  Linda and I are 
eternally grateful for what our mother taught us, and she loved us dearly. Her values 
and moral compass were centered true north. She was confident and outspoken, 
things were either black or white, grey was never a colour.  She loved being around 
her family and friends. She had an amazing flair and passion for cooking.  Some of 
my fondest memories are when we both cooked together, especially when cooking 
crayfish thermidor.  She loved shopping, and I’m sure that since her demise, Pick 
& Pay, Spar and Woolworths’ sales have taken a downturn!   However, her biggest 
passion was being outside in her garden, with soil on her hands, sun on her back, 
and birds singing in the background. She had green fingers and could talk the hind 
leg off a donkey! Fay loved her sport. She excelled at swimming -  when she was 
in Second Form at St Anne’s she missed taking part in the Olympics due to an 
emergency appendix operation.  She was also very good at gym and hockey, and 
she competed in show jumping at the Rand Easter Show.  

She was very involved with her four grandchildren, and she was proud of what 
they have achieved, and what they have become.  Every morning after awakening, 
Fay relaxed, playing Patience, and enjoying a cup of coffee and a cigarette.  It’s 
taken me forty-six years to realize that although Spider-Man is still my coolest superhero, I had a more important superhero in front of my very eyes 
- our mother.  She meant so much to Linda and me.  She was always there for us. Our mother was our guardian, our best friend, our provider, our 
teacher ... the list goes on and on. She said ‘yes’ as often as possible, but wasn’t afraid to tell us ‘no’.  She was always proud of our accomplishments 
and accepting of our failures. She showed me how to treat others with kindness, compassion and love.  She taught me that it is OK for a man to express 
emotions, and to not be afraid of being vulnerable. She taught me to be comfortable in my own skin, and to be able to fully love and respect women.  
Linda and I loved our mother very much indeed, and will treasure our memories for ever. We were blessed to have such a wonderful mother.

David Rafferty    

Fay was my dearest and longest friend. From Primary School to High School, to overseas trip to dating, marrying and having a family, we were 
together through thick and thin. We never lost contact over 70 odd years.  Although we have not been together the last few years because of 
distance, we always had our long phone chats.  Perhaps, you have a friendship like ours where we don’t see each other for a long time but pick 
up and chat as if we had never been parted. That was Fay and I. Real friends are more valuable than precious jewels so if you have a friend like 
I had in Fay, thank the Lord for it is a very precious gift. I have to say goodbye to someone I loved like a sister. It’s been a long journey to get to 
this final goodbye, and so in my grief let me speak hope to those who despair, comfort to those of you mourning. Don’t be fearful, let peace be 
with you and remember to love one another. The walls we build around us to keep out sadness also keeps out joy.

Love is patient and kind, not proud and envious. It keeps no record of wrongs and is not easily angered. It always protects, trusts and hopes and 
so my very loved friend I say farewell till we meet again. You will always be in my heart and truly missed. To all Fay’s family, I wish you Faith, 
Hope and Love.  Things will get better, so until they do, let God’s light warm and guide you. Remember, when you face the sun your shadow is 
behind you.

Fay, you will be missed.

Mary Lou Kingaby (née Anderson)

Since the first meeting of the Old Girls’ Guild on 29 August 1903, the Old Girls of St Anne’s College have generously supported their 
College, both during their lifetimes and on their passing, by making donations or leaving bequests to the Old Girls’ Guild in their Wills. 
Please consider making a bequest in your Will, however small, so that future generations of girls can enjoy the benefits of our fine College. 
(Our College is a Public Benefit Organisation and therefore your donation will be tax-deductible which will ultimately lessen the duties 

payable on your Estate.)  

Please contact Alison Ascough on aascough@stannes.co.za for more details.

Bequests to the Old Girls’ Guild
Help Us to Do More for Future Generations of Girls
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A glimpse back in time

On 8 August 2017 St Anne’s celebrate Foundation Day, marking 140 years since the College 
was founded.  Miss Emma Cresswell left a very successful St Mary’s College in Richmond 
at the end of 1876 to start a new school in Pietermaritzburg initially known simply as ‘The 
Manse’. Bishop Macrorie commented in a letter that “she has over 40 girls in a hired house (the 
Presbyterian Manse) which is too small, but we cannot find other quarters …”.  Towards the 
end of 1877 the new school was formally named St Anne’s Diocesan College.  Miss Cresswell 
resigned in 1879 and handed over to Miss Eliza Usherwood who purchased the vacated 
Bishop’s College buildings, paid for their renovation and donated them to the Church.  The 
College made its home in Loop Street for the next 23 years.

At the turn of the 20th Century an increase in enrolment necessitated a move to new larger 
premises where the College could expand and thrive as demand for the school grew.   The 
original foundation stone was brought from St Anne’s Loop street campus to symbolise 
continuity and was laid as part of a special ceremony on August 8th, 1903.  The new foundation 
stone was laid at the same ceremony by the Governor, Sir Henry McCallum.  The service was 
attended by guests from the Church, Michaelhouse, Hilton College and the staff and girls of St 
Anne’s and marked the beginning of a new era for the College.

Hilton Road, as it was then called, was chosen for its vast grounds and it was recorded that 
‘in the country there will be beautiful air, plenty of space, but we shall be left entirely to our 
own resources, no church, no neighbours…’. St Anne’s reopened on 11 August 1904, just over 
a year after the foundation stone was laid and so the College began to grow.  At this stage the 
school consisted of the main building, which housed the dormitories and the classrooms, and 
what was known as the Big Hall.  The kitchen was in a wood-and-iron building.  In these early 
days at Hilton, the prospectus (1910) records that the College offered Religious Knowledge, 
English Language and Literature, History, Geography, French, Latin, Elementary Science, 
Mathematics, Class Drawing and Singing, Needlework, and Nature Study (including scientific 
bee-keeping and gardening). This was just the beginning of what would develop into the 
wonderfully diverse curriculum the girls of today experience at St Anne’s.  

The Old Girls’ Guild was founded in 1903, its object was noted as ‘the linking together in good 
fellowship the past and present pupils of St Anne’s, uniting them in one body for a common 
cause, namely, the highest welfare of their College’. The Old Girls’ Guild played an important 
role in raising funds for various extensions and additions to the College.  These ladies were 
known for rallying for and cause and collecting funds from holding dances, bridge drives, 
tennis tournaments and concerts.  The Guild has been an integral part of the school since its 
conception and over a century later, the Old Girls’ Guild continues to foster the same values 
that were instilled in its founding and is committed to the life and future of the College.   

Foundation Day was a wonderful, happy and joyous occasion made possible by the caring and 
dedicated staff and girls who make up our community. Everyone enjoyed numerous inter-house 
activities and a fun day in the beautiful sunshine celebration our College.     

Gardening, circa 1910

Main Building, 1911

Foundation Day, 1903

Chapel, circa 1913Loop Street, circa 1880
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Name Form Mother Grandmother Great
Grandmother

Great Great
Grandmother

Jade Barnes 6 Cicely Walker Avenel Shepstone

Caitlyn Coxe 6 Adrien Banyard Mary Lee Savory Irene Mary Parker Mary Hutchinson

Genevieve Field 6 Louise Stevenson

Robyn Jensen 6 Bridget Fynn

Lauren Johnson 6 Alex Whaley Jennifer Rennie

Charlotte Jonsson 6 Denise Wheeler Elizabeth Noel Crofts

Sarah Kershaw 6 Karyn Murray Denise Gilson Ethel Stevenson

Emily Lazenby 6 Sara Starling

Georgina Moffat 6 Debra Fyvie

Abby Morkel 6 Pene Lund Helen Mary Noble

Sithelo Mthethwa 6 Vuyo Tshabalala

Ella O’Connell 6 Georgina Starling

Emma Pitt 6 Susan Holdsworth

Sarah Thornton-Dibb 6 Joy Elizabeth Mackness

Stephanie Vickers 6 Eileen Leonard

Annabelle Armstrong 5 Gaynor Visick

Samantha Franklin 5 Marjorie Stevenson

Rebecca Erskine 5 Deborah Bennett Robin Francis Priscilla Davis Joan Tatham

Maya Gutierrez-Garcia 5 Cherylynn Hall

Jacqui Hulley 5 May Clark

Olivia Mary Noyce 5 Lucinda Hall

Daniella Rhodes 5 Kate McCarthy Pauline Armstrong

Gabriella van Höne 5 Sarah Hickey

Hannah Vince-Jillings 5 Ann Maureen Brunt

Savanna Alexander 4 Dorothy Warner

Emily Anders 4 Janet de la Hey

Katherine Burnett 4 Nicola Hammond

Gemma Gauntlett 4 Angela Armstrong

Kate Gerrish 4 Evelyn McClaren

Hannah Haines 4 Hazel Joubert Hazel Worthington

Christine Harcourt–Cooke 4 Moira Hurd

Christina Herridge 4 Jacqueline Payne

Jodi Lee 4 Debra Meaker

Generations of Old Girls
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Frances Martin 4 Debra Dunton

Pili Mthethwa 4 Vuyo Tshabalala

Alice Perrow 4 Belinda Kurz

Anna Thornton–Dibb 4 Joy Elizabeth Mackness

Sarah Whyte 4 Susan Hooper

Erin Armstrong 3 Gaynor Visick

Kathleen Freemantle 3 Tamsin Collins

Isabella Harvey 3 Elspeth Stewart

Samantha Lambert 3 Paddy Armstrong  Nancy Roberts Morkel

Hannah Lazenby 3 Sara Starling

Kiara McLuckie 3 Helen Wishart Deana Roberts

Rebecca O’Connell 3 Georgina Starling

Alexa Peters 3 Eileen Leonard

Sabrina Taylor 3 Murial Leslie

Nicola Veenstra 3 Deborah Ede

Emily Vermaak 3 Sarah Binnendyk

Isabella Winter 3 Desiree Conradie

Sarah Anders 2 Janet de la Hey

Emily Bennett 2 Robin Francis Priscilla Davis Joan Tatham

Abby Gauntlett 2 Angela Armstrong

Lily Grindrod 2 Pauli James

Hannah Gush 2 Caro Lister

Jade Harty 2 Paula-Jane Davis

Jessica Johnson 2 Nadine Geyser

Mia Lee 2 Debra Meaker

Rebecca Lonsdale 2 Vicci McNaught-Davis

Teagan MacFarlane 2 Amanda Buys

Kate Perrow 2 Belinda Kurz

Josephine Peters 2 Eileen Leonard

Abby Talmage 2 Claire Scott

Kim van Rooyen 2 Jennifer Church

Catherine Viedge 2 Janet Wallis Jessamy Neumeyer

Abby Williamson 2 Jean Elliot

Georgina Wolf 2 Angela Fowler
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is to nurture ‘The 21st Century St Anne’s Old Girl’. 
This goal, to instil specific characteristics and traits, 
underpins everything we do at the College. At St 
Anne’s we strive to develop an Old Girl who will…

• possess an intellectual curiosity and a love 
of learning for its own sake. This she will 
demonstrate: through a wide general knowledge 
extending far beyond the immediate content of 
subject syllabuses and the South African context; 
through familiarity with current affairs and a well-
established reading habit

• demonstrate an ability to apply what is learned 
in the classroom to society at large and bring her 
developing knowledge of this society to bear on 
her studies

• possess a high regard for human rights, and have 
experienced and understood the issues of social 
justice, gender consciousness and democracy. 
As a result, she will have an appreciation of, and 
respect for, her neighbours

• use her gender consciousness to challenge 
gender stereotyping and traditional patriarchal 
structures through appropriate and assertive 
action

• communicate confidently and appropriately in two 
or more languages

• demonstrate confidence with figures at a level 
appropriate to her interests and ability. This will 
allow her to think logically and to solve problems 
that are closely related to real-life situations

• irrespective of her subject package, have an 
appreciation and understanding of both the Arts 
and the Sciences, and their impact on our world

• acknowledge her differences, and 
discern wisdom as a resourced 

citizen of South Africa and the world 
by participating in social change, 

asserting herself as a woman

•



• regard Information and Communication 
Technology as an integral part of her studies 
and will use it responsibly and ethically. She will 
develop a high degree of capacity for critical 
thought, being able to evaluate information, 
formulate her own opinion and support it

• embrace the responsibility that comes with 
leadership

• develop a deep respect and love 
for the natural world. She will be 
well informed about environmental 
issues and practise care for the 
environment

• celebrate the South African and diverse 
character of our school and staff community

• appreciate the benefits of sporting and other 
recreational activities, and be equipped to 
participate in such activities at a social level at 
least

• demonstrate resilience in the face of mistakes 
or disappointment, appreciating how setbacks 
are necessary companions on the journey 
to becoming women of character and good 
judgement

• take responsibility for her individual programme, 
and appreciate the importance of self-discipline 
and independent learning. She will understand 
her strengths and preferred learning style, and 
her commitment to school responsibilities will 
sit comfortably with a balanced and healthy 
lifestyle

• be independent whilst showing 
an ability to co-operate, sharing 
work ideas and showing respect 
and tolerance for other opinions

• be a problem-solver embracing learning as 
a series of challenges and tasks that build 
knowledge by inviting a creative response 
appropriate to the discipline. She will not 
confine herself to content at the expense of 
the underlying skills and concepts in a topic. 
She will approach investigations in a similar 
manner, demonstrating research skills and 
eschewing plagiarism

Dumile Cele, 1988
CEO Durban Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry

Sarah Collins, 1987
Wonderbag Creator

Jane Linley-Thomas, 1997
Radio DJ Personality
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